
INTRODUCTION

S

This chapter introduces industrial electronics.
it covers some of the key developments and
includes definitions for a few of the major
terms. It also discusses the skills and knowl-
edge that the industrial technician must pos-
sess to work efficiently.Y. Finally, it introduces
safety which is of paramount importance for
those preparing to work in the ihdustrial envi-

ronrnent.

1-1
PERSPECTIVE
The industrial world is where raw materials are p'o-
cessed, parts are manufactured, and final products
are assembled. It provides us with a high standard
of living in terms of the goods it offers and the em-
ployment it provides. It is central to our economy
and to our general nell-being. 1: is a changing world.
Many believe that we are now experiencing the sec-
ond phase of the industrial revolution or a totally
new technological revolution. industry is changing
from a labor-intensive gector of our economy to a
highly technical and automated environment. This
change is impacting the industrial work force, and
future industrial workers will work with their brans
far more than with their brawn.

The merger of industry and electricity began early
in this century, when motors began replacing other
energy forms such as steam, water, animals, and
humans. The motor was rapidly and widely applied
to a variety of industrial tasks. As the applications
increased, developing control systems that were
more flexible and accurate than the mechanical sys-
tems based on clutches, gears, belts, and pulleys
became necessary. The Ward-Leonard control sys-
tem was the first to gain widespread application. In
this system, the speed and direction of a direct cur-
rent (dc) motor were controlled b y energizing its
armature circuit from a dc generator. By varying the
polarity and intensity of the field current in the gen-

derator, it was possible to control the direction an
speed of the motor efficiently by varying the polarity
and magnitude of its armature voltage. The system
offered smooth and stepless speed adjustment. When
connected to a mechanical s ystem with inertia, the
motor was even able to return power to the alternat-

ing current .iC) su-ly upon deceleration. The e:
ciency and good control characteristics made ft.:
Ward-Leonard system very popular even though I:
is large, expensive, difficult to maintain, and not s'
efficient by modern standards.

Electronics began to enter the industrial arena dcr-
jog the 1940s. VarioIs control devices were deve-
oped to supplemen: and, in some cases, replace t:
Ward-Leonard system. The devices of that era
eluded thvratrons. rr.zrcury pool rectifiers, and ig:-
trons. Up u:il tha: :-me, dc motors were chosen
control apiications because their torque and spec
characterisEcS coifi be widely and smoothly cc-
trolled with good eTciency. Then, frequency cen:

-of ac motors ope: up new possibilities. This w::S

an attracti'e devel,.-menz since an ac motor cc-.
only one-fcirth as uch as a comparable dc no::

During a la:er p,- -J. solid-state repcernens 1:

thyratrons. called: -istor.c. fuherexendCd the:
plications c ac r:::s. In the 1950s. nagne:::
electronic _:nplirie, using vacuum tubes) closed
control lc	 for	 more scphisticated al -
tions. These svs:e- used feedback to contrc: pc -
tioning au: 1atic.:. and accurately and were cal.
5enornec;:.:fli5n5. Juring the late 190s and eac..
196s. sol:.±-state ce-.ices made their debut in in—
try with deices s:h as the transistor and the tl --
istor. Robcs firs: 'peared in the 1960s and v:
used in apicatioas such as welding and spray pa:::-
ing and in environments too dangerous for hu-r.
workers. The operaional amplifier made its inroas
in the late 1960s, ad systems based on digff1l1C
also gained in pog!arity. The programmable cm-

troller, also introduced in this period, began to eli-
mate elecuomagne'.iC relay logic in tinting and ee-
quencing contrdl. During the 1970s the mirae
device, the micror:ccessOr. opened up a,wo
of sopi,.isl:aed cc::rol for bt.h dc and ac rot
e4üipmen- Anmic:;roceSSOr1S most of the
of a digital :ompu:e:reduced tc' a tiny chip of sic.:
Microprocessors c.lcklt bo:ed the soph:::-
of autom::cd s s:s as manaers and designers
acted to ç:essure f:: increased çroductiVitY and cc-
ity.

In the irdern ifldustrial plant there are a varic
of dc mo:cr cont:c systems ranging from fra:tio:a
horsepower ratios to ratings over 10.000 horse-
power (hr. Applications inolude portable pover
tools, conveyors, robots, pafletizers, hoists. cra's.
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elevators, rolling mills, tube mills, extrusion mills,
and many others. Thanks to high-posser thyristors,

drive systems are available \v!th ratings ranging
from fractional horsepower to y 0000 hp and are re
p lacin g dc motors in many industrial applications. In
addition to motors and motor drives, modern indus-
try uses electronics in many processes and machines.
Examples include electronic weldin g , eleclroplatiiig.
process control, and computer-controlled machines
such as lathes, millin2 machines, drill presses, and
robots.

Key Terms in Industrial Electronics

The following list of definitions is brief, but it will
help in developing a perspective of modern industrial
electronics:

Automation: the implementation of processes by au-
tomatic means without the need for human inter-
vention; self-moving, self-adjusting, and self-con-
trolling.

Process control: the control imposed on physical or
chemical changes in a material.

Automatic controller: a device that operates auto-
matically to regu!a! e a variable in response to a
command and to a feedback signal.

Programmable controller: a deviec that is configured
b y software commands (instructions) to sequence
and time events.

Robot: a propt--"n,nable. multifunction manipulator
desi'nri L  move material, parts, tools, or spe-
dali -,o &v es through variable programmed nio-

ow tttc peri'ormance	 a sanely of tasks
ecurc. Robot Institute of .'.:r:c,s

Microprocessor: the entire central proccsr uit of
a computer reduced to a tiny chip of silicon.

Numerical control: a pro grammin g ss stem of letters
and numbers that regulates an entire machining
process and the sequence of operations to machine
a work piece.

Flexible manufacturing system: a computerized pro-
duction line with a hi gh degree of programmability
tO a l low quick and eas y chan ges from one small
production batch to another.

CAD/CAM: computer-assisted design/computer-as-
sisted manufacturing.

Computer-integrated manufacturing: an integration
of design, engineering, manufacturing, and busi-
ness functions on a central computer or on a net-
work of computers.

REVIEW (UESTIOXS
1. What is the name of the early motor control

StCifl that used a dc generator to energize the ar-
mature circuit of a dc motor?

2. Thyristors are solid-state replacements for

.1.	 csv much doesan ac motor cost as com-
pared to a de motor with similar ratings'?

4. A servomechanism USeS feedback  to auton2i-
cally control mechanical

1-2
KNOWLEDGE AND SK11LS
REQUIRED

The industrial workplace is often a combination of
old, newer, and state-of-the-art technology. The
worker may he confronted ith brand-new, late-tech-
nology equipment sitting beside equipment that is O
years old. This environment demands a thorough
understanding of basics. It requires a dili gent tech-
nician who takes the time and makes the effort to
understand all of the equipment in his or hr care.
Learning cannot he confined to classrooms. The best
technicians are always actively involved in learning
more about their technology and about their work-
place.

Inportance of Theory

Piic circuit theor y is one of the most valuable tool,
for iLe industrial technician. Ohm's los, Kirchhol'is
laws, and other hase princirlcs make the lssi:iciil
process of fault isolation possible. This knoss ledge
must he coupled a ith the ability to usc ilstiLimetits.
Meters, oscilloscopes, signal generators. logic
probes, logic pulsers, and other test equipment must
be u s ed safely, accuratel y , and eli'ectiselv. The tect:-
nician must also understand the theory of ope;ata
for the equipment being diagnosed. Soio	 4uiprr.at

viy complicated, and the ov,rall pictuic must he
clear. If the equipment iiteracts ss ith other equip-
melt, then the entir-.' system must be understood. A
familiarit y with eIctr,'nic circuits and des ices is also
necessary. An 1,1('J'-O c ii-ouit is one that contains
active components such :. Sir. siators and integrated
Circuits. When troubleshootin g at the component
level, one must understand the ssa the active de-
vices function. Then, when they malfunction, it is
possible to diagnose their behavior as abnutmal and
to make the proper replacements. Troubleshooting
at the board level is usually less demandin g . In
board-level troublesliooring the fault is traced to one
plu g-in Circuit board or module, and then the entire
circuit is replaced. This is fine in those eases in which
a spare board is in stock. If a board is not in stock,
then loss of production time can cost the company a
considerable sum. It is also often wasteful to discard
a defective board. Defective boards may be sent back
to the manufacturer for repair, or the technician may
be expected to repair them,

ln i l)orancc of Mechanical Skills

In addition to electrical and electronic knoss ledge,
the industrial technician must have considerable me-
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chaflical skill. Much of the work will involve mech-
anisms that interact with circuits. Sometimes it is
difficult to determine whether a problem is mechan-
ical, electrical, or both. Mechanical skills are also
necessary for the proper disassembly and reassenihl:'
of equipment All rarts and fasteners must he rein-
stalled just as theY were. Attitude has a lot to do
with this tisrect ofthe job. Sorting parts and fasten-

ers during the d ' a'emhIy process takes a little more
care, but thk care usually pays off handsomely dur-
ing rcasseiitHY. The careful technician will also make
sketches when tearing down a complex unit, espe-
cially the first time.

Interpersonal Relationships
Human skills are sometimes overlooked but are very
important. A breakdown in industry can cause a lot
of tension. The down time is costly. and there may
be considerable pressure on the technician from sev-
eral sources to get things fixed quickly. Tempers can
flare and control is absolutely necessary. This is not
a pleasant atmosphere to work in, but it sometimes
occurs. Experienced and skillful technicians have the
abilit y to remain calm and communicative under
these conditions and are often highly valued for this
reason- Another as pect of interpersonal relations is
that the technician must communicate with other
people ssho r7 - '\ have more operating experience
ss ith the equi n:en.. The y may have been there ss hen
it broke dov.n o ma'. have noticed some peculiar
behavior hefCre i: br ol c do'.'. n. Ohs iously. this in-
formation is n.jlaaHe. The skilled technician sho
calmly asks a series of logical questions can stabilize
a tense situation arid get on with the important task
at hand.

Another iT ,lrtant human skill for a trouble-
shooter is to lisefl attentively to everything others
have to say but to acknowledge privately the possi-
bility that they may be wrong about some or all of
the information they give. First of all, a coworker
who did something wrong and damaged the equip-
ment may not be likely to tell the whole truth about
it. The person reporting might be confused or biased
or might fabricate some of the events for self-protec-
tion. This is not to say that people cannot be trusted,
but that they do make mistakes and very few like
admitting them. The best technicians learn to verif:'
facts. They reser assume anything. Once something
is verified and noted (mentally or on paper). it is time
to move on to the next step. This kind of logical
process saves time in the long run. A disorganized

- technician will wind up going in circles because of
the failure to verify and note conditions.

Software pr±!ems are anether area in which a
debate can easue.and tempers can flare. Much mod-
em industrial equipment is programmable. Programs
are called software and are written by programmers
who are sometimes a little too quick to blame the
hardware when things don't work as planned. To be
fair, there are also hardware technicians who are too

quick to blame the software. Software problems can
he difficult to solve. A new program that exercises
the equipment in wtiys never tried be:orc often cre-
ates a challenging situation, which re.uircs a coop-
eratise effort by both hardware and s'ftsvare people
to sohe the problem. This is why it is so important
to deal skillfully with people; maintairrig good sork-
ing relations pays off handsomely. O. the other hand.
a rude technician may alienate evervene in the pl,int
and be rendered ineffectis e because ca lack 017COM

municution. Think about it.

Preventive Maintenance
In addition to corrective maintenance. preventive
maintenance is an important aspect c.fnndustrial elec-
tronics. This is often totally ignored. but it shouldn't
be. Operation, instruction, and serC:e mar.ials for
the equipment in the plant are mv ahle. Periodic
lubrication. inspection, cleaning of air fliters, running
of diagnostic programs, checkng fo- grourd faults.

and all the other procedures recenrtendd in the
equipment manufacturer's literature are
essential for a successful maintenance program.

Clranizational skills are invaluabe in instituting
an effective program. Maintenance iog	 every

piece of equipment will serve to 	 ni:er the
gram Logs Ihould contain the date and t:re arid a
brief but complete description of e-er
perfe:rned and every part rep- a c e: S:rc :e:hi
ciar.' start a maintenance log b'.
pCCC ef eu:pmer-t. This procedere '.' -- .. cc -
plete	 _-rational profile in sshich a ce'.ia::rs frc:T
the original factory specifications	 r.ctcc
effort is then made to restore the e eprncn: to orig-
inal 'arameters. Minor problems- ..ch as burnee-
out indicators and faulty panel s-.:ches. are no:-

mali:' recorrected immediately. Mo n'.oi' ed Pro---
lems should he scheduled for atte::on as ,c'on as
possible, and any parts that are no: on hand shoud
be ordered. A maintenance log shoJd als conta-n
an inventory of all spare parts in stock for the equi'-
ment. A general rule of thumb is to stock alt inv en-
tory worth tO percent of the purchase price of the
equipment. The technician's expience and tte
manufacturer's recommendations sill dictate what
should be stocked. Some comrnoniems are circuit
boards, modules, fuses. switches. :rcuit breakers.
panel lamps. resolvers, tachometerS. mCCrS.
solid-state parts such as diodes. th.dsto:S. trans:S
tors. and integrated circuits.

Anoperational profile is really af:crn of;:e\ enti'.0
maintenance. It is often combined -ith se.eral rr-
cedares that ensure proper cperatio:. The euipme:t
should be given full function and r-ange testing. It
ma also involve tune-ups of sen:mecha sms and
adjustments of feed rates and spia.e speeds. Feed-
back devices and limit switches ar also checked for
proper operatiOn. Cleaning may be .one a: the Sante
time, along with replacement of drau and 2U

filters.
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REVTEJV QUESTIO\S

5. ElectronEc troubleshootin g may take place at
the board lcvd or at the ________ level.

6. \Vhich keJ of trouhtcshooiina demands more
knowledge?

7. A good technician has electronic knosledge,
mechanical skill, and _______ skills.

8. Programmable equipment may malfunction
because of problems in addition to elec-
tronic and me.hanical faults.

1-3
SAFETY
Safety in any environment involves two major com-
ponents: knowledge and attitude. Knowledge is the
body of information that defines dangerous proce-
dures, conditions, materials, and all other potential
hazards. It also includes proper procedures: how and
when to use protective equipment, and how to react
in an emergency. Technicians should know cardio-
pulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and first aid treat-
ment for burns, acid contact, and other emergency
situations. They must also know the location of all
afetv devices. emergenc y showers, fire extin guish-

ers, alarm s y stems, planned evacuation routes, and
shelter areas. Kno%k ledge is absolutel y essential but
does not guarantee safety. Most industrial ' orkers
'ho are injured or killed hase been trained. Some
people have a tendency to bypass safe procedures
for one reason or another. It is very important to
gain knowledge and then make it a way of life. Tech-
nicians who have the knowledge and the proper at-
titudes are seldom injured.

The md zri environment may he replete with
many kinds of hazards. It is not possible to deal with
all safety areas adequately here. Radiation, loud
sounds, rotating machines, pinch points, dangerous
chemicals and gases, explosive atmospheres, and' la-
sers are some examples of potential hazards for
which specific safety knowledge is acquired on the
job. This section will be limited to general rules of
electrical and mechanical safety.

Electrical shock can cause falls and other physical
reaction injuries, permanent damage to the human
body, and even death. Improper procedures may also
damage expensive equipment. Moving equipment,
such as a robotic arm, can cause serious injury. The
following rules will help establish safe procedures
and alert the technician to dangerous situations:

1. Circuits that are being serviced must be locked
open and tagged. A "buddy" system may pre-
vent any chance of anyone's inadvertently en-
ergizing a system before the appropriate time.

2. Dirt and moisture conditions must be noted.
They cart drastically alter conductivity and may
providc - usual current paths.

3. All connections must be checked carefully. Ca-
bles that move and cables that ae subject to
external abuse are especially susceptible to in-
sulation damage and connector damage.

4. Contacts that normally carry heavy current must
be inspected periodically. '[hey must be tight and
clean. High current can lead to heat, sparks, and
flames shen it flows through a high-resistance
joint or connection.

5. Care must he taken around batteries because
some types produce an explosive gas. Open
flames or sparks in their vicinity can result in an
explosion. Battery spills can be dangerous since
the electrolyte is extremely caustic.

6. When working with live line voltage both hands
should not touch the equipment simultaneously.
Leaning on a cabinet with one hand while work-
ing with the other is dangerous. Hand-to-hand
shocks can be lethal. High-voltage mats and any
other protective equipment that is recommended
should be used when working on live Circuits.
Rings, bracelets, and similar metal items should
not be worn around live circuits. Wet clothing
and shoes are good conductors of electricity and
must not be worn around live circuits.

7. Test equipment must be kept in good ' orking
order. Worn leads should be replaced. Connec-
tors should be checked regularly, and only exact
replacements for broken knobs and probes
should be used. Verify that the power cords are
in good condition and that grounds are intact. --
Technicians must a'.vays kcep their hand tools
and soldering eq '!.. it Jean and in good work-
ing order.

S. Manufacturer's ser\ ice literature should be kept
readily available. Follow the recommended pro-
cedures for each piece of equipment that is
worked on.

9. All sork must conform to the Current National
Electrical code and any applicable local regula-
tions.

10. Care must he taken when equipment is installed
and energized for the first time. A phase error
may cause motors to run backward with unpre-
dictable results. Most equipment contains a
phase-sequence lockout circuit which will pre-
vent the contactor from closing in the event of a
wiring error. Never manually override such de-
vices in such a situation,

It. Never defeat interlocks, limit switches, over
rent devices, and other protective features. Ver-
ify that they all operate properly and have not
been tampered with. Do not overrate replace-
ment protective devices.

I?. Power devices, such as thyristors, that are sub-
ject to large surge currents may physically fail
by package rupture and an.expulsion of materi-
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als. Eye protection should be worn when work-
ing around such devices. Electrol tic and tan-
talum capacitors can also explode when subject
to an ovcrvolt:tgC or a reverse bias .A tantaltim
capacitor may release a liquid electrl lc. Skin,
cc, or mouth exposure to this material ntht
i.e treated promptly. Flush with large amount'
of running skater and seek medical attn:I.n
immediately in the case of eye cont.ct or t-

gcstioi.

13. 1 he side effects of certain medication may impair
judement or equilibrium or induce drowsiness.
Extreme caution must be practiced under such
conditions.

14. Equipment grounds must not be removed or cir-
cumvented by the use of adaptors. The power
cord should he connected before using test
Probes.

15. Protective clothing and eye protection should he
worn when working around high-vacuum des ices
such as cathode ray tubes.

16. Learn all appropriate hazard symbols and warn-
ing signs.

17. Only approved fire extinguishers shoud he used
on electrical equipment. Water is a conductor
2nd should not he used on electrical fires. Cron
diide. foam, and halogen types are preferred.

IS. Caracit';s and h ydraulic accumu!atXs
e:erg af:er the power has been turned o:I. A
holt,ze capacitor may present a
shock hazard even when disconnected frcn it
source.

19. Be wary of moving equipment and pinch pOifliS.
Loose, floppy clothing invites getting caught in
machinery. Do not enter ''hard hat areas" with-
out the prescribed protectivç gear.

20. Use extreme care when working around robots
since they can make unpredictable movements.
A robot that appears to be. "dead" may be await-
ing input signals.
There are two operating zones, referred to as
envelopes, in robotics: the program envelope
and the absolute maximum reach envelope, in-
cluding the reach of any tooling. Learn the max-
imum envelope and stay clear of it.
If servicing is required within a robot's envelope
it may be necessary to use blocking posts that
are set into the floor to prevent the arm from
striking anyone within the envelope.
Verify that the robot works properly in the

:each mode." Most control systems allow only
su moemenis when an opciutor or techician
is in the envelope. Make certain that the controls
are working properly.

24. Many robots use an interlocking control system
that prevents an automatic cycle from beginning

before homing to the start position. This is a
safety feature because the home position is usu-
ally the fully retracted position. This system
must be checked for proper operation.
Robot controls may also be interlocked to other
pieces of equipment such as conveyors. The en-
tire system must i.e checked for proper operation
to ensure that the cn:i:c c y cle l'c g iri' and erd
properly, for example, hen a part clears a die.
a mold, or a fixture.
Eye protection is absolutely essential around ro-
bots, A welding robot may initiate an arc without
any warning. Care must be exercised around la-
sers. In general. approved safety goggles should
be worn in all potentially dangerous situations.

The use of vacuum is preferred to the use
compressed air for cleaning electronic equip-
ment. Man y of the air filters used in air coolirtc
systems contain fibergLass, which may cause se-
rious eye injury if the g.sss fibers are blow n into
the eye.

Be extremely careful with solvents. Man y of them
are highly volatile. Breathing the fumes can be e-
tremely damaging to the human bcd. Use of carbon
tetrachioride, is strictl y recclated bx law because

is easil y absorbed into it: skin and cau'es c-can
damage. Some solsents sh'uld he used onl y itt an
area fitted with a meproc exhaust hood. .A
rator and other rrotect:.e clothing rrt,s alc t-e
required. Solvents are al'.' knon :o da-...see
trolvtic capacitors. Electr: uics ate epcc:aIl:
ceptible to halogenated h;drocarh:nS,	 hich en:::
the end seals and cause internal corrosion. Other
solvents and degreasers that should be avoided
around electrolytics include Freon, chlorine, and fi.:-
orine compounds. Spent sc i vents must be disposed
of properly. Because it is usually unacceptaHe :o
dump them into a sev,er ss:em. they are often stored
in holding tanks for eventual removal and processing.

Beware of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) insulation. It
is commonly found on wires and is used in heat-
shrink tubing. Gaseous hydrogen chloride is released
from PVC at a temperature of 230C. The hydrogen
chloride combines with moisture in the air, and a
hydrochloric acid mist results. It acts as a primary
irritant and corrosive agent to the respiratory system.
It is also absorbed on contact wi skin. Do not u-e
an open flame to activate heat-shnnk tubing. Use a
heat gun or other approved techniee.

Safety in Tests and Measurements
Safe procedures may not aays he obvious. One of
the most dangerous and least understood procedures
is in the area of floating ir.easureniertts. A fioari'g
,neasure,nent is taken with the test equipment chas-
sis, for example, of anoscioscope. at scme potentil
higher than ground Technicians must sometimes

21.

23.

25.

26

27
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make measurements across two points in a circuit
here neither is at ground potential. The common

connection for the signal may be hundreds of volts
va respect to the line ground. Another related prob-
1cm 'is that the green orounding wire on too separate
line circuits may be several volts different. Although
this condition, known as a ground loop, is s\mptom-
atic of a poor grounding system, it does cause fault
current and interferes with proper test measure-
meats.

Oscilloscopes and other test equipment have a sig-
nal common terminal that is connected to the pro-
tective ground, which is usually the chassis of the
instrument. This protective ground is connected via
a green wire to the power line ground shen the
instrument is plugged into an outlet. This is a safety
feature and prevents the chassis, cabinet, connec-
tors, probe ground, and the controls from assuming
a dangerous potential with respect to ground. With-
out this feature, it would be possible to receive a
dan gerous shock just by touching some part of the
instrument. Unfortunately, it also requires that all
signals be measured with respect to ground, making
it difficult to measure a signal across two points in a
circuit when neither point is grounded. Connecting
:he test equipment in a case like this scill ground one
of the circuit points and may cause fault currents
%'h:eh could damage the equipment. Even if it dc-cs
not cause dama ge, the connection will often inject
f101SC into the circuit, causing abnormal operation
and making any meaningful measurement impossi-
ble. Too mans' technicians improper'-	 tic-at' the
test equipment in these cases. crca;..te a 'cntiaIlv
dan gerous situation. Improper tnat g defeats the
protective ground system by "ri'i a th!.e-to-two
wire adaptor ol by cutciog off the ground prong on
the pow--r connector. Using an isolation transformer
on tie oscilloscope is also unacceptable since it also
dcftats the protective grounding system.

Floatin g an oscilloscope is dangerous because it
allows the cabinet, connectors, and test leads to as-
sume the same potential as that of the probe ground
connection. One practice is to rope off the area when
floating measurements are being made, to protect
Personnel from touching the oscilloscope and receiv-
ing a dangerous shock. This is a questionable prac-
tice. and it does not take into account that the power
transformer in the oscilloscope may be unduly
stressed, possibly leading to insulation failure. An-
other problem with this practice is that the capacitive
loading effect of the floating instrument exerts a filter
action on the circuit point where the probe ground
is connected, and this filter action may interfere with
proper operation and measurement. For these rea-
sons, floating measurements that defeat the protec-

Live ground system are unacceptable even though
COnittio:ily practiced.

One acceptable method of performing floating
measurements is to use an isolation amplifier be-
to cen the oscilloscope and the circuit under test.
the amplifier connects between the oscilloscope and
the equipment under test and passes measurement
signals across an insulating barrier. Another method
that may work in some applications is indirect
grounding by using equipment such as a ground iso-
lation monitor. The monitor is connected between
the power lines and the test equipment. If the poten-
tial of the isolated ground exceeds 40 volts (V) peak,
it disconnects power to the test equipment, sounds
an alarm, and restores the protective ground Circuit.

Another safe technique is to use an oscilloscope
with a differential input. Matched probes are used
with the negative preamp input connected to the cir-
cuit common and the positive preamp input con-
nected to the signal test point. The common mode
dynamic range and the common mode rejection ratio
are important specifications of such an amplifier
since the measured signal may be very small in com-
parison to the common mode signal. Some techni-
cians forget this point and attempt to use a quasi-
differential technique with a dual-trace oscilloscope
in the ADD mode. By inverting channel 2, the two
signals are electrically subtracted, effectively rcmov-
ta g the common mode si gnal. Unfortunately, the dy-
namic range of dual-trace amphfiers is too small, and
the common mode rejection ratio is only about 100
to 1. The results obtained are often poor.

Another acceptable measurement technique is to
use an all-insulated oscilloscope. Battery-operated
cqtiprnent avoids ground loops and is preferred by
mar' hnjcians. Finall y. some advanced oscillo-
scopes: capable of storing waveforms. If one of
these is available, two separate measurements can
he taken and stored; then the common mode signal
is mathematically subtracted out. Such oscilloscopes
are very expensive.

HE VIE IF QUESTIONS

9. Safe workers have the required knowledge
and the proper	 regarding their environment
and practices.

10. Circuits that are being serviced should he
Ic-eked open and ______

11. Dirt and moisture can decrease electrical

12. You should not work on Circuits or machines
while wearing
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CIL•IP'FER REVIEW QUESTIONS
I-I. What is the name given to a chip of silicon

containing most of the circuitry of a digital corn-
puler?

1-2. Name a device that is configured by soft-
ware to scqIleflcC and time events.

1-3. A programmable, multifunction manipula-
tor dccigned to move material, parts, or tools
through variable programmed motions for the per-
formance of a variety of tasks is commonly called a

14. Name the two broad categories of mainte-
nance.

I.S. Which category of maintenance is likely to
be ignored?

1-6. An industrial technician should maintain a
diary, called a	 , for each piece of equip-

ment.

1-7. According to the ntle of thumb, if a pecc
of equipment cost $50,000 then	 worth of
spare parts should be stocked for that piece of
equipment.

I .S. A phase crior may c;tuse a P iece of equip-

ment to run ______ -.
1-9. Arobot that arrct:s to he "dead" Ir. , he

awaiting a control
-10. Heat-shrink tubing should never he ac

vated with a
1.11. What prevents, the chassis and connectors

of test equipment from assuming a dangerous po-
tential?

1-12. Isolation amplifiers, ground isolation moni-
tors, differential amplifiers, and battery-operaed
equipment are examples of equipment that car' be
used to make _______ measurements safely.

ANSWERS TO REVIEW QUESTIONS
I. Ward-Leonard 2. thyratrons 3. one-fourth 4. position 5. component 6. cnponer 7. human S. softarc
9. attitude 10. tagged 11. resistance 12. metal items and wet clothing



SOLID-STATE DEVICES

This chapter investigates solid-state materials
and devices. A majority of industrial systems
are based on semiconductor technology
rather that the older vacuum tube technolog'.:
Semiconductors are solid-state crystals that
can control and arnplijj Ever'.' industrial em-
ployee svith responsibilities for electrical and
electronic systems must have a good working
knowledge of Solid-state devices, including
their theory of operation and their physical,
electrical, and thermal characteristics.

2-1
SEMICONDUCTOR THEORY
S,ric i,,'s are materials v. tb electrical prop-
erties that fit in between the properties of conductors
and insulators. Common semiconductor materials in-
dude the elements carbon, silicon, germanium, and
the compound gallium arsenide. These materials op-
po'e the flow of electricity and can be used to make
resistors and control devices.

It k; ill he h'lpfl to review conduction as a prelude
to examining semnnduion. Copper is an excellent
conductor. It exhibits hich conductivity because
many, man y current carriers are available to support
the 110w of current. One cubic centimeter (Cm) of
copper has 1023 current carriers. Figure 2-I shows

Sn;, vaece eect.o,

OuermQvt or
valence orbst

Fig. 2 . 1 .SrphcJ C pver atom.

8

the structure of atomic copper. Note that the outer-
most electron is called a l'a!e,zce electron. The va-
lence electrons are the only ones that can move
through the material and support the flow of current.
A length of copper wire is held together by metallic
bonding. In this situation positive copper ions float
in a cloud of valence electrons. Any given electron
in the cloud is not associated with any particular
copper atom. Electrostatic forces between the posi-
tive ions and the negative electrons hold the wire
together. Placing a potential difference across the
ends of the wire causes a significant current since so
many electrons are available to serve as carriers.
This type of flow is refei-rth" to as a drift current.
Therefore, conductors such as copper behave as they
do because they have large numbers of current car-
riers.

Semiconductor materials, such as silicon, are held
together by covicnt bonding. In this process atoms
share valence electrons with neighboring atoms to
gain a total valence count of eight. Figure 2-2 shows
the structure. Eight electror, fill the valence orbit
and leads to stabilit y. The resulting silicon structure
is very stable and i: called crystal. Since the sa-
lence e!e:tronS of the Crlvt.ai are locked into the c-
valeit bonds, pure silicon conducts very poorl y at
room temperature. It is not possible to make abso-
lutely pure silicon, but it can be approached %% ith
only I impurity atom for every 10' silicon atoms.
Because of the lack of current carriers, it does not
even semiconduct, It is considered an intrinsic semi-
conductor. The resistivity of intrinsic (pure) silicon
at room temperature is 200,000 ohms per cubic cen-

Fig. 2 . 2 Sthcon atoms sharing vatence clectrons.
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Fig. 2-3 Comparing resistivities of copper,

germanium, and silicon.

timeter (fl/cm3). Compare this to the resistivity of
copper, which is only 1.7 1,ifllcm3 . It should be ob-
vious how few current carriers 'are present in an
intrinsic semiconductor as iompared to a conductor.
Intrinsic germanium, another semiconductor mate-
rial, exhibits a resistivity of 65 fl/cm 3 at room tem-
perature. Figure 2-3 compareS the resistivitieS of cop-
per, intrinsic germanium, and silicon. It turns out
that the higher resistivity of intrinsic silicon is an
advantage when building most semiconductor de-
'ices and is one of the reasons that silicon is far

'm6je  popular than germanium. 	 -
Temperature can affect the risistivity of semicon-

ductors. When heat enters the crystal, some of the
valence electrons will gain enough heat energy to
break their covalent bonds. It is interesting to note
that electromagnetic radiation (such as light) entering
the crystal will also release carriers. This effect is
utilized in certain devices and will be covered in the
chapter on optoelectroflicS. The heat-liberated elec-
trons will support the flow of current. Carriers pro-
duced in this manner are known as thermal carriers.
As Fig. 2-4 shows, heat can release an electron from
its covalent bond and leave a positive hole behind.
The hole also acts as a carrier to support the flow of
current. Therefore, we may expect the resistivit y of
semicondUCtO to decreas^ae eraturcifl

eases. This rationship iss a neaIise
ture coefficient and irtant ch

sofsolid-state desices.	 this with con-

Free electron

ductors which have a positive temperature coeffi-
cient. Their resistivity increases with an increase in
temperature. This occurs because heat entering a
conductor increases the activity of the electron
cloud. The increased activity enhances the probabil-

ity of electron collisions for the drift current The
collisions impede the current, and resisIiity ir-

creases. This is why conductors become s:rco:-
ductos (j10 resistance), at absolute zero (-3CL
ConvereIv. an intrirsc semiconductor insiate a:

absolute zero	 1m. carneN are preser

in the Irk sta1.	 . ..

Dóbzg is the process used to make crystals setii-
conduct at room temperature. It is possible t
into the crystal impurity atoms that have fl e aien:e
electrons- These materials, such as ar'.-

called donor impurities because they do --_ -,
electrons to the cr)stal. The donated elec::c
not covaleritly. bound and serve as current ;.rt.e:o
Figure 2-5 shows a silicon crystal tha: is do
a donor impurity. The doping level is typ;fy Th'
small with something on the oidr 'bf i

for every 10 million silicon atoms. The doped rr.a:e-
ilal is known as extrinsic silicon and shows a lower

resistivity than intrinsic siichT Mátals dpeJ wi:
donor impurities are known as N-1.pe se,::i-'

:ors since the current carriers are electrons atd hase

a negative charge.
It is also possible to dope the crystal with aceptor

impurities. These materials, such as boron, have only

three valence electrons. When they entet the crystal.
one covalent bond is not satisfied and a hole rest!ts-
Think of the hole as  position for an electrca. These

Heat energy

Fig. 2-4 Theimal carriers.	 -
	 FIg. 2-5 N-type silicon,
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Fig. 2-6 P-type silicon.

positions will accept electrons; for this reason im-
purities that create holes in the crystal are called
acceptor impurities. A semiconductor that is doped
with acceptor atoms is also extrinsic but is called P-
ty pe. The structure of P-type silicon is shown in Fig.
2-6. The holes behave as positive charges and sup-
port the flow of current in a similar fashion to elec-
trons. However, there are two important differences
between electron current and hole current: one of
the differences is indicateu in ri g . 2-7. Note that at
the top of the illustration a ho. appears as the dee-
Iron leaves the crystal at the right. Then that hole is
filled, and another appears to its left as the electrons
move to the ri ght. It is apparent from Fig. 2-7 that
the holes seem to be moving opposite to the direction
of the electrons. The second difference is that hole
current is base.donpositionswappinaidjeap- _
parent motion of the holes j slower than simple
-i1ofl motion man Ntypc c---ct2!. This rLovides
Nr pe -c-,- ; conductor aterial with
spee atv:tg. '.rhich is iriip.-. i n some appli-
cations:	 ---------.-..-----------

Eectron	 P-t,e crir.I
r,t	

0	 0

0 0 0
i_p_0

Fig. 2-7 Direton of hote current.

We have discussed two ways to provide crystalline
silicon with Current carriers. Heat can produce ther-
mal carriers, and impurities can provide electrons or
holes to serve as carriers. Al room temperature, the
extrinsic carriers outnumber the thermal carriers by
about I million to I. Thus, the extrinsic conduction
is all that concerns us and the thermal carriers are
msJiicant.However, sonieherein the range of

in
200 to 400°C, the conduction becomes intrinsic. In

trinsic conductjot device characteristics are con-
trolled by temperature, and the device becomes use-
less for most electronic applications- Intrinsic con-
thjciion must be avoided, and therefore most
semiconductor devices must not exceed a temOej-p-
Aure of 200°C. Extreme cold must also be avoided
since the crysj ncjck. The range of safe op-
erating temperatures varies according to the type of
device (diode, transistor, integrated circuit, etc.) and
according to its classification. For example, com-
mercial integrated circuits are rated from 0 to 75°C,
industrial integrated circuits from —40 to 85°C, and
military integrated circuits from —55 to 125°CG er-
manium devices exhibit intrinsic conduction ata
much lower teature than silicon devices and'

ature ran e. This is another reason w!icon is far
iore use or most app S. to rage tempera-

lures and soldering temperatures are also specified
by devic- manufacturers and must be observed.

As Fig. 2-8 shows, extrinsic crystals Contain ma-
jority and minority carriers. The N-type crystal at
the lop shows a majority of electrons. A few holes
can be found and are considered minority carriers.
At the bottom, the P-tyr' crystal has a majority of
holes. A few electrc . , - ;t s niiiority carriers. Ther-
mal carriers co".	 . Remember, every eke-
tror- that gan	 fcd'	 !eavr-.. .ho	 et-id. This

is tht the number of minirity Crrier, in
lflsic crystal is directly related to the tempc,atutn

of the crystal. For example, heating an N-type crys-
tal will cause a few electrons lobe freed. These join
the other majority carriers. The holes that are created

- -.	 N-type cr Pal

r0 00e0o 00 0
L (

_\	 I

M:noriry	 Maority
carriers	 carriers

P-tvve crystal

±)	 (	 ,. '—°' ,_

— Ci	 rij)

Mnority
XAV Majority

Carriers	 carriers
Fig. 2-8 Majority arid minority cariers.
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at the same time become minority carriers. Heating
a P-type crys:al also releases a few ecctrons, which
become minority carriers, and the hoes join the
other ma2r y carriers. it will be seen in subsequent
sections of this chapter that minority carriers act to
degrade the operation of devices such as diodes and
transistors.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
I. Intrinsic silicon is another name for

silicon.
2. How does the resistivity of intrinsic germa-

nium compare to the resistivity of intrinsic silicon?
3. Semiconductors have a 	 temperature

coefficient.
4. Conductors have a	 temperature coef-

ficient.	 -
5. Extrinsic crystals can be either N-type or

6. Holes, in an N-type crystal, are considered
carriers.

2-2
JUNCTION DIODES
Junction diodes are two-terminal devices that utilize
both P-type and N-type conduction in a single crys-
tal. They are usually, manufactured b y a planar dif-
fusion process. By using heat, pressure, and a dopant
in gaseous form, it is possible to force atoms i'!o a
crystal to create carrier sites. The structE!e ..,t the
typical diffused junction diode is illu:atet v Fig.
2-9. The junction is the bevnd-y	 rs i-".een the
N-type material on t v'... ai.d the P-t y pe material
on th. right. It i not a mechanical joint or a seam
since a C.ontrIlous and single crystalline structure is
necessary to. ode action. The figure also shows
that a deple;io	 on forms along both sides of the
junction. This regie ,: 	 result of free electrons
from the N material of, the ft crossing the junction
and filling holes in the P n:terid on right. Notice
that there are no carriers in thi- d-iction region.
The depletion region behavior is the .Tore intrinsic.
We may expect it to exhibit very high reistance at
room temperature. Therefore, we may also expect

Junction

	

Cdr lens I	 I region

Fig. 2-9 Junction diode.	 -

63rr:er pcter
065 V @ 25'C

r Th lSite,

p osi11.0 br-s	
/	 j	 Nega:ce ions

	

formed on his	 formed on this

	

sides! u nct i on 	side o unction

Electrons
Crossing
the junction
to fill hole,

Fig. 2-10 How the harrier potential is formed.

high lead-to-lead resistance in the diode when the
depletion region is present.

Figure 2-10 shows why all of the electrons from
the N material do not cross the junction and fill all
of the holes in the P material. As each electron leaves
the N side it also leaves its parent donor atom. This
donor atom becomes a positive i on since it has lost
an electron. Likewise, a negative ion is formed on
the P side, where each electron joins the valence
orbit of an acceptor atom. 'I hec lionized atoms pro-
duce a force called the ia,si -atior-: potential that pre-
vents any further carrier movement. Note that the
negative ions shown in Fig. 2-10 sill tend to repel
additional electrons that might try to cross the junc-
tion to fill holes. The current that flows until the
forces go into equilibrium is called a diffusion cur-
rent. This is different from the drift current discussed
in the previous section. The ionization potential that
develops as a result of the diffusion current is also
known as the barrier potential. At rote:rerature,
this poteial i- s-oxirnately 0 6 1 V for siliconjun_-
tions and 0.25 V i,; "ern,."ium junctions.

It is possible, by using at. 'vter,,al voltage sic.
to overcome the barrier potentiai and collapse the
depletion region. This is known as forts-ard bias and
is shown in Fig. 2-11. Note in Fig. 2-11(b) that the
negative terminal of an external battery has been
connected to the N material. Like charges repel, and
the electrons are driven toward the junction, thus
collapsing the depletion re gion. Assuming a silicon
diode, the external battery must provide more than
0.65 V to produce significant current through the
diode since the barrier potential must be overcome.
With sufficient forward bias applied, the diode cur-
rent can be large and some load- or current-limiting
uevcc ,vm U. .-_.-- ---.'°e-t the circuit. The
schematic symbol for the diode is given st ii.
2-11(a). The N side is called the cathode since it
delivers electrons to the P side. The P side is called
the anode. The direction of conventional current flow
is opposite to the electron current; the diode symbol
is based on this flow, since the arrow indicates con-
ventional direction when the diode is forward-biased.
As a memory aid, note that the anode sitie of the
symbol is shaped like the letter A.

--	 T
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CsU'ode	 14	 Anode

I, (con.nIoflaU
('I

A,'cdCCa,hon	 0-•-	 '•-	 0	 0 I
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0

L--H-®°° t)I
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Conventionhi cuntnt flow

I,ad
Soore > 0 65 (curry': imil)

(0)
Fig. 2.11 Junction diode with forward bias. (a) Schematic symbol
of diode. (b) Direction of current flow.

Figure 2-12 shows what happens when the diode
is reverse-biased. The positive terminal of the exter-
nal source is now connected to the N side of the
diode. Unlike charges attract, and the electrons are
moved away from the junction. This makes the de-
pletion region wider. The center of the diode no'.
exhibits intrinsic behavior, and very liRk current
flows at room temperature. There will be some re-
verse current due to minority carrier action. Minority
electrons do exist in the P material. These are driven
by the reverse bias source to the junction, where
they combine with minority holes in the N material.
Since the number of minority carriers is directly re-
lated to temperature, reverse (leakage) current in-
creases with temperature. At room temperature, the
leakage current in many silicon diodes is so small
that it cannot be measured with ordinary meters. It
is usually in the nanoampere (nA) or microampere
(p.A) range. At elevated temperatures, the leakage

I, (leakage cun't)

Intrinsic

C)	 Mi—ity

Depletion region
i,wider

Source	 Load

Fin. 2.12 Junction diode with reverse bias.

Fig. 2. 13 Diode vok-ampert characteristic curve.

current can increase to the point where it adversely
affects circuit performance. Germanium diodes ex-
hibit much more leakage current at room tempera-
ture. It is typically in the microampere range fr
small devices and in the milliampere (mA) range in
large devices. This is another reason why most de-
signs employ silicon devices.

Some important concepts of silicon diode behavior
are summarized in Fig. 2-13. It is a volt-ampere
graph. It shows diode current for various levels of
forward and reverse bias. Forward bias is designated

as VF and ranges from the origin to the right on the
horizontal axis. Forward current is designated as IF

and ranges from the origin to the top on the vertical
axis. You can see the effect of the barrier potential
by examining the forward biasportion of the graph.
There is no current flow until a forward voltage of

0.65 V is reached. At this point the volt-ampere graph
is curved, because diode behavior is nonlinear near
the turn-on point. This nonlinear region is nearly
logarithmic, and some applications utilize this part

• of the curve when a logarithmic response is needed.
tAs the forward bias is further increased, the graph
becomes linear, as it would be for a resistor. Figure
2-13 also depicts reverse bias (VR) performance. No-

tice that as %'R increases from the origin toward the
left, a small leakage current flows. This current is
small and remains rather constant up to the peak
inverse voltage (PIV) rating of the diode. Other des-
ignations, such as Vmm (peak repetitive reverse volt-
age) may be used to specify this point. This maxi-
mum reverse bias voltage is typically specified from
50 to 1000 V in general purpose silicon diodes. If the
maximum reverse voltage is exceeded, the diode will
break down. Breakdown occurs at high potential
where the field is strong enough to break covalent.
bonds. The electrons accelerate and collide with
other electrons and knock them loose. An avalanche
of carriers results, and the graph (Fig. 2-13) shows a
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Fig. 2-14 Effect of temperature on foruard voltage and cor.Juc-

drastic increase in reverse current flow. This reserse
flow, if not controlled, will destroy the diode.

As Fig. 2-14 indicates, volt-ampere characterktic
curves can also be used to depict the effect of tem-
perature on diode performance. Note that the curcc
show only forward bias performance. At l50C. the
diode turns or, at 0.6 V and reaches a cui-rcnt ,J
A at 0.8 V. Corr.pare this to the — 5° curve, skhich
shoks turn on at 0.9 V and a current of 10 A at just
over I V. This occurs because the barrier potential
is temperature-dependent and decreases approxi-
matel y 2 millivolts per degree Celsius (mV,C). Th
part numbers lN359 through IN3663 represent
series of 30 A silicon diffused junction diod'° The
1N3659 is the least expensive part and is rated for

KRM of 50 V. The 1N3663 is the most expensive in
the series and is rated for 400 V.

Diodes as Rectifiers

One of the major industrial a pplications for diodes is
in the area of rectification. Reciijicario,t is a process
of changing alternating current to drect current.
Since diodes conduct well in one direction and op-
pose current in the other direction, they make ex-
cellent rectifiers. The rectification frequency is typi-
cally 60 hertz (Hz) and general purpose diodes are
ehaiucerized for this frequency. €haptef-6-- treatS'
rectification-in -dc-tail,

Some industrial Circuits require rectification at
higher riequencies. As ihe ficqi-en,	 gc..
I kilohertz (kHz), the diode will have to be derated
because of the recovery time; this phenomenon is
due to stored charges which prevent a diode from
turning off instantaneously at the moment of rex erse
bias. The current that continues to flow when reverse
bias is applied causes extra dissipation in the diode;
for this reason it must be derated for high-frequency
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operation, It is known as the recot'c'ry curre..: .a',td
it aisc' detracts from circuit efficiency. Speca fast-
recox cry diodes have been developed to increase
efficiency and reduce diode heating when hi;h fre-
quencies must he rectified. The recovery current
floss because a conducting diode injects electrons
into :e P-type anode. These ii-ijcctel cicctr..,s are
mIne!)' carriers in the P material .,\t:he n-.-meiit
of reverse bias, these minority elections will support
a reverse current flow until they move back :o the
N-t ype cathode or recombine with holes. The :-ecov
cry time is longest when the forward current is high
because the number of minority electrons is a func-
tion of the forwat-d current. Fast-recovery rectifiers
speed up turn off by using gold doping in addi:ion to
the ordinary donor and acceptor doping. The gold
provides extra Sites in the crystal sshere recombina-
tion can occur. This makes it possible for the 'diode
to recover (turn off) faster. These rectifiers re-cover
in dozens or hundreds of nanoseconds and extend
rectifier performance to the hundreds of kilohertz.

Schottky Rectifier

The Schottky rectifier is another special diode that
extends performance into the megahertz (MHz) re-
gion. Schotikys are not PN junction dcv ices but are
included in this section because they are used in
man y of the same application areas (Fit:. 2-I S 1. An
N .tvpe silicon chip is bonded to a harrier metal (typ-
calls platinum). At this semiconductor to metai bar-
rier the diode action is achiexed. \Vhen the barrier
is lurss ard . biased. the elections from the N-type
cathode gain ener gy to cross the metal barrier. Since
the electrons gain energy in order to cross, these
devices are also commonly called hot-carrier djdes.
Once in the metal, the electrons quickly give u's this

,A 	 0:0dB cOntact

Ma'-,-Odenurr disk

__coppef beat str,eor.er
and Cathode Contact

(DeC)d)

Arrade

-.	 Copr hnspre	

Plasne

and cathode Contact
Fig. 2-15 Schottky rectifier T0-:I.

----
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extra energy and join the electron cloud associated
with metallic conductors. Minority carrier storage is
not a problem since the electrons are not minority
carriers in the metal anode. Therefore, there is no
recombination and no turn-off delay. Unfortunately,
Schottky diodes are restricted to low-voltage appli-
cations since they cannot block reverse voltages
much over 50 V. ihey are available with current
ratings up to around 100 A. The volt-ampere curves
in Fig. 2-16 show another interesting characteristic
of Schottky diodes'. They turn on at a much lower
voltage. At room temperature, the turn-on point is
0.35 V, and at 10 A the forward voltage is only 0.63
V. Compare this with Fig. 2-14. You will also notice
that the Schottky curves never become linear.

Zener Diodes
It was mentioned that diodes may be destroyed if
allowed to avalanche. This is true for rectifiers. How-
ever, zener diodes (Fig. 2-17) are normally operated
at the avalanche voltage. Fig. 2-17(b) shows the char-
acteristic curve for a zener. Note that the zener knee
is that part of the graph where reverse conduction
takes place. The diode is safe if the reverse current
is limited to the maximum value. Zeners are rated
according to safe rower dissipation. The maximum
reverse current ma s he found by dividing the power
rating by the zener voltage. For example, a I-watt
('N), jO-volt iVi zener will have a maximum reverse
current rating of

=
= 0.1 A

Thus, the diode will be safe at reverse currents up
to 0.1 A. However, solid-state devices must be de-
rated for operation above 25'C. This is why diodes
are often mounted on thermally conducting assem-
blies called hertz sinks.

Zener breakdown is different from avalanche
breakdown. Zeners are very heavily doped PN de-
vices. The heavy doping produces a very narrow
depletion region, and even a moderate reverse bias
produces an intense field across the narrow region.
The intense field yields zener emission and the device
begins to conduct. Actually, zener emission occurs
up to around 4 V of reverse bias. Avalanche conduc-
tion is the major mechanism above about 6 V. The
region from 4 to 6 V is a combination of avalanche
and zener emission. However, zener diodes are avail-
able with breakdown ratings up to 200 V. What has
happened is that the name zener has come to be
applied to a broad range of diodes designed to op-
erate in reverse breakover.

Zeners are not used as rectifiers. The characteristic
curve (Fig. 2-17[h]) shows that AVz is reasonably
small from the zener knee to IMAX• The impedance

(Z) of a zener diode is given by

Vc.
AL=

70

so

0

10

7.0

S 5.0

C
3.0

2.0
C

1.0

-- 0.7

V,. Instantaneous VO I iaoe (VI

Fig. 2-16 Forward vohae for a Schottky diode.

The ideal zener diode will show no chance in 1'. and
has an impedance of 0 1). The best practical zener
diodes have a low impedance, which indicates that
they approach the ideal. They show only a small
voltage change over a range of reverse current. This
makes them useful for voltage regulation and refer-
ence applications. Zeners are available in voltages
from 1.8 to 200 V and in power ratings from 0.25 to
50W Figure 2-17(a) shows the schematic symbol for

Schematic syrnb&

'.4

I,

(a)

Zener knee

Typical

PDTI
(b)

Fig. 2.17 Zener diode. (o) Schematic syt. (b) Volt-ampere

characteristic curve.



the zener diode. Note that the cathode has extra
"wines" thzt imply the breakdown characteristic
curve. Also notice that the conv'ntinnal current di-
rection is against the arrow when the device is op-
crating in reverse breakover. if the anode of a Lend
is made 0.65 V positive with respect to the cathode,
it will turn on. Zeners have the same fors arij char-
acteristic curve as is shossh in Fig. 2-13 for the rec-
tifier diode.

The zener voltage tends to increase with tem-
perature. Special temperature-compensated zener
diodes are available for those applications in which
a highly stable voltage reference is required. The
temperature compensation is achieved by connecting
a second diode in series with the zener. The second
diode is fors ard-biased "hen the zener is operated
in breakover, and it drops less voltage as temperature
increases. This tends to cancel the change in zener
voltage. These devices e called reference diodes or
stabistors. They operate at around 6 V. and high-
precision types are available with a maximum voltage
change of only several millivolts (mV) and a temper-
ature coefficient of 0.001 percent. Reference diodes
do not have the same forard charaeteritic curve
as ordinary zeners do. because of the second com-
pensating junction.

Other Diode ies

A summary of diode schematic s inhols is shos n in
Fig. 2-18. This illustration will give you an overview
o f the variet y and application areas for diodes. Later
:liapters will provide more details. The bidirectional
beakdown diode is a back-to-back zener device that
can be used in transient suppression service or in ac
power control. The Consai e'.rrent dode, vhich is
actually a F.eld effect traniar. is :ovcrcd later
in this chapter. The varicap or %aractor diode utilizes

4	 Junci On d:e

Zen.e e:oe.

101.4	 8directic-i Dr pakdo nd ode

14	 Constuni frnnt done

1.4	 Scicitky

) 4	 Vereup (ourucior)

14	 ignnenn.,n5ein1.

4	 Photo dioce

Fig. 2-I8 Sc)re::riic sniboIs for vat-ions diode tsres. —
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the depletion tegion as the dielectric poitiurl of a
capacitor. If you refer to Fig. 2-12, you will see that
the reverse-biased junction diode has much in com-
mon with a capacitor. The width of the depletion
region is directis rehtcd to the reverse bias %olt,ge.
1 hus, diodes can ser-e as voltage-variable capaci-
tors. Light-emi:ting diodes are also common and
make excellent indicators. Photodiodes are useful in
sensing and control applications.

Figure 2-19 provides some examples of the way
diodes are packaged. The size of the package is re-
lated to the device ratings. For example, the DO-l5
case is usually restricted to diodes having maximum
current ratings of I A or less. When the DO-15 case
is used to houe zener diodes, the maximum rating
will he I V or less. The TO-3 metal case may he

Pi

cute

00-5

35 A

von

I 11h,

0d.od

15 A

(&) 004
DoJebr.de

H. 2 . 19 txoder ia.'e
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used to house diodes with current ratings up to
50 A. Current ratin gs are directly related to the size
of the PN structure and its ability to transfer heat to
its environment. Therefore, the high-current devices
are physically larger and must be mounted in a pack.
age that allows efficient heat transfer. For example,
the TO-220 case uses it metal tab for conducting heat
away from the PIN junction. Some packages are de-
signed to house more than one diode. The dual-diode
and diode bridge packages shown in Fig. 2-19 are
examples. Figure 2-20 shows an elaborate package
designed for three-phase service and forced-air cool-
ing. Water cooling is also used in some industrial
applications.

REV1EIV QUESTIONS

7. A PN junction diode will exhibit a depletion
region under conditions of zero bias and
bias.

8. Diode leakage current is due to ________ car-
tiers.

9. Diode avalanche occurs at high values of
bias.

10. Diodes turn on at lower values of forward
bias as temperature 	 -

11. When a dic'de is used to convert alterr.a:ing
current to direct current it is called a ________-

12. Schottky rectifiers tLrn off very fast because
they exhibit no _______ carrier storage.

2-3
JUNCTION TRANSISTORS
Figure 2-21 shows the way the planar diffusion pro-
cess can be used to build a device with two junctions.
Once again, the crystal is continuous, and the junc-
tions represent boundaries between the P- and N-
type regions. The structure is called a bipolar NPN
transistor. Bipolar means that the two polarities of
current carriers are present: electrons in the N ma-
terial and holes in the P material. Unipolar transistors
will be covered in the next section.

The schematic symbol for the NPN transistor is
also shown in Fig. 2-21(a). The leads are identified
as emitter, base, and collector. These names tell us
something about the functions. The. emitter emits the
carriers, the base controls the flow of carriers, and
the collector collects the carriers coming from the
emitter. Note that the physical structure of the tran-
sistor is arranged so that the carriers coming from
the emitter must pass through the base region to
reach the collector. The schematic symbol shows an
arrow on the emitter lead. This arrow points in the
direction of conventional current flow as it does in
the diode symbol.

Another way to build a bipolar junction transistor
is illustrated by Fig. 2 .22. Here, the base is N ma-

Fig. 2-20 Three-phase rectifier assembly with frccd air cooling
rated at 650 A.

terial, and the collector and emitter are made up of
P material- This structure is called a P.VP transistor.
and the schematic symbol shows the emitter arrow
pointing in. Compare Fig. 2-21 with Fie. 2-22. As a
memory aid, think of NPN as denoting Not Pointing
IN:' Tve NPN and PNP transistors ar e electrical
complements. They both can achieve :he same basic
functions but with opposite emitter-cc'Hector flows.
They are operated with opposite terminal polarities
as well. This feature makes them electrical comple-
ments and offers circuit designers some interesting
choices,

Collector	 C	 B

Emitter

()

Fig. 2-21 NPN transistor. (0) Schematic sy.cl. (b) Physical
structure.

Collector	 C	 B	 S

Base---- 	

IJ
Emitter

(a)	 i,l

Fig. 2-22 PNP transistor. (a) Schematic syc4. (b) Physical
structure.
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Figure 2-23 shows an NPN transistor with both
junctions biased. The transistor structure is shov,n
in "sandwich" form to illustrate the circuit action
more clearly. Voltage Vcn reverse biases the collec-
tor-base junction and a depletion re gion is shown.
Voltage V B E forward biases the emitter-base junc-
tion, and that depletion region is collapsed. On the
basis of what we know about junction behavior, we
can expect conventional current to flow from the
base to the emitter and zero collector current or a
small collector current due to leakage. However, Fig.
2-23 shows that the collector Current I, is substantial.
This is so because of the way the transistor is fabri-
cated. The base is a very thin region in the crystal:
on the order of 0.025 millimeters (mm) (about a thou-
sandth of an inch). it is moderately doped The
emitter is heavily doped. When the emitter-base
junction is forward-biased, the emitter sends large
numbers of electrons into the base region. Only a
few of the emitter carriers will combine with a hole
in the base material because the base does not con-
tain a great number of holes. Most of the emitter
carriers will come under the influence of the collector
field and be swept through the depletion region and
into the collector. Notice that the collector is positive
with respect to the base and will attract any electrons
that it can get. It is a statistical process sshereby the
emitter electrons are far less likely to combine with
a hole and become base current than they are likely
to be swept into the collector. Typically, only I or 2
percent of the emitter carriers become base current:
the balance, 99 or 98 percent, become collector cur-
rent.

Even though the base current is only a ali pc
centage of the total current in Fig. 2-23, it , very
important because it is a control current. Suppose
that V,, E is adjusted ti 0.3 V. If the transistor is
silicon, this voltage is not adequate to collapse the
emitter-base depletion region. Now, the emitter will
not emit its electrons into the base region. They will
never get close enough to the collector field to be
swept across the collector-.ase junction. Therefore,
all three Currents are now zero. This is a very im-
portant concept. A small current (!) is controlling
much larger currents (JE and Ii). A nother way to
demonstrate the control capabilities of the base
would be to place a large resistance in series with
the base lead in Fig. 2-23. This resistance would
reduce the base current, say, to half of what it was.
Now we will find the emitter and collector currents
about half of what they were before the resistor was
added. This shows that a transistor is capable of
gradual control: A change in the base circuit will be
accompanied by a proportional change in the emitter
and collector circuits.

How is the transistor controlled? We have dis-
cussed changing the base-emitter bias voltage. We
have also discussed adding resistance to the base
circuit to reduce the base current. Both seemed to
control emitter and collector behavior. This leads us
to the conclusion that either point of view can be

OepIe:.cn	 -	
28

The bate	 p

The  11e,reçl
is he,-qily dop,-1	 -

Va,

Fig. 2-23 NPN uanstor currents.

taken. In other words, the transistor can be viewed
as a voltage-controlled device or as a current-con-
trolled device. Which v. ill he used is a matter of
convenience. In Chapter 6. voltage gain in transistor
amplifiers is discussed. Voltage gain implies that a
small volta g e change is accompanied by a larger volt-
age change in another part of the circuit. In this
chapter, we are more concerned with the Current gain
of the bipolar transistor. Even though voltage gain
and currct gain are both viable points of view, the
bipolar transistor is definitely a current-amplifying
device. When it is operai : ri q as a linear amplifier, any
change in base current vill cause a corresponding
change in emitter and collector currents. The most
important idea is this: Base current controls emitter
and collector current. There are voltage-controlled
transistors, and they will be discussed in the next
section.

Bipolar junction transistors are the workhorse of
industrial electronics. It is essential that you under-
stand their characteristics. Refer to Fig. 2-24, which
shows PNP action, and compare it to Fig. 2-23. The
PNP transistor is also reverse-biased from collector
to base and forward-biased from base to emitter.
Note that both external sources must be reversed to
accomplish proper bias for the PNP device. The
holes in the P-type emitter are plentiful, and most do
not recombine with electrons in the base. The col-
lector is negative, and a majority of the holes are
attracted to it. Once again, the base current is very
small but critical in that it controls both emitter and
collector currents. Both NPN and PNP transistors
are capable of current gain, and both are useful as
amplifiers and controllers. However, it should be ap-
parent that they are not interchangeable since the
applied polarities are reversed. -
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Oeprttion reyQ' - -

Fig. 2 - 24 PNP lran-,is!Or currents.

Figure 2 . 24 shows holes moving front to
collector. Actually. the positions move as discussed
in the first section of this chapter. The illustration
makes the PNP transistor currents easier to under-
stand. The electrons move from the collector to the
emitter by moving front hoe to hole. This t pe of
tloss is a lit:le siov,er. and cr this reason NPN tran-
sistors are better choices for hich-frequency appli-
cations. The NPN transistor is also more convenient
to use in many negative ground circuits. Finally, de-
vice manufacturers make a broader line of NPN tran-
sistors than of PNP transistors. For these reasons.
most circuits use NPN transistors. However, the
complementary characteristics of PNP devices make
them very useful for certain applications, and many
industrial devices will use both types.

Let's summarize some very important ideas. The
collector-base junction must bereverse-biased for
proper transistor action. The emitter-base junction
must be forward-biased for the transistor to be on
(to conduct carriers from its emitter to collector).
The base current is a small percentage of the total
current. The emitter current is the total current (1-,

= Ic- + 18), and the collector current is almost as
large. The base current controls the emitter and col-
lector currents. The NPN and PNP transistors are
electrical complements.

Characteristic curves are an important aid to un-
derstanding transistor behavior and are also a useful
way to present data. Figure 2-25 shows transfer
curves for a typical NPN transistor. The curves
transfer (relate) the effect of base-emitter voltage to
collector current. At room temperature (25°C), the
transistor begins conducting at about 0.55 V. At
150°C, the base-emitter turn-On voltage is only about
0.25 V. For a collector current of 40 mA, VBE varies
from 0.4 to 0.7 V from the high temperature to the

low temperature. The transfer curves show that the
transistor is a temperature-Sensitive device.

A collector famil y of characteristic curves is
shown in Fig. 2-26. These are not transfer cLIr\es
since the collector voltage is plotted against the col-
lector current. The graph shows that the collector-
to-emitter voltage has little effect on the collector
current over most of the graph. For example, inspect
the lowest curve in the family. It is laheledTor a base
current of 0 mA. This curve shows that the collector
current is constant at 0 over a range of collector
voltage from 0 to 300 V. This is reasonable because
with no base current there is no emitter or collector
current. What happens as the collector voltage goes

over 300 V? The curve shows that the collector cur-
rent starts to increase. This phenomenon is called
reach-throu gh. The collector field is now intense

enough to reach through the base and into the emit-
ter. Transistors are not normally operated at colkc-
wr potentials high enough to cause reach-through.

What is controlling collector current in Fig. 2-26
when the collector voltage is normal? The curses
provide the answer: base current. Look at the second
curve up. It represents collector behavior for a base
current of 0.2 mA. The collector current is nearl

03	 0.4	 0.5	 0.6	 0.7	 8

V. Base-emitter voltage IV)

Fig. 2-25 1ransrer characteristic curves.
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constant at about 12 mA for a ran ge of collector
voltages near 0 to about 200 V. The collector resis-
tance is given by

This equation shos s that the collector rcsistar.:e is
high because the change in collector current is small.
Once a gain it must be stressed that base current, not
collector voltage, is the major controlling factor. The
only two places on the graph sshere collector voltage
does have significant control are near 0 V and at the
high end, where reach-through occurs. However, it
can he seen that the curves are not horizontal for the
higher values of collector current. The slope of these
curves indicates that collector voltage is playing a
partial role in setting collector current and that the
collector resistance is lower for the higher values of
collector current.

The dc gain of the transistor can now be investi-
gated with some numbers. Beta, or h FF. is defined
as the ratio of collector current to base current.

EXAMPLE
Calculate the gain for all point of 50 V
and a base current of 0 2 nt\ by using the data
flum Fig. 2-26:

SOLLtTIO.V

=

From Fig 2-26, at Vc i, = 50 V and In	 02 m\. I-
12 ni.\.

12 x l0
- 0.2	 10

60

The ac current gain. In, lac beta), is found by

,
(I

The vertical bar in this equation signifies that V.E i

to beheld constant. Although not plotted, the emitter
current can also be found. Remember that the emitter
current is the total transistor current. It can he found
by

JE = 'B	 'C

Using the values from the previous example.

JE = 0.2 mA + 12 mA
12.2 mi

The value of hFE varies somess hat as the operating
point is changed. The collector family of cur. es  in
Fig. 2-26 will now be used to calculate gain for an
operating point of 50 V and a base current of 1 mA.
These two conditions intersect at a corresending
collector current of 80 mA.

8UrnA
--FE	 I ai.A

=80

70	
c

0	

V.

so
01	 02 03	 0507 10	 20 30 50 700

Cotlocto, £u11r1 A)

Fig. 2-27 The dc current gain.

Figure 2-27 is another t pe of transistor graph and
shows that /FF varies with collector current and with
temperature. Most transistors show best gain at some
moderate or intermediate value of collector current.
All bipolar transistors show increasing gain as tem-
perature increases.

Refer to Fig. 2-26 to see how a constant power
curve can be used to define the safe operating area
for a transistor. Transistors are rated according to
maximum collector dissipation. Small transistors
used to switch and amplify small currents may have
a maximum crrile.tor dissipation of 100 rn'iV. Large
transistors are as ailable \s ith collector dissipation
ratings of 300 W. The collector dissipation of a tran-
sistor is found by

C	 'C	 1'CE

The consIa.	 'se curve in Fn. 2-26 represents a
olh. rur dr .:ron of 10 \V. Any pariS on the power

curse represents a current-s ohuge prno.t ' : For
example, the curve passes through the
100-V intersection (100 mA x iOO V = 10 \V). Since
there are an infinite number of operating points, the
power curve helps its decide which are sate and
which are not Any point falling on the curve or to
the left will not exceed the maximum collector dis-
sipatiull. Any point falling to the right of the carve
ssill exceed the maximum collector dis.,iFation.

If th maximum collector dissipation is exceeded
for any lenc: of time, the transistor wril oserheat
and be damagod or destroyed. This is known as the
thermal limit of (lie transistor. Th'rc are other failure
modes. A high current, een if mornentar. can cause
a bonding %s ire within the transistor case to melt
(open). Finall y, second breakdown may occur. Sec-

ond breakdoan is a failure mode peculiar to bipolar
power transistors and occurs within the safe oper-
ating area defined by a constant power curve, it is
associated with high collector voltages which set tip
fields in the crystal. These fields can c:se the cur-
rent to he focused into a tiny area about the diameter
of a human h .ir. A localized heating. whh m.ry melt
a i-ole froni the c'.nitter to the collector, shortin__ Ou'.

the transistor, results. Figure 2-28 combines the fan-
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v,1 , Collector-emitter 'oItee IV)

Fig. 2.28 Safe operating area graph fdr a transistor

ure modes into one safe operating area graph. Any
current greater than 15 A will exceed the bonding
wire limit. The dc curve shows the thermal limit as
the other controlling factor up to 60 collector-emitter
volts. Second breakdown is the limitin g factor for
collector-emitter voltages from 60 to 120 \', where
the maximum current is less than would be allowed
by the transistor's dissipation ratings. Figure 2-28
also shows that greater voltages and currents are safe
for pulse-mode service. A 0.1 millisecond single
pulse will not damage the transistor unless it exceeds
the bonding wire limit or involves a collector-emitter
voltage greater than 120 V.

Figure 2-29 shows that transistors must be derated
above 25 CC. For example. at 100°C the thermal de-
rating factor is 0.4. This means that the transistor is
capable of dissipating only 40 percent of its rated
power at that temperature. It can be seen that second
breakdown must also be derated at elevated temper-
atures, but not as much as the thermal ratings. At
100°C the second breakdown ratings are 80 percent
of maximum.

Transistors have three operating modes: cutoff,
linear, and saturation. Figure 2-30 depicts the modes
and shows an electrical equivalent for each. The tran-
sistor circuit is shown at the left and the equivalent
emitter to collector circuit at the right. It is important

T, Case temperature ('CI

Fig. 2-29 Transistor pover derating.

to notice that the base circuit conditions determine
which mode is selected. Cutoff (Fig. 2-30[aJ) is
caused by zero base current and results when the
base switch is open. The base current is zero, and
so are the other currents. All the supply voltage
drops across the transistor, which is acting as an
open switch from collector to emitter. The load is off
for the cutoff mode. The linear mode in Fig. 2-30(b)

is selected by closing the base switch. The base cur-
rent is now some moderate value. The collector cur-
rent is now beta times the base current, and approx-
imately half of the supply oltage drops across the
collector-emitter circuit. Notice that the collector-
emitter circuit is now acting as a resistance. The load
is partially energized in the linear mode. Saturation
(Fig. 2-30[c]) is caused by the base current's reaching
some high value. Wheil one of the resistors has been
removed from the base lead this condition results.
The collector circuit is now acting as a closed switch.
The drop from collector to emitter approaches 0 V.
and the current through the load is limited by Ohm's
law: the resistance of the load and the value of V.
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Fig. 2.30 Three operating modes for a transistor. (o) Cutoff. (b
Linear. (c) Saturation.
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Fig. 2-31 Collector saturation.

The load is fully energized for the saturation mode.
Fi gure 2-30 also shows that a single source volt-

age is all that is required to bias both junctions of
the transistor properly. When the emitter lead is
grounded, a single positive supply will reverse bias
the collector and forward bias the base of an NPN
transistor. In actual use, the load could iepresent a
motor, a lamp, a heating element, or a relay coil.
The linear mode may not be desired in some appli-
cations. For example, in di g ital circuits the load is
switched on or off (saturation or cutoff), in other
applications, the linear mode tray be desired. For
example, if the load is a motor, smooth speed control
can result from gradually adjusting the base current.

Suppose the circuit of Fig. 2-30 is used to provide
o off control for a dc motor. In this case, the circuit
sill ocrnte in cutoff or in saturation. When in sat-
o'ation, the transistor should closely approximate a
.Josed switch from he emitter to the collector. Now

look at Fig. 2-31. This gr,' shows the saturation
characteristics of a typical ti sis.: It shows that
perfect switching action is not possJ. For a load
(collector) current of I A, the base current must be
at least 100 nt,A to saturate the transistor fully. Even
ssiih this high base Current, the graph shows that the
collector-to-emitter voltage is a little over 0.1 V. The
saturated transistor is approximating a closed switch
but not quite attaining it. At high load currents, say
8 A, the graph shows that even more base current is
required for Saturation and that even more voltage
drops from collector to emitter. This is an important
factor when transistorsare used to switch large
loads, as they often must in the industrial environ-
ment. Any drop across the transistor when it is sat-
urated detracts from circuit efficiency since some of
the circuit energy will heat the transistor, rather than
all of it being available for the load. The base losses
are also significant in these cases. The graph shows
that the base Current must be in excess of I A to
saturate the transistor for an S-A load current. This
represents another loss which detracts from the over-
all circuit efficiency. The next section of this chapter
investigates a newer type of transitor that improves
efficiency in these cases.	 -

TO-3 neal	
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TO-59 rp at	 -
tOW	 80W

Fig. 2-32 Trannstor pckagcs.

The larger the transistor Structure, the larger its
current and thermal ratings and the better its satu-
ration characteristics. Figure 2-32 shows some pop-
ular packages for transistors. The smaller packages
are limited in wattage and current ratin g s. ';'- ,
is important in large dissipation d'ice The
metal packages provide good heat ttartfe from the
crystal to the external het sink. Some pachnees
house more than one transistor. The TO-I 16 ceramic
package can house four transistors. In that case each
tranisr will have a maximum dissipation of 250
MW.

JjJfl 1 QUESFONS
13. On the schematic symbcl for an NPN tran-

sistor, which lead has an arrow, and how does it
point?

14. The base current in a transis:or is very im-
portant because it ___. the other currents.

15. How must the collector-base junction of a
transistor be biased?

16. If a transistor is to be on, how must its base-
emitter junction be biased?

17. Refer to Fig. 2-25. If VBE is fixed at 0.6 V
and the transistor's temperature is increased from
25 to 85°C. sshat will happen to the collector cur-
rent?

18. Use Fig. 2-26 to find the collector current
v. hen the collector voltage is 100 V and the le
current is 0.6 mA.	 -
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2-4
FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
The bipolar junction transistors covered in the last
section are current-controlled devices. ThisectiOfl
investigates transistors that normally have no input
current; they are called field effect translators and

	

h ey are	 ,lUlLt'-('O,IfrOIled. 	 Field effect I ransistors
i lETs) ate itnipoltir devices. They involve a single
conducting channel which can be of either N or P
t pe n terial. '1 he single conducting channel sup-
ports device current with majority carriers only. Bi-
polar transistors support flow with both majority and
minority carriers. For example, in an NPN transistor
the emitter injects electrons into a P-type base re-
gion. These injected electrons are minority carriers
and delay the turn-off of the transistor since they
must be swept out of the base (or recombine) before
the collector current can cease. The FET5 offer ad-
vantages in switching service since they do not suffer
the delays  associated with minority carrier storage.
Because they also demand no input current, they are
easier to drive. You should recall that the required
base current to saturate a power bipolar transistor
fully is substantial. The FETs are also less temper-
ature-sensitive and less susceptible to second heals-
down in hig!i . posver applications. These reasons ex-
pla i n v.hy FETs and power FETs are gain i n g in

popularity.
Figure 2-33 shows the structure and the schematic

symbol for an N-channel junction field effect tra
tor (JFET). The source lead sources the electron
current, the drain lead drains it. and the rate lead
controls the flow from source to drain. Conventional
current flow is from drain to source. The structure
shows that the source lead is a contact at one end of
a semiconducting N channel, and the drain lead con-
tacts the other end of the same channel. No junctions
are crossed, and only majority carriers (electrons, in
this case) support the flow. The gate lead is reverse-
biased with respect to the N channel. This sets up a
depletion region and prevents any, gate current from
flowing. The negative gate repels the majority a lec-
trons in the channel and manages to push some of
them down into the substrate, thus increasing the
channel resistance and decreasing the source and
drain currents. This is known as the depletion mode

of operation. since the channel carriers are depleted
by gate bias. If the gate is made sufficiently negative,
all of the electrons are removed from the channel
and the drain current ceases. This is called cutoff.

Drain	 S	 0	 0
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Fig. 2 .33 N-channel junction field effect transistor. (a) SchematiC
symbol. (b) Structure.
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Fig. 2-34 Nchanne) JFET characteristic curses.

Figure 2-34 shows the drain family of characteristic
curves for the N-channel JFET. It can be seen that
as the voltage from gate to source (Vos) is made
increasingly negative, the drain current decreases.
When the gate voltage is more negative than 5 V. the
device cuts off and there is no drain current. This is
shown as the cut-off region in Fig. 2-34. The graph
also shows an ohmic region and a pinch-off region.
In the ohmic region the drain current is a function
of the drain-to-source voltage. It is due to the resis-
tance of the channel, and the graph shows the ex-
pected linear volt-ampere relationship. The pinch-off
region shows a constant current behavior. where the
drain current does not var y oer a wide range of
drain voltage. The pinch-off voltage is shown as
on the graph. Most switching and amplifying opera-
tions occur in the pinch-off renon of Fig. 2-34.
Therefore. these applications reure. a drain supply
greater than Vp.

Pinch-off is explained in Fig. 2-35>a). The electron
current is shown inside the transistor, and conven-
tional flow is shown outside the transistor. The gate
lead is tied to the source lead, and therefore V GS is

equal to zero. The drain supph is adjustable. As the
drain voltage is gradually increased from 0 V, the
transistor initially operates in the ohmic mode. As
the drain voltage is increased further, a significant
voltage gradient begins to form across the N channel.
A gradient is a gradual voltage change along the
length of a resistive path that is supporting current
flow. The channel current creates a gradually increas-
ing positive voltage from left to right. Therefore, the
right end of the channel is more positive with respect
to the gate and the substrate than the left end. Or.
to say it another way. the gate is more negative with
respect to the channel at the right end. This causes
a gradually increasing depletion region to form. At
pinch-off, the channel is constricted and allows only
srI much flow regardless of drain voltage. In transis-
tor applications, the pinch-off current is varied by
the gate-to-source bias voltage.

The value of drain current that flows during pinch-
off when VGS = 0 is called 1055 and is shown in Fig.
2-34. It is the maximum current that will flow during
normal operation. Every JFET has a specific value
of JDSS, and it varies quite a bit from device to device,
just as hE does among bipolar transistors.
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1 he FlaTs can he used as o!iage-contwlicd resis-
t,a s. in the ohmic region, shuns n in Fi g . 2-4, the
resistance of the drain source channel is a function
of the gate-source Volta ak,,c, and the J FlaT viii
behave as an almost pure olint ic resistor. The sipply
volt age is Set at VP (or less) to operate the device in
its ohmic region. With zero gate bias, the citirent
ssi(l he equal to J iDss, and the diain-lu-suui,x lcsis-
lance will be at its minimum As the 1c-to-sourcc
nollage is made increasingly negative, the channel
resistance will increase.

Constant-current or current-limiting diodes are
based on pinch-off and Lite actually FlaTs uith it
common gate-source (cathode) Connection. Fig.
2-35(b) shows a Motorola MC 1303 current-limiting
diode. Its characteristic cuive is shown in Fig.
2-35(c). Current J is the specified current (3 mA ±
0.6 mA) at the specified test voltage t 25 V). Volt-
age V 0 is the maximum voltage that can he applied
to the device snithout exceeding its power or break-
down ratings. impedance Z. is the impedance at the
limiting voltage (YL = 6 V) and is equal to 50,000 [2
minimum for the diode shown An ideal Current
source has an infinite internal u tri1nee. and Z is
a measure of how closely the actual device up-
rroaches the ideal. These diodes are deiened for

('Os

(cat sad S I

Cans SI
(00 7)

(at	 555

Fig. 2-36 £'chnsct jonc:e I fi,1J ccet l-.lasitor. (a) Sce	 ntic
it nihol. (b) Siruciure.

Applications requiring a Cut -rent reference or a con-
stant current over a specified voluige iange.

The structure and schematic s ymbol for the P-
channel JFET are shown in Fi g . 2-36. These devices
are the electrical complements of N-channel JFETs.
Proper o peration for the P-channel tr-unsistor In-
cludes a positive gate-to-source soltage and a nega-
tive drain-to-source voltage. The positive gate volt-
age will repel the majority holes front the P channel
and thereby control drain current. The drain Current
will he apposite in direction from the N-channel
JFET. Note the difference in the schematic symbols.
Compare Fi g . 2-36 sith Fig. 233 alit look to the
arrow on the gate lead. As a itt enory atd, associate
N channel snith pointing iN.

All .JFETs are operated snub reseise bias Ott thei-
Qate leads to prevent cute current Ha".-. aver. th Sre
snill be some temperature-dependent gate leakage.
Also, a large input sicn:ii ma:. mcmcntar i l on ereome
the reverse bias and turn on the gate diode An ap-
preciable amount of gate current ss ill lions, and this
vt ill reduce the amplitude of the input signal. These
disadva'uai.s are osereonse b insulating the gate
terminal tria th e!' o nni,l .. ith a thin laser of •tieon
d i ocr (meta!ltc o-de). Those FEFa that ue this
t ChIqLie . ' ts knossni a-, , ;_ - I/it oxide .5e,;il(n.;.!UC-

tar field s/fee t n ,t ai ta. -ni "is.	 ET°. Thes ir.:u.
also be called ins u/a ted 'ii a f, . ., 1(e, , - 'a ,icii (sirs

(abbreviated IGI-ETs). Figure 2-.7 shuns a !! I  sti u
lure and schematic symbol for on N-channel MGS-
FlaT. Thetructure and schematic s y mbol shoss that
there is no electrical contact from the gate to the re-,t
of the transistor structut e . I hl--,C deskit operate in
the depletion mode as do JFEI- ' . A negatise voltage
applied to the gate ternii nd a il l I e pci electrons from
the N channel and reduce dian current. The N-

III"H Ll

0	 tO	 20	 30 43 50 €0 It)	 00

V	 VS
Volta" (V)

Fig. 2-35 Pinch-off and a typical lield etTri diode. (n) Pinch-off
in nn N-channel JFET. (b) StC1303 cuirnt limiting d.odc. nd

Ch.nr,,ctiintic curse vfNICOU3.

lie. 2-37 An N-hst,( :ainSrET. (n Sdnen t i c	 rn.

S--------
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channel MOSFET characteristic curves will be sim-
ilar to those shown in Fig. 2-34 for the N-channel
JFET.

The MOSFETs may also be operated in the en-
hancement mode. Notice that the P-type substrate in
Fi. 2-38 extends all the say up to the oxide laser.
There is no channel conncting the source and the
drain. This is a normally off device. Note that the
schematic symbol uses a broken line to indicate that
there is normally no channel connecting the source
to the drain. With zero gate-source bias, the device
is cut off and the drain current will be zero. Applying
a positive gate voltage causes electrons to be at-
tracted near the gate terminal, and an enhanced N
channel is the result. Now drain current will flow.
The N-channel characteristic curs-es are shown in
Fig. 2-39. It should be clear that drain current in-
creases with positive gate-source bias. The enhance-
ment mode is only feasible when the gate is insulated
from the channel. Any attempt to operate a JFET in
the enhancement mode would cause gate current,
which is undesirable. In addition, P-channel MOS-
FETs are available, and they are electrical comple-
ments to the N-channel devices. The arrow on the
schematic symbols in Figs. 2-37 and 2-38 will be
reversed for p-channel transistors.

All of the FETs discussed to this point use a lateral
flow of current between source and drain. A newer
structure has been developed with the drain connec-
tion at the bottom of the device. This allows a ver-
tical flow between source and drain. The vertical
format allows a wide, short channel with very low
resistance. Thus, vertical FET5 (often called VFETS

or D%1OS or VMOS devices) are very attractive for
high-power applications.

Sitcon
s	 G d o.:de IU

Oain

Gate	

rce

(at	 (a)

Fig. 2-38 N-Channel enhancement ¼IOSFET. (a) Schematic sm-

bol. (b) Strt aure.

Drain to source to)tar V05

Fig. 2.39 N-channel enhancement mode characteristics.

1-

eE1	 f
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D I L
(a)

Fig. 2-40 PoarrFETS. (a) VMOS. (b) DMOS.

Power FET5 are available in two basic structure,.
as shown in Fig. 2-40. The schematic symbol for
either type is the same as shown in Fig. 2-38. They
are also available as P-channel devices, in which case
the arrow on the symbol will be reversed. The VMOS
structure in Fig. 2-40(a) uses an etched V groove that
extends through the n + and p and slightly into the
n - region. The n + denotes heavy N-type doping
(more than loll impurity atoms per cubic centime-
ter), and n - denotes light N-type doping (fewer than
jl5 impurity atoms per cubic centime ter). There is
an oxide layer that insulates the V-shaped metal gate
structure from the crystal. The P-type region near
each of the drain contacts prevents a Continuous N
channel between source and drain. The VFETs are
enhancement mode devices and are normally off.
Applying a positive voltage to the gate causes elec-
trons to be attracted into the P regions, and an en-
hanced N channel results. Figure 2-40 shows that
conventional current flow is vertical from the drain
contact on the bottom to the source contacts on the
top. The overall N channel is very short and wide,
and an extremely low ON resistance can be achieved.
These devices are very attractive for switching and
controlling large currents in industrial circuitry.

The DMOS shown in Fig. 2-40(b) uses the double-
diffused structure. The gate metal is in a flat plane
and is insulated from the crystal by metallic oxide.
It is also an enhancement mode device. A positive
gate-to-source bias voltage will attract electrons into
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Fig. 2-41 HEXFET structu-r (courtcsy IrOer tirr,i
Cornrany),

the P-type wells and compicte the N channel bet weu
the source and drain. Once again, current flow ishe

 through a wide, short channel for less o
resistance. The International Rectifier Company has
registered the name HEXFET for their DMOS ross er
FETs Figure 2-41 shows the HEXFFlarrangcmc:1t,
A sin g le }IEXFET is made up of hundreds or thou-
sands of hexagonal-shaped source cells. The Cei
are very dense (over 500.000 per square inJ) and
act in parallel to pros ide ver y low ON rtnlce
Figure 2-4: shosss some tpical Ironster character-
stic curses for 40-. 5- and lfl-W l$LXFFT
I hese curses indicate the high transconductanee ;ht
power FETs are noted for. Trancon,luci.,nee (s'.,t is
a transfer characteristic and relates the chan ge in
drain current that occurs for a ch n ge in gates oltae

fur i,c i50 V. tr-rrisistor in Fig. 2-4: ','o%
drain current of tO A ;f. oat 10 to t .\,

ii, gal'- chn;'-;	 V from 5 to 6 V). The
trar.-con'jucIaace is

=4iLH1- U s I
10

= tO iemens (S)

You should recall that conductance h the recirr'd
of resistance and is measured in siemens IS). Trans-
conductance is the figure of merit for power FE f
'and small signal FETs) Jst as h r i- is for bipa!rrrs.

r'olar transistors are still very popular: FETs and
pcciatIy power FETs are newer des ices and has c

beenncreasin in popularity. Bipolar poker liar-i'-
tors have several limitations which detract from their
uefulncssThey exhibit minority carrier stot
which makes them slower in switching applications.
They suffer from second hi-c;kdoss n. Finall y. thes
are very IC mperat U re -5cr', sit ive It "as show n
beta goes tip with temperature This can lead to I
condition known as )/r',-.rraf rrrnn'r ,r'. When a lrnn-
Srstor is conducting signcanj current and dro-pn;
sign itieiin t voltage, it gczs hot. This --------it
increase at-U it tenJs to conduct esen "''tv' cu:re't.
Nov, it gets even h':cr an-U the

• T. T LIii'TJ

2r55

Hit . 2-42 r:pOJ lrsrsfcr 	 .r	 For N-channel HEX-
FFT-

more. The transistor rn"-' ran n"a': and be da'rt:rncrl
i-s heat. Poacr FETs'clirnn;rte minority

a, 'i-r s io;ree problems, do not exhibit thermal
assa y tendencies, and hase greatly reduced secon'd
i-rea,down problems. La't but not least, they at a

todrv,v, iace :hcrc	 no r ,te curic,-,t, In
pov or appTic tons, l'pear ds ICeS shoe, better gain
a ad ii sualls offer more rcr1'orm:ince for the mone V.

Thus, The nd,rstru,l ss or ker N% ill encounter both i-i-
p )Iar and un pot ar ti It sis tors. It is important to
knosv their schematic s mhols and polarities, the
ss ay they are controlled, and whether the a': .
mall; on or normall off .'es ices,

F° I effect transistors are packaged
.ic	 uC C.i-	 ts les	 poLi ira,, stors	 i-ic

package is popular '''U-power des ices and the
n J 10 -3 ; . ackares are often used for high-

p 	 CS

19. Refer to Fi g . 2-33 F es 'his r evice normal]
operate in the depletion mod-- o ri I fe at' hance'
rt:cnt mode.'

20. The pinch-off region iii a PET 15
as the constant	 region.

21. The P-cianrrcl FbI- -	 e!cirical
:u N-harracl jevjCcs

22. Does the arrow on the ehern-i;ic s\ rnhol
point in or out for P-channel FETs?

23. Metallic o.jjc semiconductor fieldeffect
tranktor5 use meraIliO c\;oe to ________ the gate
from the ch.rrrnel.

24. When the chcrnetje svn;bol for a MOSFET
u'es a broken litre to rcpr:cr th drain-to-source
channel, rt 'crates in 'he

25, Enha- o;nc'-t '-" 	 na:' cistOrs - ;' :
desics.
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:on means that an SCR must be turned off by
2-5 iae external circuit action. Figure 2-43(d) shos s

LIIC	 LL¼.'£15 J1'

loth the bipolar and unipolar devices stt:dcd 1.1 the	 , SiO con!i oiled rectifiers can be turned on in

previous sections have a linear mode of operation 	
crent W) 5:	 -

This section deals ssith a funily of devices that arc ' 'By avalanche: \'hen the anode is made much
riot capahi. of ]in,.-ateratiofl. lhyri .,torS arc	 i-note positiYe than the cathode, forward break-
strictly svitching des ic- hjsed )it 	 l'NPN struc-	 over ccirsind latches the device en.

tire. They are his' tIde (on or off) and use in ernal
regeneritis e feedback; I hey include two, three, and 	

2. B rate o	 quickly. a
f change: If the forward bias soltae

four terminal devices and devices capable. of unidi-	
across the device increases very 	 current

rectional (de) and bidirectional (ac) operaton. 	
will flow to charge the collector-base capacitance

The silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) is the oldest

	

	
of the PNP transistor. This charging current rep-
resents base current for the NPN transistor and

and most popular thyristor. It is an extremely reliable 
device and can he expected to deliver billions of 	

turns it on.

operations before failure. It has current ratings that	
3. By high temperature: Reverse-biased silicon June-

raritte from 0.25 to several thousand amperes rms. 	
lions show a leakage current that approximately

11SR voltage ratings range up to 5	 it is	
doubles for every 8'C temperature rise. At some

possible to operate SCRs in parallel for even higher 	
temperature, the leakage current will reach a level

current capacity and in series for greater voltage 	 that latches the SCR on.
capacity. As a control device, it is one of the most 	 4. By transistor action: This is the normal mode of
impressive available sith niicross -ott pulses having 	 operation for all but light-sensitive thyristors. An

the ability toswitch hundreds of watts. This trans- 	 external gate pulse or signal is used to switch on
lates to power gains on the order of 10 million times. 	 the NPN transistor and latch the SCR.
Silicon controlled rectifiers can turn on in about I 	 5. By light energy: Light entering the junction area
microsecond ( 1.i.$) and turn off in about 10 to 20 ItS,	 will release electron-hole pairs and latch the SCR
They represent an economical solution to many in- 	 on. Light-sensitive devices are coveced in more
dustrial control problems and are especially suited	 detail in the chapter on optoelectrOflics. 7
to switching applications up to several kilohertz. 	 -

The SCR is somet i mes referred to as a reverse	 Figure 2-44 sho.sS the volt-ampere characteristic

blocking triode ,hri:or. Figure 2-43(a) shows its 	 curves for the silicon controlled rectifier. The reverse

structure. Since it js a triode. it has three external 	
blocking region is shown in quadrant three of the

connections: an node (A). a cathode (K), and a gate	
graph and is similar to that of a silicon rectifier.

(G). Figure 2-43(b) shows that its PNPN structure	
Normally. the ma\imum reverse voltage is never ex-

can be viewed as a tst a-transistor structure with two 	
ceeded since reverse avalanche could destroy the

gi zeda t that SCRs
connections between the transistors. Figure 2-4(c	 SCR. It should be ephj.L2!
shows the equivalent PNP and NPN iistorcir- 	 are u ierld.e.yice Ih	 ntrmall	 uet in one

cuit This J& of the SCR Will help you un'stana	 uire:	 :1 .ewardavac	 shown

its	 ration. l3ipo!ar !u' is are normally off' 	 rant one. It ocurs at zero gate current and at some

dCVLca. Thnsut be supplied some base current 	 high value of forward bias.
to turn on. Therefore, an SCR is also a normally off	

cut s at lower values of forward bias as the eate cur-

device. Notice that the collector lead of the NPN	
rent increases above zero.  Current '02 in Fig. -44

transistor in Fig. 2-43(0 is the base current path for 	
represents the greatest gate current and ensures turn-

the PNP transistor. Also notice that the collector of	
on at even a low value of forward bias. This is the

the PNP transistor is the base path for the NPN 	
normal turn-on mode for the SCR. Once the SCR is

transistor. This is the way the regenerative action is	 on, it drives each of its transistor components into

achieved. Once the SCR is on, each transistor will 	
saturation, and its internal resistance drops to a low

hold the other one on. This regenerative latching 	
value. The graph shows that the high conduction

Fig. 243 Silicon controlled rectifier. (o)
Basic structure. ( b) Viewed as a two-tran-
sistor structure. (c) Equivalent iso-tran-
sistor circuit. (d) Schematic symbol.
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O,,dranI I

I,,-.H;h conduction region

blocking	 Forward	

VA I

TC9Ofl	 bfeakOvt
sioit9

Max n voir a

Reverse
bokfl9

Reverse
avalanche	 region

r..lnfl

most pronounced at high current levels. To turn an
SCR off in a minimum amount of time, a reverse bias
must be applied across its anode and cathode ter-
ininals. This bias will diffuse the holes and electrons
to the end junctiOnS. A reverse current flows while
this is happening. After the carriers have been re-
moved, the reverse current will cease, and the two
outer junctioflYwIll assume a blocking state. Recov-

Tremplete, however, until the center junc-
tiotijs cleared. of its carriers by recom6Thatbn.JL
1&ward voltae'.'i i-eapplied before the center junc

ilt gate itself baction	 is cleared, the SCR w k on. The.
t
im

e
 that elaoses between the cessaton of revere_

 e can

Hh pO

Fiait po.'e'

Fig. 246 Using an SCR to coatr ac g.ow

Fig. 245 SCR test circuit.

(for vd
- enS a	 vollai,

if time. t ranges. rOM
-rnIfl	

. '.gicut)	 safely be re	 d, i We turn if time.

microsecieonds tO"vcid1-hiflred mlCrO5eC-

-	 -
onds, depending on device design.

Fig: 2-44 sot volt-ampere charactensttC curves.

	

	 in ac power control, commutation is automatic.
Figure 2-46 shows the way that an SCR can be used

region is associated with a low forward voltage drop
This-makes the SCR efficient in switching operations -_+

—Figure 2:45 sho\ àIest circuit that demostrate5 :'
the latching ability of the SCR .Tl'e external battery
is arranged to forward bias the SCR. It is not large 

	

enough to avalanche the SCR, so there is no current 	 -	 AC

flow. Vr'hCfl S2 is pressed, the gate circuit is corn-

pleted, and the base of the NPN transistor is nOSy

forward-biased. The NPN transistor turns on and
supplies . current to the PNP base circuit so it also

turns on ' When 5 ' is released, the current continues
to flow thtough the lOad and the SCR. The SCR has
latched on since each transistor is now supplyIng the
base current for the other, and S 1 must nos be

opened to remove forward bias and
This is an important coflc9Pt. Silicon controlled rec-1.

gated obut they cannot be gated off.

Gate turn-off devices (6	 s) have been developed
and not very popular. When SCRs

are used to controldcppwej. additional circuitry is
required to achiese turn-off. Turn-off i *, oft^encalle

commutation and is achieved by , rnorn	 zerertarilY	 o
,	 _	 A;.	 r-.,r pyamnie.

OSCR

Pid

Is	
'S

zero powe

LOW pewe'

biasing or reversepIa1% LIV•	 -------------.

	

one popular commutation circuit uses a second SCR 	 :-

to switch in a charged capacitor across the first SCR
bias it.

//	
When an SCR is conducting, each junction is for-	 n - - -	 S • -

	d-biased, and both base regions are heavily sat-	 Mrdiiarn po.nr

	

-	
\_v'

	

urated with holes and electrons. The saturation is 	 - •',- - 
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to control a load efficiently. The waveforms repre-
sent load current, The SCR is in series v i:!i the load.
A gate control circuit is used to pulse the gate lead
at the desired moment of turn-on. Tua-n-off is auto-
matic when thaine,	 SthQUhQ If the

is never gated on, the load power is zero. If the
SCR is gated on late in the positive alternation,
the load pocr is low, 'scontrolkdb
Conduction anJe With a large conduction angle the

on much of the time and the power will be
high. However, since the SCR is a unilateral dQvlce
only half of the waveform can he utiJjed It is pQ
sibie to achieve full waveform control by using twoSCRs connected in inverse para!&L - by usjn rec-
tiller circuits in Conjunction with the SCR control.
Rectil-ter circuits are covered in the power sources
chapter.

Circuits such as the one shown in Fig. 2-46 are
very widely applied in industry. They are commonly
used to control motor speed, output from light and
heat sources, and battery charging. They are popular
because they are efficient. Silicon controlled recti-
fiers either block current flow or support it with a
very low resistance. When they are blocking, there
is no Current flow and therefore no dissipation in the
SCR. When they are on, their low resistance ensures
a low voltage drop, and the dissipation in the SCR
is small. This means that almost all of the energy is
CApended in the load and very little in the control
device.

Some of the packages used to house silicon Con-
trolled rectifiers are shov, n in Fig. 2-4 7 . As with
transistors, the larger devices are mounted in larger
packages and are capable of greater dissipation. No-
tice that the DO-200, or so-called hockey puck pack-

3

10.55
100 

to3000 A

age, can be used for devices rated as high as
3000 A. The molded packages at the bottom of the
illu s trat i on show that more than one SCR can be
mounted in a single packaLe. These packages are
convenient when bilateral control is needed

Ti'ia c

si1ji anotheç
qtijv g lerjt	 two SCRs in as ingle c V, lij Str-ucure It is knowfl as a triode

,Witch or triac for short and its
structure and schematic symbol are illustrated in Fig.
2-48. It can support the flow of current in both di-
rections. It is also regenerative and latches on Once
gated. Its connections are labeled main terminal I(MT 1 ), main terminal 2 (MT2), and gate (G). Figure
2-49 shows the ti-jac's characteristic curves. It is a
Symmetrical device and capable of the same perfor-
mance in quaaj1t tleeof the graph as it is in quad-
rant one. Current I called the hoIdimi , urrent, is.
Liüirnm value 0 current rçquired t fdt}ie
.tc on (hjj latcted - SCiiiso lave some min-
imum holding cut-rent v ue but only in one quadrant
of operation, The graph of Fig. 2-49 does not show
it, but the forward and reverse turn-on voltages can

MaLr, :er.-nnai 2	 I	 -	 -	 -

Gut

Male IC CO,I I	 •L

MI,

tbl
2-48 Triac (triode ac semiconductor switch). (a) Schematic

TO-93
cyr.	 . I!,) Structure-

150A	
-	 +1

Quadrant i
-- .-.-	 -- - -: (MT, positise)

/

Molded rnut,pje
5CR packa..0

0)
Fig. 247 SCR rak$geS.

	 - Fig. 2-49 Triac vott-an-r.ere charactestjc curve.
z
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he greatly reduced with gate current. As with the
SCR, a thac is normally gated on and not operated
at breakover.	 ---''

Figure 2-50 shows the advantage of a triac in ac
power control. The circuit uses .he main terminals
connected in series with the source and the load. A
gate control circuit supplies pulses to gate the triac
on. The waveforms represent load current and show
that conduction angle controls the load power. Com-
pare this illustration with Fig. 2-46. it should be clear.
that a single triac provides full wave control.

Thacs are .gryappropriaçe for some applications
but suffer'several limitationsfor others. They are not
available with current ratings beyond about 50 A and
voltage ratings above 600 V. Also, they have less
time to turn off than a pair of SCRs would have in a
full waveform control circuit. Each SCR would have
an entire half cycle to achieve turn-off if necessarY.\

Tra

AC
source

ZccrO

Medu'fl PO.%*

Hh co-.r

Fig. 2-50 1 sing a triac ii control a rot' Cr

On the other hand, a triac must turn off durino the
brief moment whcrr the line passe hh zero. If
the load is inductive	 aan)a
difficult in a Triac control circuit The current lags
the line voltage in an inductive circuit. Commutation
is attempted when the load current drops below the
holding current value. Unfortunately, because of the
phase shift, there is a bias voltage across the mac at
this time, and the triac recovery Current acts as a
gate current and tries to turn it back on. The recovery
current is due to the recombination of t.j
electrons as the device attempts to reestablish its
depletion regions and enter the blocking mode. This
complicates circuit design. For these reasons thc

	

th	
-	 -

SCR is still the most popu!aryriTör 0-iii
cntro	 ystes.	 .	 , -. -----

)
Radio Frequency Interference (RFI -

All thyristors cause radio frequency interference
(RF1). They can cause a sudden rise in line current
at the moment they are gated on. Waveforms with
sudden changes in current are rich in harmonc.en:
ergy. Harmonics are integer multiples of some fun-
damental frequency. They can extend Into Iho radio
frequency spectrum and cause interference witui ra-
dio receivers, television receivers, logic circuits, and
other sensitive equipment.. For this reason, thvristor
control circuits must include filters to prevent RFI.

REI1EH' QUESTIO\'S
26. Silicon controlled rectifiers are normally

turned on by appl yin g a brief .ke to their
terminal.

27. Refer to Fig. 24 '-V ch value of gatc cur-
lent wolirl be urc to	 uIe d'vice strn-on?

2. Fier to Fig. 245. The SCR is gated	 by
closing switch

29. Refer to Fig. 2-45. The SCR is turned off by
switch ________

30. :0mutation in an SCR circuit refers to
some method of turning the device

31. Comt!itatinn ;s automatic when the power
source is _______

32. Refer to Fig. 2-.. As the SCR is gated on
earlier, the power dissipai1 in the load

2-6
TRIGGER DEVICES
Thyristors can be triggered (gated on) by simple di-
vider circuits consisting of resistors or capi
aèrss-1heac line. One of the divider components
cart be made adjustable to produce earlier or later
firing to accomplish the conduction angle control ai

cussed in the last section. Such simple divider ci

	

cURS are Seldom US t Qa.Y	 b
ad-,anta2c of temperaturebjjt) fhnstors fir...
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at lower gate currents as their temperature increases.
Another problem is that the gate characteristics of
the thyristors vary from device to device, even
though the part numbers are identical and all have
been made by the same manufacturer.

ance devices are generally u ed to est ahh sh a
more .predictable and stable trieuer behavior.

unijunction Transistor

The unijunction transistor (UJT) exhibits negative
resistance and is a popular trigger device (Fig.
2-51[a]). It is made from a bar of jydopedLN-._
ypeilicon with a..heavily -doped P zone alloyed into

the bar. The P zone forms ihñj[ 	 section of the
- ffai'tsistor and its only junction, hence the naroe Ufli-

junction. The B 1 and B2 (base 1 and base 2) contacts
at the ends of the bar are ohmic (no diode action).
In the equivalent circuit (Fig. 2-51[b]) the emitter
diode is connected at the junction of two resistors.
The bottom resistor is variable This is where the
negative resistance effect occur. It is called a nec-

7e'resfstance because it
the UJT emitter diode becomes forward-biased with
respect to B. ComplenientIjsre also avail-
abT'but are less],opular. They use a Ptype bar and
an N-type emitter. The emitter arrow is reversed on
the schematic symbol for the complementary UJT.

The/s'olt . ampere cha1é fSiTC curve of Fig. 2-52
shows thehegtivë resistance behavior of the WI.
.As the forward bias is gradually increased across the
emitter to base I section, a point, called Vp, IS

reached; at it the diode becomes forward-biased, and
the transistor fires. It then enters its negative resis-
tane region, and the voltage quickly drops to a much
lower value. One normally expects the voltage drop
to increase as cirrent increases. -Iowever, the UJT
curve shows a iegOII ,vhere voltage decreases as the
current increases. This is due to a sudden resistance
drop inside the transistor. The curve shows that the
emitter current at the firing point is called J,.. It also
shows a higher current, called the valley Current or
I t' . This valley current is similar to the holding cur-

-. -- rent in a thyristor. The UJT cannot assume any stable
operating point between !,and l. It switches rapidly
between the two. This characteristic makes the UJT
useful as a trigger device.

The negative resistance behavior of the UJT can
Je understood by referring to Fig. 2-51. When the
dmitter diode becomes forward-biased with respect

/ to base I, it injects minority carriers intQtheregion
,beIveen the emitter and the base I contacIThcse

t) a rñpofity carriers decrease the resFsance ofthe lower
part of the bar This is w hy the equivaleni circuit

- ,shos' thc bask iresistor as a variable component.
When. this resistance decreases,the diode forward
bias increases, increasing the diode curreiiiàndstill
more minority carriers-are-injected intl the lower-.
phtof thc bar This reeneratise action rapidly de
creases the resistanfrom the emitter to base I.
El -fio fin	 lIageof JTTispdictcd by the

voltage across the base leads and the intrinsic stand-

.s.

(b)	 Cc)

Fig. 2 .51 Unijuncijon transistor (UJT). ) Structure. (b) Equiv-
alent circuit. (c) Schematic symbol.

Negative reskiance regOn

Fig. 2-52 LiT v olt-aruNre characteri-tic urve.

off ratio of the transistor. I hs ratio ,v et by the off
resistance from base 1 to the eriitter (R 81 ) and the
resistance from the emitt to base 2 (R 9-. The foi-
lowing equation is the familiar soltage divider reL
tionship:

	

Intrinsic standoff ratio =	 RBI

When a supply voltage (VHR ) is iaipressedacross the
base leads of a UJT, the intrinsic standoff ratio de-
termines the voltage at the cathode of the emitter
diode. Since the diode is silicon, an additional 0.6 V
is required to turn the diode on. Therefore, the firing
voltage, or V, is given by

.\	 V=xV-0.6

The intrinsic standoff ratio of UJTs ranges fom 0.5
toO.8

EXAMPLE

The supply, is 12 V and the intrinsic standoff ratio
is 0.6. Find the firing voltage.

SOLUTION

Use the forniula

V,, = t- x V 1 - 0.6

	

V, = 0.6 x 12	 0.6
= 7.8 V
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Figure 2-53(a) shows a UJT relaxation oscillator
circuit that is useful in many industrial timing and
control applications. An oscillator is a circuit that
changes , j2iç_ 

relaxation oscillator Is one type
that uses RC time constants to control the frequency
of oscillations. When the supply voltage is applied,
the capacitor begins charging through R 1 . Eventually,
the capacitor voltage reaches the firing point of the
IJJT. The emitter diode turns on, the internal resis-
tance of the transistor from base 1 to the emitter
drops, and the capacitor is rapidly discharged
through R3 (it is usually less than 100 fl) and the
transistor. When the capacitor discharge current
reaches L, the UJT switches off and the next cycle
begins. The waveforms in Fig: 2-53(b) and Fig.
2-53(c) show an-exponential sawtooth at the emitter
terminal and a pulse waveform at the B 1 terminal.
The period of the waveformsis approximatcly equal
to theRTCJIrneOflStaflL Since a capacitor reaches
63 percent of its final charge during the first time
constant, the approximation is good when the intrin-
sic standoff ratio 1is near 0.63.

EXAMPLE I
Suppose B 1 is 100 kfl and C is 0.1 p.F. Find the
frequency of oscillation.

SOLUTION
Period = B x C

= 100 X 103 X 0.1 X lO
T=O.01.s

The frequency (fi of oscillation is found b the
reciprocal of the period:

1	 1
-'	 T	 0.01

100 HZ

Figure 2-54 indicates one way that a UJT can be
used to control an SCR, which, in turn, controls the
power delivered to its load. This circuit,controlsload
power by conduction angle. The sooner the SCR is
gated on, the larger the conduction angle W the
greater the load power. Circuits of this tyi5e arealled
phase control circuits since the phase angle of the
gating pulse in relation to the source phase 4eter-
mines conduction angle. The zener diode clips the
positive peaks of the source at its breakdown volt-
age. The negative alternations are cliped neat 0 V
since they forward bias the zener. You should recall
from the previous section that the negative altérna-
tions are not used by an SCR control circuit or this
type, and therefore there is no need to energize the
UJT circuit during negative alternation. The break-
down voltage of the zener is reached early during the
positive alternation, and the voltage across the !IJJT
circuit is constant for nearly the entire alternalion.
The capacitor charges through R2 until the firing'volt-
age of the UJT is reached. When it firei. it devIops
a pulse across R4 , which gates the SCR on. I1.
chase of the gatin pulse can be advancd or retarded
by decreasing or increasing Rj the
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V8,	
--.5..

Fig. 2-53 lilT relasatic'r, oscillator and wavefors (o) Cccui
(5) Sa'vtooth waveform ar the eni:::r E. (c) Pus: ssascfcrrn a:

base B,.

60 Ha

Fig. 2-54 UJT phase coz,l circuir.

UJT oscillator is srr2.11, extra gating pulscS may
delivered during the positive alternation. These will
not cause any effect since the first pulse will gate the
SCR on and any subsequent pulses will be ignored.

The proRrarnmable u.nijunction transistor (PUTLiS_
an improved trig2es device. It is a small thvrist
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•	 \__-•

1

=	 X	 05

PUT

2-56 Four-h0 Cr dod schematic S) 
in-	 X

Ri

Fig. 2 .57 Silicon UnitaIcral switch sche-
IIIdUC s> tibol.

-I) =	
Silicon Unilateral Switch
A silicon unilateral switch (SUS) is shown in Fig.
2-57. It eq uivalent to a miniature anode gate SCR

/ with a built-in zener diode from its gate to its cath--	 .	 C.
— £1113 LSt SC I uc', ICC is UZOIC IICAIVIC LIIIUI uic tour-

Fig. 2 .55 Programmable I/IT 'PUT)

	

	 - layer diode because its gate terminal can be used to
alter its forward breakover voltage. As all other trig-

	

structure with an anode £1e. Its schematic symbol	 -- ger devices do, it exhibits a negative resistance char-

	

and application in a relaxation oscillator circuit are	 acteristic. The SUS can be fired at low anode-to-

	

shown in Fig. 2-55. Resistors R3 and R4 program the	 cathode potentials. The major difference between

	

firing voltage of the PUT and form a voltage divider 	 SUS an4JJiLperations istlàt IHM777 ithesat

	

for the supply vottagef , for exle thy are equal	 and tli'è
UJT fires at some fraction	 -	 goltTe

	

im.cvalue, the gate vottage of the PUT will be equal 	
nalsobynrized orjQc. juj .yap-to half the supply voltage The firing voltage will be.

	

equal to half the supply plus 0.5 V in this case. This 	 or a bias to its gate terminal.

	

programming feature gives the PUT a greater range 	 -	 - -

	

-Hirii WT and aliows the designer to select the 	 Diac r.	 . ;	desired Vp. It also eliminates the problem with	 -

	

batch spread' since UJI5 of the same manufactur-	 All the trigger devices investigated to this point are

	

ing batch will show a considerable spread in their 	 unilateral. They fire in one direction only. As such,

	

intrinsic standoff ratios. The PUT can be pro-	 they are more appropriately applied in SCR control

	

grammed o ith precision resistors to eliminate this	 circuits than they are in triac control circuits. They
problem. ,The peak pin,i.r . 	 I,, is also a function of 	 can be used to gate triacs by adding rectifiers or pulse
the programming reistors 	 y using large resistors, 	 transformers but we will investigate bidirectional

	

it is possible to obtain a very low neak current in a	 trigger .	 sshich are well suited to triac control.
PUT timing circuit. This make jiietojj.ease £JL 2-58) is a transistor-t yne structure

	

the size of the timing resistor (R 1 in Fig. 2-55) to a	 WiI1i.Jtional negativjisncecliracteris-
-rt,	 value than it can have in a UJT circuit, 	 tic. Diac bre.ikover current is typiCii, "round 100
The	 c.rrent'5 being larger is  disadvantage with - A and occurs at approximately 30 V. A dtc phase

'1ög time cul;'antssjnce the cul-i-eflt will cause a
';dOp across the timing resistorand the capacitorviTl

never reach the firing voltage if the timing resistor is
made too large. The only way to achieve lone trrte../ 	 -
constants in a UJT circuitUlt is to use a lar"e tlmp
capacitor since timing resistors above I NlfIare not
practical.

+1

Shockley Diode

Figure 2-56 shows the schematic symbol for a four-
layer diode (also called the Shockley diode). It is
gjjalla miniature SCR
exhibits negative resistance onc: 	 e is	

V—_	 +V

reached. Its volt-ampere characteristiccurve is the
same as for an SCR, except that therje is no possi-
bility of varying the breakover point with gate cur-

	

rent. Four-layer diodes are avaf1jle wish breakover 	 -
ratings from about 10 V to 4C They \k,They usually ex-
hibit peak currents- of about kl0O"and holding
currents of I mA or so. l'hey .rused in some thy-
riskr	 ting circuits	 ,	 '	 /	

-	 Fig. 2-55 Disc. (o) Scheai jc symbol. b) Chanicteri 	 cu-e.
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Fig. 2.59 Diac phase control circuit.

control circuit is shownili_Fig. 2 .59. On either alter-
iin,thaPCitOr 1l begin charging through the
variable resistor. When the capacitor voltage reaches
the breakover potential, the diac fires and gates the
triac on. The phase angle can be advanced byd.__

the time
constant, and the triacgtéiiàoner for a larger con-
duction angle and greatefliad power. Increasing th

ä?iab1esiStOr will delay firing for a smaller con-
duction angle and lower load power.

Silicon Bilateral Switch
Another full-Wave trigger device, the silicon bilateral
switch (SBS) is shown in Fig. 2-60. The SBS_'4-
alent to two .SUS
Tiy1ixhibitS a breakover of around 8 V

andhas a more pronounced negative resistance
 than the diac. it is also more temperature-stable

than the diac. The gate lead prdvidès ãdditoial Cä

pabilities and can be used to alter the breakover
characteristics. The gate lead is also useful for elim-

MT

G4
-	 MT,

i.e)

+1

+v

(b)

Fig. 2-60 Silicon bilateral switch. (a) Schematic symbol- (b) Char-
acteristic curve.
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mating the hysteresis effect, or snap-on" effect,
found in many tric control circuits. This effect is
noticed when the phase angle control is slowly ad-
vanced front zero power position. The load
"snaps" to some intermediate power kvel. Then the
phase control can be backed off for lC'W-pO\vCr Or-

eration. An y circuit that exhibits a different threshold
when a control is moved in one direction thattdo
when the control is moved in another dirc:tion is
said to have hvsteresiL Hysteresis can he ery de-
sirable in some applications but is often undesirable
in phase control circuits. It is just not possible to
smoothly adjust the load for low power when starting
from zero power if th&circuit has hysteresis.

The hysteresis effect can be understood by refer-
ring to Fig. 2-59. At zero power, the capacitor has
been somewhat charged by the prior alternation at
the beginning of any positive or negative alternation.
This charge is a reverse charge as far as the current
alternation is concerned. It takes time to reverse the
charge on the capacitor. This time deiays the firini
of the diac. However, once the diac does fire, it gates
on the triac, which in turn tends to drain any residu.a
charge from the capacitor. Therefore., on all subs-
quent alternations, the reverse charge is absent. ar
the capacitor charges more quickly to the firg N o-

a ge of the diac. The phase angle is now advajed
and the load has snapped to some intermediate p0'.'.
level. It is now necessary to inrea5e the aria
resistor to back the power level down to the desir
condition.

Asymmetrical ac Trigger
Some phase control circuits take advants;e of the
rate terminal of the silicon bilateral switch to o. Cr-

come the hysteresis, but an asymmetrical a: trige:
device can also be used (Fig. 2-61). This d ' i pre-

sçptsa for rd brcak2vecclta$? !rm i:
verse breakover volta2e. It acts as a zenerdioe

in series with an SB. ote t at e se ematic svrn-
bol includes a zener curve to show this efict. The
typical asymmetrical trigger de-.ice switche at 8
in one direction and at 16 V in the other. it will fire
first at its lower breakover voltage when being a-
justed from zero power. Then it will &e at its higher

break- over voltage on the next aiternatidn. This dc-
lays f.ring and tends to offset the tendency for the
circuit to snap to an intermediate power level. The
asymmetrical trigger is a simple soluon to ssap-o-_.
but its inherent asymmetry develops a do copone
in the load circuit which may not be acceable
some applications.

MT5

Fig. 2.61 As ymetrical ac trigger setic
symbct	 MT,
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liE liE W QUESTIONS
33. A unijunction transistor has an intrinsi: stand-

off ratio of 0.75. What will its firing voltage 'e with
a 15-V supply?

34. Refer to Fig. 2-53. Assume an intrinsic stand-
off ratio of 063 and calculate the period of c.-.cjlla-
tion if the timing resistor is 470 kfl, and the :iming
capacitor is 0.01 i.LF.

35. Calculate the frequency of oscillation for
question 34.

M. Refer to Fig. 2-54. What happens to the load
power when R2 is adjusted for lower resistance?

37. Refer to Fig. 2-54. What would happen to
the load if the period of the UJT oscillator were
made longer than 8.33 ms? (Hint: Calculate the pe-
riod of the positive alternation.)

38. Refer to Fig. 2-55. If the supply is 10 V, R3 is
220 IJ, and R4 is 47 ku, what voltage will the Ca-
pacitor charge to?

Plastic or
cerarnc cap

Wire hold

:1 J 1111W 3

Index notch

Plastic or ceramic ba

Fig. 2-62 T pical integrated circuit construction.
2-7
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

The same planar process that is used to manufacture
most of the discrete devices covered in this chapter
is also used to manufacture most integrated circuits.
The typical integrated Circuit uses components that
are all formed at the same time and are not individ-
ually accessible. This arrangement contrasts to that
of a discrete circuit, in which individual resistors,
diodes, capacitors, transistors, and other compo-
nents are inter_-n e.ted to form a working circuit.
Discrete cir...c i-ejire assembly and some system
Of inlercor'netn such as a printed circuit board.
This mPnc that discrete circuits are larger and ru'
...,.,stly than an equivalent integrated circuit (IC). The
ICs are also usually more reliable and more power-
efficient than equivalent discrete circuits. Therefore,
desiiters choose ICs wherever their use is feasible.
''any industrial systems are heavily dependent on
Ii They do suffer power-handling limitations, so it
is commort to find equipment based on both inte-
grau.d and discrete circuits. The ICs handle most or
all of the low-level signal processing, and the discrete
circuits use large power devices to control the high-
level signals.

The ICs may he classified according to the tech-
nology used to manufacture them. Figure 2-6 shows
a typical monolithic (monolithic means "single
stone") IC mounted in an 8 pin package. The chip is
the monolithic silicon structure that provides the
electrical and electronic functions, Some people use
the word chip when referring to a complete IC pack-
age. The silicon chip in Fig. 2-62 is bonded to a
plas:ic or ceramic base. Wire bonds form eectrical
connections from the silicon -chip to the pins. A plas-
tic or ceramic cap completes the assembly. The pins
are identified by number. Count counterclockwise

when viewing the package from the top. Pin I is the
first one encountered after the index. The numbers
in Fig. 2-62 represent pin numbers.

Figure 2-63 shows an abbreviated cross-sectional
view of the chip. Now you can understand why it is
considered a monolithic structure. Each component
is an area buried in a single silicon structure and has
been formed by the planar diffusion process. Note
that P-type isolating wells are used to isolate one
component function electrically from the next. For
example, the NPN bipolar transistor at the left is
diode-isolated from the P-channel resistor to its right
In normal operation, the PN isolation diodes are all
reverse-biased, and electrical compone.ui integrity is
.intajned The wells are produced du, ;ng a manu-
facturing step called isolation diffusion, during which
a P-type impurity such as buret

'
is forced to penetrate

the chip until it reaches the F-type substrate. This
occurs not Only at the sides, as shown in Fig. 2-63,
but also at the front and rear of every component
site. This leaves N-type islands that will become the
collectors of transistors, the cathodes of diodes, the
sites for P-channel resistors, one plate of a capacitor,
and so on. The junction diode shown in the illustra-
tion may also he used as a capacitor if it is reverse-
biased. 'Both NPN and PNP transistors are feasible,
as are the various unipolar transistors discussed ear-
lier in this chapter. Inductors are not feasible. After
all of the components have been formed, evaporated
aluminum is deposited Onto the surface. The alumi-
num contacts selected areas of the chip through win-
dows in the silicon dioxide layer. Then, the unwanted
aluminum is etched away, leaving aluminum jumpers
that interconnect the individual components to form
a complete circuit.

The economy of the monolithic IC is now appar-
ent. All of the needed components for a circuit are
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NPN	 PchSnflCI	 JsntiOfl	 MOS	 P-channel

bipolar	 resistor	 diode	 capacitor	 enhancement
MOSFET

Fig. 2.63 Cross section of a monolithic IC chip

formed at the same time by the planar diffusion pro-
cess. Then aluminum interconnects , these compo-
nents to form circuits. Another economical feature
is that monolithic ICs are batch-processed. Hundreds
of them are processed at the same time on a silicon
wafer that is typically several inches in diameter. The
completed wafer, including aluminum jumpers, is
about 400 micrometers (p.m) [0.016 in.] thick.
The wafer is scribed, and the individual chips
are broken from it. Some complex chips contain

thousands of individual components and are only
6250 tint (0.250 in.) by 6250 This miracle of
modern technology has allowed room-sized equip-
ment to shrink to desktop size. The price has also
decreased dramatically, with some computer-tPe
circuits now costing tens or hundreds of dollars that
formerly cost hundreds of thousands of dollars. It is
easy to see why monolithic ICs have created a rapid
expansion of electronics into every industrial sector.
Very sophisticated control systems are now feasible.
and they are relatively inexpensive, small, efficient.

reliable.
Most, but not all, ICs are monolithic. Another

manufacturing process can combine monolithic ICs
with larger component structures to permit larger
signals to be controlled. Figure 2-64 shows the struc-
ture of  hybrid IC. It can be seen that several types
of components are fixed to an insulating substrate of
ceramic or glass. Hybrids are either of the thin-film
or thick-film variety. A thin-film IC uses very thin
films (about 0.3 p.m) that are vacuumdeposited on a
substrate. Resistors are usually formed by depositing
tin oxide, nichrome, or tantalum strips; conductors
are made by depositing gold nichrorne. The other
components, including one or more monolithic ICs,
are in chip form and are fastened to the substrate
with conductive epoxy. Thick-film ICs use screen-
process printing to deposit resistive and conductive
patterns Onto the substrate. These patterns are much
thicker than the vacuum-deposited ones. Hybrid ICs
of both types offer several advantages over mono-
lithic ICs. They can take advantage of separate
power devices and therefore can handle larger signals

(up to several hundred watts). This makes them more
flexible and provides a greater range e applications.
They have a greater range of available capacitor and
resistor values, and precision resistor va lues can be

attained by trimming critical patterns irh computer-
controlled laser beams. UnfortunateY. their higher
cost makes circuit designers look to i'noithiCS first,
especially for high-volume applicatiY5.

Integrated circuits are also identifi as being dig-
ital or linear. A digital IC works with :n t%% o circuit
conditions: on or off. Chapter II d;i.s '. :h digital
circuits. A linear IC works with an :f.ni:e number
of possibilities. For example, the N o 17 a linea

control circuit might be S. s V. or 8. V. C7 S567 \.

and so on. Several popular ICs are b:	 1-a: is. the

contain both linear and digital cir:s
Monolithic ICs are often further eren::ated on

the basis of the type of transistor :ha: they use.
Bipolar ICs favor NPN transistors since they are
easier to fabricate in the chip and hare h;gher per-
formance than integrated PNP transEs:rS. The MOS
ICs use metallic oxide semicondu::or fl.-Id effect
transistors. The PMOS ICs are bas or, p-channel
transistors, and the NMOS ICs are based on N-chan-
nel devices. Also, some manufaccrers "invent"
terms such as lIMOS to describe their particular

innovative process. The term HMOS is used by Mo-
torola, Inc., to identify their high-density NMOS de-
vices. The complementary metallic oxide semicon-
ductor (CMOS) ICs use both N- and p-channel
transistors. Some ICs use both hi1x'1r and unipolar
transistors and are called BI-FETICs- The fiCd efTe:

Mono •tSIC IC	 Trar.sstOr
Conductive \	 Fiir.s ren-Cor

F;ten cone.r=rS	 tE;ns
s_bstrate

Fig. 24* Hybrid integrated circuit consLnifl.
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transistors are used in the inte grated circuit's input
circuits because of their advantages of high imped-
ance, low noise, low leakage curren:s, and good tem-
perature stability.

Finally, ICs may be identified according to their
level of complexity. For example, in the digital world
the number of lo gic gates is a way to cate gorize the
complexity of an IC. A logic gore is a single decision-
makin g element, with each gate potentially contain-
ing a dozen or so components, A small-scale inte-
gration (SSI) device will have up to 10 gates; a me-
dium-scale integration (MSI) device has between II
and 100 gates; a large-scale ir.rcgration (LSI) device
has between 101 and 1000 gates; and a very-large-
scale integration (VLSI) device has Over 1000 gates.
Digital ICs are also identified as transistor-transistor
logic (1TL), emitter-coupled logic (ECL), etc., in-
tegrated circuits. These designations will be ex-
plained in Chapter H.

There are thousands and thousands of active IC
part numbers, with new ones announced every
month. This may be bewildering to a beginner. How-
ever, the industrial technician seldom needs to be
concerned with the exact Circuit located inside a par-
ticular IC. You will learn that some very common
features which are important to the technician are
pretty much the same for many ICs. Along these
lines, let's take a look at a few \'er\' common IC
characteristics. Figure 2-65 shows a totem-pole out-
put stage that is very popular in digital ICs. The
transistors form the totem-pole, hich is capable of
being driven high or low, When Q1 is off there is no
base current path for Q, and it is also off. When R1
provides base current to Q, it is on. Therefore, if an
external load is connected as shown, the IC will
source current to the load. The typical TTL digital
IC can source a few milliamperes before its output
voltage drops bc far below the threshold voltage.
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Fig. 2-65 Current source mode for totem pole IC.
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fig. 2-66 Current sink mode for totem pole IC.

Now look at Fig. 2-66. Here, the totem-pole output
is low: Q is s aturated on. and the drop across R is
large. The base voltage at Q2 is too low for it to turn
on, and Q3 now has plenty of base current and is on.
Note that the external load is now connected to the
supply point. and the IC is said to be sinking load
current. The typical TTL digital IC can sink several
times more current than it can source, Compare Fig.
2-65 and Fi g . 2-66 to Jarify the difference between
current sourcin g an ci' rent sinking. Please note that
either a hi gh or a !ow output can produce load cur-
rerlt, depetjing on the way the external load is con-
nected. The totem-pole output stage can be rede-
signed with CMOS output transistors to allow both
devices to he off at the same time. Integrated circuits
with this feature are called tn-state devices. Their
outputs can be high, low, or off (high-impedance).

Figure 2-67 shows another popular output stage.
It is known as an open collector IC because there is
no internal connection to the collector of the output
transistor. Open collector devices offer the advan-
tage of allowing the output collector circuit to oper-
ate at a different voltage level than the rest of the IC
circuitry. This is convenient when logic voltages
have to be translated from one level to another. An-
other advantage is that open collector outputs may
be tied together without the danger of excessive cur-
rent in the output circuit. Tying outputs together is
usually avoided with totem-pole ICs since a high
output would source excessive current to another
output that was low. Note that an external pull-up
resistor is required to develop an output swing in
Fig. 2-67.

Figure 2-68 shows some package styles for ICs.
The dual-ii/me package (DIP) is very popular for
both di g ital and linear devices and is made with 14,
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Fig. 2-67 Open collector IC.

16, 18, or 20 pins. The mini-DIP is an 8-pin dual-

inline package. The LS1VLSI package is available
with 24, 28, 40, and, less commonly, 64 pins. It is
often used for complex ICs such as microprocessors,
memory devices, and programmable devices. It is
wider than the DIP. The flat pack is used only in
compact, low-profile applications and is less popular.
The metal packages offer some advantages for heat
dissipation and are popular for power applications
such as amplifiers and, voltage regulators. Hybrid ICs

TO-1 ZO

in 'it,

TO-220	 Dut_iflIfle

package	
pcksge

	

Metal	

-p

plastic P-

packagi

	

^AWi

Me ta l	 Fla t peck
package

Fig. 2-68 Integrated circuit package styles.
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may be housed in any of the packages shown in the
left column of Fig. 2-68 or in a wide variety of custom
packages.

REI IEU' Q[JESTIOVS
39. Integrated circuit pins are numbered h'

counting counterclockwise from the index shcn
viewing the package from the

40. In a monolithic IC, electrical integrit' for
each component is maintained by reverse-biased

41. Refer to Fig. 2-65. Would the IC source any
current if the external load resistor were connected
to the supply rather than to ground?

2-8
TROUBLESHOOTING AND
MAINTENANCE
Solid-state devices are usually very reliable. Some
industrial equipment will operate for years wsthout
single solid-state device failure. However, aU of the
devices covered in this chapter have two maor ene-
mies: heat and transients. In some cases.
may :,:cur frequently. The industrial technician m
becoe proficient at locating de'ecttve dev::es
replac.ng them properly. A knowledge of ei:cui:
eratic is usuall y mandatory when trouieoci
This knoiedge allows the fau!z or faul:s to 'e is,--
We i A piece of equipment ma y contain hec
or een thousands of electronic compone:s. O-
viousv. fault isolation is essential if the erprne:
is toe repaired in a reasonable length of time. I,ate
chaç:ers of this book explain the operation of mar:.
circ:s and present specific troubleshooting infc'r-
matia. This section will be limited to some gener
ideas concerning locating defective devices and re-
placing them.

Troubleshooting must always begin by veri1yit
that the equipment is set up and properly connected.
In some cases, there is nothing wrong with the equip-
ment itself. A cable may have been pulled out, or it
cable may be connected improperly. A control ma
be set wrong. Always check the obvious things first
it can save a tremendous amount of time.

\\Then it is verified that the equipment is defecti'
refer to the manufacturer's service literature for tire
proper-tear-down procedure. The literature rav ais?
contain specific troubleshooting procedures. Be cc:-
lain that the power is off before removing pan&s.
covers, or cabinets. Never pull or inser circz
boards with the power on. This can be a danger
you arid to the equipment. Once access to the ci-
cuitr) has been gained, it is time for a thorouzh vist.1
inspection. Solid-state devices usually do oct chanpe
in physical appearance when defective, but oth
components sometimes do. Be sure to inspect fans.
air fillers, and other cooling components seice heat
is a killer of electronic equipment.
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Fig. 2-69 Te5lIng solid 'ate des-ices us ith an ohmmeter.

After any obvious problems hae been corrected,
it is time to decide how to isolate any remaining
faults. Troubleshooting techniques vary from circuit
to circuit and from technician to technician. They
also depend upon the kinds of test equipment that
are available. Whatever you choose, please remem-
ber to follow safe procedures. Some of the proce-
dures that can be used to isolate defective solid-state
devices include substitution, voltage analysis, wave-
form anal y sis, si gnal injection, and resistance anal-
ysis. Substitution is convenient when devices are in
sockets. However, remember that a fault somewhere
else in the circuit may have damaged the original
part and is also likely to damage the substitute.
Never change devices with the power on.

Voltage analysis involves comparing actual circuit
voltages with voltages specified on a diagram by the
equipment manufacturer to determine whether any
are out of tolerance.- Always verify supply voltages
first. Power supply troubleshootittg is covered in
Chapter 5. A defective device may or may not upset
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-	 kdowr of F-B

High range

circuit voltages. Waveform analysis uses an oscillo-
scope to view signals into and out of circuits. If a
circuit has the proper operating voltages and the cor-
rect input waveform, then a bad or missing output
waveform is strong evidence that the circuit is de-
fective. Signal injection is a procedure in which an
input is stimulated with some external generator. It
is often used in conjunction with waveform analysis
to see whether the output responds as expected.

Resistance analysis is accomplished with the
power offand often with the suspected device iso-
lated from the rest of the circuit. Isolation may be
necessary to prevent unwanted paths from producing
abnormally low readings. Figure 2-69 shows the way
that an ohmmeter can be used to test several devices.
Verify your ohmmeter polarity and open circuit volt-
age. Some multimeters have reverse polarity on the
Ohm's function, and others do not use an internal
voltage large enough to forward bias junctions on
some ranges. Always learn your equipment first.
Ohmmeter tests are effective for detecting short-cir-
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cuited junctions since a very low resistance will be
qieasurcd in both directions. A very high reading in
both directions indicates an openjunction. The diode
tests in Fig. 2-69 show the expected results for a
good diode. It must be emphasized that the readings
in this illustration arc relative. For example, a diode
that measures 200,000 (1 when reverse-biased may
have excessive leakage for some circuits. Generally,
more leakage is normal in large devices than in small
devices. Leakage is also increased when the device
is hot. Germanium devices exhibit quite a bit more
leakage than silicon devices. You should also know
that the forward resistance of any junction will mea-
sure differently on different ohmmeter ranges be-
cause the volt-ampere characteristic of a diode is
nonlinear.	 -

The transistor tests in Fig. 2-69 show the expected
ranges of resistance for a silicon transistor. You will
note that the collector-to-emitter reverse resistance
is not expected to be as high as the collector-to-base
reverse resistance. This is because the colkclor-base
leakage is amplified beta times in the collector-
emitter test. Your understanding of device theory
will make ohmmeter testing more productive. Figure
2-69 also shows that the emitter-base reverse resis-
lance may not test properly because the ohmmeter
voltage may be high enough to cause zener break-
don. Most transistor emitter-base junctions show
zener action at around 6 V, and many ohmmeters
use 9 V or more on their high range. As you gain
experience, you will learn the wa y to test quite a few
solid-state devices with an ohmmeter. It is even pos-
sible to gate and latch some thyristors by placing the
positive lead on the anode and the negative lead on
the cathode, and then momentarily short-circuiting
the gate to the anode. This will not work with large
thyristors since the ohmmeter current, even on the
lowest range, is less than the holding current. Field
effect transistors are often very sensitive during out-
of-circuit tests. The drain-to-source resistance may
vary quite a bit as you bring a finger near the gate
lead. Metallic oxide semiconductor field effect tran-
sistors are susceptible to damage by static discharges
and should not be checked this way. Integrated cir-
cuits do not usually lend themselves to ohmmeter
testing.

Repeated failure of the same device must be in-
vestigated. It is probably a thermal problem, a tran-
sient problem, a defective power supply, a defective
load, or a design flaw. Check to be sure that all
cooling components are installed and working prop-
erly. Inspect the mounting area on the heat sink.
Burrs and peeled-over areas will reduce heat trans-
fer. There should be no paint or heavy oxide on the
mounting area. Galvanic action may occur in corro-
sive atmospheres between copper cases and alumi-
num heat sinks. Be sure that the correct thermal
grease is applied. Everything must be installed cor-
rectly to prevent short circuits and excessive device
temperature. The insulator may be of the beryllium
oxide type. Be careful: Beryllium oxide parts must

not be abraded or crushed because the dust is ex-
tremely dangerous if inhaled. Do not replace beryl-
lium oxide washerst:h mica washers, since the beat
transfer will be imrcd. Do not over- or under-
tighten stud mount dcvices. For example, the proper
torques for DO-4 art. DO-5 packages (Fig. 2-19' are
15 inch-pounds (in.-') and 30 in.-lb, respectively.

Repeated failures may also he caused by the kad.
Make sure the load is electrically normal. If it is a
motor or solenoid, m ake sure that it is clean and
properly lubricated d is operating freely. Also be
sure that the mechanical load on the solenoid or
motor is working sm.othly and not binding. Ti-an-

sterns are brief periods of overvoltage and may enter
the equipment via the power lines. The industrial
environment is often replete with transients since
large inductive loads such as motors are constantly
being turned on and dl. It may be necessary to add
transient suppressic't to the supply circuit. Tran-
sients are also generated when solid-state devices
switch inductive loads within the equipment circuit.
Check the suppressic-1 networks and devices across
relay coils, solenoics. and motors. Suppressic i is

covered in Chapter 4. Repeated failures due to design
flaws can be check by contacting the manac-
turer. The engineerg staff may supply a cicui:
modification or a sus:itute part with better rat.cs.

Parts Identification

Exact replacement rarts are usually the b est c'e:
especially for the technician -.ith limited exper.e:ce
Solid-state devices c:en have part numbers or.
packages. The man facturers l:terature is also csc
ally helpful for loca:.Ttg part numbers. The Joint Eiec-
Ironic Device Eng:eering Council (JEDEC) regis-
ters part numbers i: this country. A registered rar
has been character.ZCd to meet the speciflca::on
listed for that numer. Registered solid-state :ari-
(excluding ICs) hae numbers prefixed with IN. 2N.
3N, and 4N. This mans that you can buy a IN-400C;
rectifier, a 2N690 SR, a 2N3055 bipolar transistor.
a 3N128 field effect trisittOr or aN32 opto cc'uplec

from any of several manufact arers and be reasoc.ably
assured that it will iork as well as the origina e-
vice. There are also registered JEDEC package num-
bers such as 10-3 that specify the physical parame-
ters of devices.

Data manuals, crc-s-reference guides, and ssti-
tutiofl guides are inaiu adsds when Irving 50 :rac..

down part numbers- These materials contain alu-
able information cc':.:erning :hysica! haracteri-.'cS.
electrical characte:sics, a:cd lead ident9ca:ic:
drawings. You will d ma:y good suhtitu:ics in
these sources. In s:me cases the substitutio ar
not appropriate. It rays to check both electrical aral
physical parameters. Some companies build q-.: ; -.e a
few solid-state devices with their own part number-
ing system. These :onregisered devices can often
be substituted for re-zistered devices. An example is
a Motorola MJ4502 power transistor, which can be
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bstitut-d for a 2N5744. The guides usually list both
gisr-. and nonregistered de' ice numbers. Some
ait O.ucis are propi ietiy and will not snow up

n the guides. It may be necessary to buy a replace.
uent froa the manufacturer of the equipment in
';ese C.'eS.

!ntegrinted circuit part numbers are also reference
in some guides. The ICs have a part numbering s.s-
tern that can vary considerably from manufacturer
to manufacturer. It pays to have a library of data
manual-, from the various companies that build solid-
state devices. Supply catalogs are also helpful in
many cases and can often be obtained just by asking
for them. It pays to communicate with supply houses
and parts jobbers to obtain valuable literature. Inte-
grated Circuit part numbers are usually a combination
of a prefis, a part number, and a suffix. The prefix
uses code letters to designate the type of circuit, the
part number specifies the device type, and the suffix
code specifies the package type and the temperature
range There are many variations of this basic sys-
tm, and the manufacturer's data books are usually

esr:, to decipher all the information contained
!hr rir; number. Many IC makers also put dni

codes on their packages.

andi:g Solid-State Devices

The fin.; consideration in this chapter is the safe
handling if solid-state devices. Man y de ices. es-
recially the MOS IN pes. are easil y damaged bs- Static
discharge. It is a little disconcerting to realize that
merely touching an expensive or hard-to-get device
can destroy it. The human body can generaf
s. is of soits . iough simple movements -
v ai,,.,,o	 ';ding ita chair, or sliding 	 sleev" - -
a benc h ''rn. These voltages are r.r''uin'-' n
iess -hunmiity condtions. Some v.,.ers must wear

coud.:'ise srist strap that is grounded through a
alie resistor to bleed off Static charges. Note;

CHAPTER RE VIEI V QUESTIO.\'S
2-1. Electrons, inaP-typecrystal. are

carriers,
2-2. Calculate the maximum reverse current for

a 12-V, lO-W zener.

2-3. Would the zener in ques:ion 2-2 be safe
when conducting maximum current at a tempera-
ture above 25CC?

2-4. Refer to Fig. 2-26 and calculate 1FE shen
Vcp is lJ V and the base current is 0.6 mA.

2-5. C';lculate emitter Current for the conditions
Of question 2-4.

2-6. Calculate the collector dissipation for the
condtjo	 of q;]'tiofl 2-4. Is it sithin the safe

i.Stifl2area?

2-7. . h,a happens to transistor gain as temper-
attire incraes

'1 his is only practiced in ak a PP f0%CJ ej uronment
and s'. ith ;.n approved roundin; appalatus. The fol-
lowing guidelines are rei'olmaLodcd t. Ple vem static
danta ge of solid-state devices

I. Work on a ni-,al - ,u, face. 'Iasu;a .i1jnted table
tops are a por choice for a ivork surface r,flCc
static build-up is likely.

2. Do not allow the relative humidity in the work
area to go helow.50 percent.

3. Do not handle devices any more than is required.
They are shipped in protective carriers or pressed
into conductive foam and should remain there un-
til it is time to install them.

4. Immediately place removed parts into a protective
carrier or conductive foam.

5. Touch the protective package to ground before
removing the part.

6. Touch a grounded part of the equipment before
removing 01' installing a part.

7. Use as little motion as possible. Remember, fric-
tion generates static electricity.

S. When instrurm,eiuts are corllleeted ., circuits, al-
ways connect the ground lead first,

9. Use only antistatic spra y materials and static-con-
trolled sacuum desoldering equipment.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
'2. When testing with an ohmmetc , a reading of

in both directions indicates a'm' 	 junc-

4.	 ' ........ o.ith an ohmnue:. a re..-ing of
inniIv cnnis in 11)10 dit'c''.ns indicates a(n)

junction.
44. The number tN4001 is an e' -. , - ot ao)

part number.

2-8. When a bipolar po\er transistor fails at a
higher collector volta ge and is siihin the safe ther-
mal area, the failure mode is called _______

2-9. How do the pulse-mode ratings of transis-
tors compare vk ith their dc ratings?

2-10. Suppose the thermal rating for a transistor
is 200 W. Use Fig. 2-29 to determine the maximum
thermal dissipation for an operating temperature of

2-I1. What are the three operating modes for a
transistor?

212. A perfect switching transistor vou1d show
a collector-to-emitter drop of ..._............V at satura-

2-13. isar FETs are normally 	 devices.
2-14. Refer to the 40-W transfer curve i n Fig.
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'242. What is the change in drain current when the
gate-to.sourcC bias increases from 7 to 8 V?

2-15. What is the transconductance for the data
given in question 2.14?

2-16. When a bipolar transistor heats, its gain in-
creases. tending to make it conduct more and be-
come esen hotter. This is known as

• 2-17. Refer to Fig. 2-49. What designates the
minimum flow to keep the triac on?	 -

2.18. Triac commutation is complicated by
- loads since the internal recovery current
can act to gate the device back on.

2-19. Refer to Fig. 2-59. What happens to the
load power as the variable resistance is increased?
• 2-20. The circuit of Fig. 2-59 cannot achieve

smooth control when being adjusted from a
power setting.

2-21. The name given to describe the effect of
question 2-20 is

2-22. The asymmetrical ac trigger device is de-
signed to eliminate

2-23. Refer to Fig. 2-66. Would thc IC sink any
current if the external load resistor were connected
to ground rather than to the supply'

2.24. Refer to Fig. 2-67 and assure that the ex-
ternal resistor has been removed. V. ith a S-V sup-

ply, what output voltage swing will be developed as -
Q is turned on and off?

2.25. The number MJ802 is an example of a(n)
part number.

2-26. Leakage currents are expected to be
______ in power devices.

ANSWERS TO REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. re 2. it is lower 3. negative 4. posili'.e 5. P-type 6. minority 7. reverse S. minon:y 9. reverse

10. ir.cltases 11. rectifier 12. minority 13. emitter, out 14. controls 15. reserse 1E. forwa72 17. in.eases

from S t . 85 mA 18. 50 mA 19. depletion 20. current 21. complements 22. out 23. insate 2 enhar.ement

	

25.	 26. gate 27. 1, 28. 2 29. I 30. off 31. ac 32. increases 33. I 1.55 V 34. 4.7 ms 35. 21 Hz

36. it increases 37. it would be off 38. 2.26 V 39. lop 40. diodes or Junctions 41. no 42. srt-circited

43. c'en 44. registered



INTRODUCTION TO
MOTOR CONTROLS

This chapter still introduce direct current (dc)
and alternating current (ac) motor controls.
Of primary interest will be methods of start-
ing and stopping motors and controlling their
speed. Stepper motors, used where automatic
or computer control is important, are Cov-
ered, as is the brushless motor. Alternating
current motors are very popular in both small
and large sizes in a wide range of industrial
applications. With the rapid introduction of
solid-state contral devices they are taking over
a growing number offunctions pretious!v re-
srved for dc motors.

3-1
BRAKING DC MOThP3

There are severe! factor... that must be consiucred in
stopping a muter. When a motor is disconnected
from the power source it will Coast to a stop. Not all
macnes can be allowed to coast to a stop. When it

iecssary to stop a motor quickly, it is accom-
pIisieu by braking. Braking can be accomplished by
several mchods, each of shich has advantages and
disadvantages. There are three basic means of slow.
mt do n a motor: friction, d'namic aCtion.g.

Applications of braking vary greatly. For instance,
a crane or hoist not only has to stop quickly but also
must hold heavy loads. Other motors, such as those
controlling machine tools, must stop quickly but do
not have to hold a load. Safety braking may be re-
quired to protect an operator from injury. In this
case, the fastest method is employed with little con-
sideration to the potential damage to the motor or
load. When dealin g with equipment such as cranes
and hoists, we must realize that the load has a ten-
dency to turn the motor. This is known as an over-
hauling load. Overhung loads are those loads which
are applied in a direction perpendicular to the axis
of the shaft. These types of loads are created by

:;puz;ed weights such as those in hoists and ele-
vators

42	 -

Friction brakes (also known as magnetic or me-
chanical brakes) have been used to stop motors for
marty years. Their application is similar to the brak-
ing of an automobile. The essential parts of the brake
are the friction material, shoes, bands or disks, and
operating devices. Most friction brakes are electri-
cally released and spring-set, so they will be set in
case of a power failure or interruption. Occasionally
it is advantageous to have a brake that is electrically
set. With this type of brake, it is possible to vary the
apr'lied torque by adjustin2 the voltage to the brake
cc;!.

The shoe brake needs only a small movement to
reease it. For example. a solenoid may have to travel
less than 0.10 inches (in.). This short stroke gives
fast operation. A drum or "heel is driven by the
motor shaft to provide a larger braking surface than
that provided by using the motor's shaft alone. Brak-
in g torque is directly proportional to the surface area
ar..1 the spring pressure. Spring pressure is adjustable

m	 :tion brakes.
The db. !'ra. is arrar:ged for mounting directly

to the motor end bIl. The brake lining is a disk.
wb.ich is supported by a hub keyed to the motor's
shaft and rotates with the motor. When the bi.e is
set, a sprin g pulls the stationary member into contact
with the rotating disk. The simplicit y of a sin gle mov-
ing part, the pressure plate, makes for less mechan-
ical maintenance. No linkages or levers are used, as
they are in the shoe type.

The band-type brake has the friction material fas.
terted toa band of steel sshich encircles the wheel
and may cover as much as 90 percent of the %v heel
surface. The increased braking surface allows lower
pressure per square inch of surface area, and a sub-
seuent reduction in wear of the brake lining. This
advantage is offset somewhat by the fact that the
braking pressure is not equal over the whole band.
The band brake also requires a longer stroke to re-
lease it.

The basic material used in all brake linings is as-
bestos. When servicing any brake parts, do not crc-
2 dust by using a dry brash or compressed air; use
a atcr.dampened cloth. The asbestos ñbers may
become airborne if dust is created during servicin..--
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Breathing dust containing asbestos fibers can cause
serious bodily harm. The main disadvantage of any
friction-type brake is that it requires more mainte-
nance than other types. The more frequently a motor
is stopped by the brake, the more maintenance will
be required. The solenoids used to energize most
friction brakes are available for either ac or dc op-
eration.

lished by chan ine the connections to a motor with
or wit out the use of an auxWary
_pending onofmotor to be braked, If a

at	 still running is reconnectedmotor th is  as a gen-
erator, the result is dynamic braking. The motor acts
as a k. 'dd ooeraor ftiat d.Jops a retarding
torque, which stops the motor rapidly. The generator
action Converts the mechanical energy into electrical
energy and dissipates this energy as heat in a resistor.
Since dynamic braking is only present when the
tor is rotating, a friction-t y pe brake is reuuired to
hold any overhauling load after it stops.

Jh.e easiest type of motor to brake d namiis
the shunt-wound dc motor. While t e machine op-

force
(cemf) opposes the line voltage and limits the ar-
mature current to a value sufficient to provide the
output torque requirements. Dynamic braking is ac-
complished by disconnecting the armature from the
line (power source) and placin2 a current-limiting
resistor across the armature terminals %N hile the field
remains energized. The armature will he rotating in
the magnetic field and skill continue to generate a
ccmf that is proportional to speed and the strength

the field. The armature current flowing through
the limiting resistor will be opposite to that produced
by the line. This re.erse current in the armaiure will
produce a torque opposite 	 the original motor ac-
tion and cause the mutor to r 1 ow	 wn. As the for-
ward speed is reduced, the generaLe 'oi!a is also
reduced. At the zero speed point, the generated volt-
age is also zero. The motor ssill stop at this point if
no overhauling torque is available to continue the
rotation. The connection for dynamic braking of a
shunt-wound motor is shown in Fig. 3-I.

The braking resistor is usually selected so that the
initial braking Current is 150 percent of the normal
current. Braking times of milliseconds are not Un-

L2

B

Poru

common on fractional horsepower motors. The field
sinding may or may not he disconnected from the
line after the motor has stopped. When a field rheo-
stat is employed, it is customarily short-circuited to
increase the field to aid in the braking effect.

Dynamic braking may ith a series motor,
as shossn in Fig. 3-2, but the connections are more
complicated. If the motor were just disconnected
from the line and shunted by a resistance (such as
the shunt motor armature), no braking would be ob-
tained. This is because the current would flow
through the field in the wrong direction, thereby de-
magnetizing the field.

With the motor naning and cuiir-ut flov.ing from
LI to L2, the cemf of the armature is in opposition,
as shown by the arrow in Fig. 3-2. The field current
is flowing from LI to L2. For braking to occur, the
field must be connected in the reverse direction so
that the current flows through it in the same direction
it does when the motor is across the line. When the
switch is in position 2, the resistor is connected in
series with the field and the armature, forming a
closed loop. Notice that at this time the field con-
nections are reversed so the current flow due to the
armature emf is in the same direction as it is when
connected as a motor. The energy is quickSy dissi-
pated in the resistor, and the armature stops rotating.

A combination of dynamic braking and friction
braking can he used when a very large load must be
Stopped. Because the force of the load would wear
out the friction brakes too quickly, dynamic braking
can be used to slow down the load, and then the
friction brakes can be applied to finally stop and hold
the load if necessary.

Dynamic braking of a pern'ner mcgneL tPM) mo-
tor is accomplished the. same . s'a as it is with 'h.-
shunt-wound motor: the armure is (lisconne'.Jed,
and its terminals 're shunted by a resistor. A very
distinct difference should be noted: with the shunt-
woOjdmotor, the motor cannotIynamicaUy_
braked there is a nower failure. The field vpltage_
and current, must be available to generate the dy-
namic brakin g . With the PM motor, the power failure
will not affect its braking ability because its field is
not affected by any power failures. A normally

i_i()	 L2(—)

rE Sic -- 3POT

Fix. 3-1 Dy namic braking circuit of a shunt . ound molur. Fig. 3-2 Dn.rnjc brn.ing circuit of a ccnten . wound rno:or.
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Fig. 3-3 Transistor dynastic braking circuit.

closed relay across the armature will automatically
function in case of power failure and load the arma-
ture through its braking resistor. This inherent char-
acteristic is very important and useful in many cases.
For example it can be used on magnetic tape reel
drives to prevent unwanted spillage of tape in the
event of a loss of power. Figure 3-3 illustrates the
utilization of solid-state electronic components to
achieve dynamic braking of a PM motor. The diode
drop biases the transistor off when the switch is in
the run mode. When the switch is put into the stop
position, the armature no longer draws current from
the line. This is the brake mode; the transistor will
conduct because of the polarity of the armature's
cemf. The cemf turns on the transistor Circuit and
Rc acts as the armature load. This circuit will work

.just as well for a shunt-wound motor, but the field
• circuit must remain connected to the line until the
- motor stops.
.—A-compound-wound motor is actually both a
shu tt and a series-wound motor and can take ad-
vantage of either the shunt-braking circuit or the
series-dissipating circuit ora combination of the two.
However the slower s eed of the _c2rnund motores

Plugging is a way of braking a motor by reversing
the power to the armature while the field remains
connected as before. Plugging the motor a1loss for
a very rapid and abrupt stop. Plugging can be used
to brake a motor if the armature power is removed
at - the point where the motor speed drops to zero.
Otherwise the motor will reverse. Plugging is more
severe than the other braking methods mentioned
because the voltage across the armature (in the shunt
motor) and across the entire motor (in the series
motor) is approximately twice its normal value at the
instant that braking is initiated. The cemf voltage in
the armature is additive to the line voltage (the ar-
mature leads have been reversed while the rotation

is still in the original direction) until the speed goes
to zero. Under normal operating conditions, the cemf
generated opposes the line voltage and thereby limits
the armature current.

Plugging is not usually recommended because of
the high armature currents drawn. Excessive arma-
ture heating and brush arcing will result, and brush
life may be severely affected. Motors used fof plug-
ging are designed for this type of service- An some
applications plugging is not permitted, and the motor
controls are interlocked to enforce this condition.

Although manual and magnetic starters are used
to reverse the direction ofa motor, a special plugging
switch is typically used in plugging applications. The
plugging switch, sometimes called a zero-speed
switch, is connected to the shaft of the motor or its
load through a pulley or a shaft. The rotation of the
twitch shaft, at a given speed, causes a set of con-
tacts to operate, either by a centrifugal mechanism
or by a magnetic induction arrangement. The main
function of the plugging switch is to prevent reversal
once the countertorqUe action of plugging has
brought the load to a standstill. Without this switch,
the motor and load would stop and then run in the
opposite direction.

The plugging switch will usually open one set of
contacts and close another set of contacts as the shaft
speed increases past a preset number of revolutions
per minute (rpm). The Continuous operating speed of
the machine should be many times the speed needed
to operate the switch contacts. This will ensure good
contact holding force and reduce the possibility of
chatter and subsequent false operation of the switch.

Figure 3-4 illustrates the wiring of a motor starter
circuit that includes a plugging switch. The normally
open (N.O.) contacts of the plugging switch (P) are
wied in series with a set of interlock contacts to the
reversing starter coil (R). Pushing the start button
energizes the forward starter coil (F) and the motor
starts forward. The forward coil is held in by the F1

contacts across the start button now energized
(closed). As the motor increases in speed the N.O.
contacts on the plugging switch close at some preset
rpm. The closing of these N.O. contacts will not
energize the reverse coil (R) because of the F 2 con-

1._1	
L2

HHStart p	 Col

Fig. 34 Typical motor plugging circuit.
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Fig. 3-5 Etnertency stop ptstying circuti.

lads, which are now open. Pushing the stop button
will drop out the forward coil (F) ansi cause the F
contacts to close, permitting the reversing coil (R) to
energize through the still closed p l urging so itch. The
motor Connections are now reversed, and the mo-
tor's Countertorque acts as a braking force. \Vh.tn
the motor is stopped the plugging switch opens. dk-
connecting the reverse coil before the motor can
physically reverse its direction.

Plugging is generally used for emergency stopping
of a motor. The plugging circuit o Fig. 3-4 ssssuisi b
modified to c:ic the emergencu s!c; Cri"ittV as
in Fig. 3.5. The normal stop and run pustibuttons
operate as in any standard starter circuit. The im-
portant difference is the addition of the emergency
stop pu,hbutton. Pushing the emergcr.:y stor, push-
button will deenergize the forward starter (F) nod
simultaneously energize the reverse starter (R). The
reverse starter is held in by the R 2 contacts through
the plugging switch P) t . nd the flW cl;sed F 1 con-
tacts of the forwa'	 :er coil (f. ) When the motor
speed approzc:-.-	 '-	 ::c. :hc !tIg nc switch
)P) will ,,-:t- o .isconnect th	 Es'fore te

r es	 motors, wnich us 
ue?ay relays, and other special dcvices.

.T9'JEIV qUESTI0XS
I.	 Uraking is required to hold an oves-

hauisg oau.

2. Fricti.: 'akes are electrically 	 and
spring-set.

3. The	 pe friction brake uses a pres-
sure plate and spring set.

4. The use of _______ in brake linings makes -
their maintenance a cautious and careful operation.

5 Name two other solid-state devices that could
be used instead of the transistor in Fit. 3-3.

6. When plugging a series motor, the voltage
across the motor is ________ that of normal opera-
tion.

7. Refer to Figs. 34 and 3-5. In which figure
does the circuit show plu gg ing accomplished at
every actuat ion of the stop buttons?

3-2
SPEED CONTROL OF DC MOTORS

htdustrial application of dc motors often Fe ires, ill
t!dtton to driving loads at a constant sa=d or
torque, the abilit y to vary the speed of the motcr.
The speed of most dc motors can he easily adjusted
from zero to speeds above the rated alue. in addi-
tion to good speed control, the dc motor is well suited
for applications requiring momentary high-torque
outputs. A dc motor can produce torque three to five
times its rated value for short durations. _Because
their cood speed control and high torque, they nc
used in  man y industrial applications and also in mm-
ne equipment. There area variety of ways to control
the dof a dc motor, ranging from a simple seriec
rheostat to a modem generation of solid-state de-
vices.

There are three methods by , which the speed of a
shunt-wound motor can be -controlled: field . weak-
Citin g , armature resrstance control, and armature
voltage control. The speed of a shunt-wound motor
cati be described by the following equation:

V - x
rpm	 (i=

of

T.--c equation shows that hc spccd can Ic made
to change by adjusting the variables. l, R. and 0,-
I!,, changes proportionally i:h the lead and is not
considered a speed-control variable).

If the strength of the ma gnetic field of the shunt-
wound motor is reduced, the motor will speed up.
This speed-up occurs with the reduction in the field
-tren g th because less cemf is developed by the
mature The difference beween the line voltage .0
the new cemf produces an iretsse V.
lent, resuttng ;n an increase in out..ul •orçue ana
st,..ed. The torque is r-lated to the flux field and
arni:ure current by the	 . ng equation:

T = K

The field can be weakened by co 	 s rheo-
stat in the field circuit as shown in hi'. 	 t's,-. is
rpm (speed) equation shows that weakenin , !7: fiek
increases the rpm, provided the armature voltag4
constant. Standard industrial motors will permit
speed increase of up to 400 T'ercent. This method of
speed control is considered fent.bcc:ethe

0-'.verThstiThe fied rhec s ssscciicMe: rtcwever.
t e e can only be weakened within certain limits.
Weakening beyond a limit point can result in exces-
sive speeds and instability. The armature mc'.' aisc.
overheat. The torque equatico shows that a reduc;.
tion of the field bj will require an increase in the
armature current ! to maintc:n a given torque. The
torque-speed curves for different values of increasing
resistance in the field are shown in Fig. 3-6(b). Field
weakening will produce cpeds .ibse the normal
rated spued. The motor c'.n be oerloaded easily
because the rated torque drops as the speed in-
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Speed control resistor
increase in resistance -
increase in speed

La

Torque

lb)

Fig. 3-6 Field seakening speed control of she shunt motor

(a) Schematic diagram. (b) Torque-speed curves.

creases, as shown in Fig. 3-6(b). Therefore, this type
of control (field weakening) is limited to cases in
which load conditions are very predictable and con-
trolled.

A completely different set of characteristics occurs
for a shunt-motor with a rheostat in thearmature. In
this case of armature resistance control, the field
winding is kept at the rated or line voltage. Referring
again to the rpm equation, if the armature voltage 

V.is reduced (by increasing the resistance), the motor
speed will decrease. Therefore, armature resistance
control will lower the speed of the shunt-motor below
its rated base speed. As indicated by the torque equa-
tion, an increase in load will result in an incrr'ase in
the armature current and a subsequent increase in
the voltage drop across the added series iheostat
If the motor is started with very little load and t'n
Toad is inceasedepevilJkS
wTiTibeacorresposg PR (powe loss in the
series rheostat.

The stance methods of field weakening and ar-
mature resistance described are very simple and in-
expensive and will provide control of a shunt-wound
dc motor's speed above or below its rated value.
Isese methods were and are still used in many ap-
plications in the industrial environment.

Fig. 3-7 Tandem (series and shunt) armature speed cpnlrot.

BqJfl series and sfl rhes	 m, ats ay be ernployçd
in_ttQ imp9vç thejspeed regulation of,the
shunt wound motorb	

..
y making th operating speed

less ,affecte • by the changes in load torque. The
shunted armature shown in Fig. 3-7 has a variable
resistance across (shunt) the armature and acts- to - --
increase the current through the series resistance and -
thereby reduce the difference between no-load and
full-load curtent. The series resistance is used to
control the armature voltage, as with the armature
control method for the shunt motor.

The resistance methods of speed control just dis-
cussed are open loop methods (there is no feedback).
These methods are still found in many industrial ap-
plications. Motors are frequently controlled by vary-
ing the supply voltage to the armature. Armature -
voltage control of shunt-wound motors can be open
loop or closed loop (having feedhak) to control the
speed of the motor. Figure 3-8 shows open loop ar-
mature voltage control. This method of motor control
has several advantages:

I. Wide speed-range control

2. Speed not appreciably affected by changing load

3. Less power wasted at low speed

4. Ease of interfacing with complex electronic con-
trol systems

The nonfeedback controller, shown in Fig. 3-8(a),
produces the speed/torque curves of Fig. 3-8(b).
Speed regulation as the motor load varies is essen-
tially the inherent regulation characteristic of the mo-
tor as the curves illustrate. The motor will operate
along the load line by jumping from one speed/torque
curve to another. An infinite number of curves is
made available by varying the armature voltage. Ar-
mature voltage control may be obtained froitcOf

These
reference volt-

age amplifier and a current (power) amplifier to pro-
vide infinite speed control. These circuits are also
applicable to PM motors. Though effective, these
methods are very inefficient, since substantial power
is lost in the controlling device.

Open loop, or nonfeedback, control will be only
as stable as the load and the individual components
of the system. Figure 2-O shows silicon controlled

seed iriiiiThTfldd cir-
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Fig. 3 -8 Armature voltace control of speed (a ) S c hematic dia-
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cults have been omitted for simplicity. The motor
may also be a PM motor, as previousl y mentioned.
The circuit in Fig. 3-10(a) has a limited 'ç'esd range
but will maintain constant speed under v--lying load
conditions. Thouch it is not obvicus at first glance.
this Circuit includes a rccdback element that en-
hances its control stability. This type of circuit makes
use of thecemf of the armature, which is a function
of the motor's speed and, therefore, can be used as
an indication of sçtd changes as the load varies.
When a load is applied to the motor, the motor speed
will start to decrease and. thul reduce the cemf in-
duced in the rotating arinatur. With thisreduced
cemf, the SCR will firç earlier in the rectified cycle.
The SCR control is less precIseThan a linear amplifier
but offers high efficiency since! the SCR is either on
or off. The simplicity tf the circuitry and low parts
count make its use attractive. 4jhncus.iof, th unijiojra.nsistor(UJT).
oscillator in Fig. 3-lOLwil give a wideçrangii. of
speed control. It sho uld be nted that in both these
circuits, unfiltered direct currept is used as the power
source. This unfiltered sourc is necessary in order
to commutate tCR;otherise It wi reman
and a!Vcontrol will bc lost. In Ftg3TO(bJtheUt
satingifriirso serves to turn off the UJT
oscillator, so it start a 

new charge cycle, on each
cycle of the pulsating iupply voltage. Once the speed

IC,

Fig. 3-9 Simple solid-s tate motor-spce'd controllers. (a) Single
transistor speed control. (b) Op amp and Darlington power am-
plifier speed control. (c) Op amp with MOSFET power amplifier.

control is set, the UJT firing point occurs at the same
time, after V,,, goes to zero on each cycle. This de-
livers a constant power to the load. The circuit c
turn the power compjiy, Laflnt tug.J.L
com p letel y on. as indicated by the waveforms in Fig.

LULILIUS ¼.UCUIS.	 -1
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Fig. 3 . 10 Motor speed control using
SCR.

With the exception of the circuit in Fig. 3-10(a),
all the circuits presented thus far have been open
loop speed controllers. For applications demanding
precise and constant veloit' under 'arying load con-
ditions, a closed loop system is needed. Block dia-
grams for closed loop controllers are shown in Fig.
3-12 (p. 50). The speed sensor (tachometer) generates
a voltage proportional to motor speed. This voltage
is fed back and compared to a reference voltage.
Any error between the two voltages is amplified and
corrects the speed of the motor. The extra element
in this system that makes it work and closes the
feedback loop is the speed sensor (tachometer, in
this case). In many cases, a small PM motor is used
as a tachometer. Most tachometers develop an Out-
put voltage proportional to the shaft speed. The po-
larity of the output voltage is dependent on the di-
rection of rotation of the shaft._,oltage
from-a tachometer may be expressed as

V. = K x rpm

where V is the tachometer output voltage and rpm
is the armature shaft speed. A value of 1.0 V1500
.rpm is typical. The output increases to 4 V if the
tachometer is rotated at 2000 rpm. Alternatives to
the generator-type tachometer include inductive
pick-ups and optical pick-ups to provide pulses that
are integrated (summed) for the speed feedback sig-

(bl

nal. These pick-ups usually require amplification to
be useful.

Figure 3-12(a) illustrates a first quadrant regula-
tion control circuit, so named because the speed/
torque curves are all in the first quadrant of the
cartesian coordinate system. That is, they are posi-
tive when the shaft is rotating in the forward direc-
tion. The motor in Fig. 3-12(a) rotates in only one
direction (it is unidirectional). Its speed will increase
or decrease as the comparator turns on or off the
input to the amplifier in response to the comparison
of the speed (feedback) signal to that of the set point
reference. The closed loop system in Fig. 3 . 12(b) is
also referred to as a servosvs(em, which can also be
used to control the position as well as the velocity
of a system, with the addition of a position feedback
element. These aspects will be covered in depth in
Chapter 10. For now, it can be seen that by proper
selection of the references, gains, motor, tachometer,
and scaling components, a high-performance speed-
control system is obtainable.

The serie^.Juriiv otOjS designed to oper-
and

is capable of highpeeds and stag tque
sDeed of the series motor C2tIfbZRanged byThanging
the voltage across the motor. This is accomplished
by three methods: series-resistance control, shunt-
resistance control, and varjcsble-volta ge control. The
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Fig. 3-I1 %Vsve1orm for SCR-UJT circuit in Fig. 3-10b).

speed/torque curve obtained by using a rheostat in
series with the motor (armature and field) is illus-
trated in Fig. 3-13(a). Series-resistance control has
good starting characteristics (high torque at low
speed), but it is evident that the speed regulation of
the motor declines with decreasing speed, tiereby
making good overall control of the motor's speed
difficult. The series resistor produces a voltage drop
in the circuit that is proportional to the current in
the circuit. This voltage drop across the resistor will
increase as the motor is Idaded (motor current in-
creases with an increase in load). It can be seen that
the voltage across the motor will	 a!!hthQ.

an

CVm

0'l	 360'

10'	 190'

0 170'

Also, the higher the resistance, the greater the drop
in speed as the load increases. A series resistor or
rheostat will have i greatest effect on the starting
torque of the motor. Maximum current flows when
the motor is started and the resistive drop will limit
the motor volta ge to its lowest value. The series
resistor usually will be adjusted for minimum resis-
tance for starting and then increased as the motor
gains speed. In theory, the motor can be adjusted to
near standstill (complete stop). However, as a result
of reduced inertia, a rmature cogging (the armature
speeds up as it enters the flux field and slows down
on exiting) is very pronounced at low speed; there-
fore, the lower limit must be set to a value at which
cogging is avoided.

0'	 I	 ø'	 I 360'

120'	 360'
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Fig. 3.12 Closed loop speed controllers. (aa) Unidirectional ceed-
back control. (b) Bidirectional feed back speed control.

The shunt-resistance control of the series motor,
along with its speed/torque curve, is shown in Fig.
3-13(b). The series motor can also be controlled by
shunting an adjustable resistance across the armature
as indicated. The speed control range is usually lim-
ited by this method because increased current must
pass through the field coils, with a corresponding
increase in heating. Although the speed range is lim-
ited, this method of control improves the speed reg-
ulation, as the curves itidicate, while maintaining
good stariing torques. It is an excellent method for
matching the speeds of motors operating in parallel.

Varying the voltage applied to the series motor
typically produces a speed change of up to 7:1, de-
pending on the individual motor. Figure 3-13(c)
shows the circuit, along with the speed/torque curves
obtained by variable-voltage control. It can be seen
that the speed range increases, along with improved
regulation and starting torque. The variable voltage
can be obtained with the use of an autotransformer
and a rectifier assembly. At this point the system
may be considered simply as a blackbox: alternating
current in, variable direct current w:

Since the series motoç'cti1fi on alternating cur-
rent as well as direct cIrrent, control for the motor
can be half-wave or full-wave. The use of an SCR
for control is shown in Fig. 314. This is a half-wave
device with feedback. I héiiit uses the cemf of
the motor to vary the firing point, thereby maintain-

>
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(h)

Variable
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voltage Armcontrol

U
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rca St V d	 F ci
to

torque
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Fig. 3-13 Series (universal) speed control methods. -

ing essentially constant speed control with varying
torque requirements- The SCR conducts on the pos-
itive half cycles only; therefore the control will pro-
vide substantially less ran full speed. However, spe-
cial motors (designed sbbperate in this circuit) may
be used for full-speed operation.

For 60-Hz ac operation, a simple full-wave control
such as the one illustrated in Fig. 3-15 can be used.
This is an open loop control (no feedback). Varying
R2 varies the time for capacitor Cl to charge to the
diac trigger voltage. When the diac triggers it will

- turn on the triac, as shown in the waveforms for V,

DC	
R

control

t)

DC
shunt
rheostat
control	

Feld
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3-3
STEPPER MOTORS

Se,les Ifmow,

60 H" T1?OV	
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Fig. 3-16 Triac control with hysteresis compensation

1G' and 'IT in Fig. 3-15(b). This will apply the supply
voltage V, less the drop across the triac (VT) across
the load VL. When the supply voltage'goes through
zero, the triac will turn off. It will remain off until
capacitor C1 again charges (in the reverse direction)
to the diac trigger voltage. The waveforms show var-
ious settings of R 2 used to obtain early firing (22°)
for maximum power to late firing i 157') for minimum
power. This circuit does exhibit some dissymmetry
of the load alternations. This is caused by circuit
hysteresis due to capacitor Cs retaining some
charge at the polarity of the initial voltage applied
across it. This dissymmetry is apparent by observing
the VL positive and negative waveforms of Fig.
3-15(b). The hysteresis can he reduced by using the
circuit shown in Fig. 3-16. This circuit is also a pop-
ular arrangement for lamp dimmers.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
8. Field weakening of a shunt-wound motor will

cause the armature speed to
9. The geld weakening method of speed control

is reasonably efficient because the field current is
n comparison to the armature current.

10. A series rheostat in the armature of the
shunt motor will cause its speed to _______ in com-
parison to base speed.

11. Resistance contiol of a motor is a form of
loop-type control.

12. _______ control of a shunt or PM motor is
easily adapted to solid-state or computer-type de-
vices.

13. The unfiltered (pulsating) voltage used in the
UJT/SCR control is needed to ______ the SCR.

14. The	 provides feedback for improved
speed regulation in the SCR circuit of Fig. 3-10(a).

15. An increase in speed is obtained by
the firing angle of the SCR.

The increasing trend toward digital control of ma-
chines and process functions has generated a demand
for mechanical devices capable of delivering incre-
mental motions of predictable accuracy. The stepper

is often considered as a digital device which
covççts elcctrcpi1cs jpto
cal movement. Each revolution of the stepper mo-
tor's shaft is made upofa series of discrete individual
steps. Ihe motor usually provides for clockwise (cw)
or counterclockwise (ccw) rotation. Therefore, the
stepper motor is ideally suited for a wide variety of
contcol and positioning applications in the industrial
world. With the rapid growth of solid-state electron-
ics and digital techniques, the stepper motor appli-
cations in peripherals, robotics, instrumentation con-
trols, and machine tools have grown rapidly and
Continue to do so.

Conventional ac and dc motors have a free turning
shaft. The stepper motor shaft rotation is incremen-
tal. The basicfeature of the stepper motor is that
upon being energized it will move and come to rest
after some number of steps in strict accordance with
the digital input commands provided. The stepping
motor therefore allows control of the load's velocity,
distance, and direction. The repeatability (ability to
position through the same pattern of movements a
number of times) is N cry good. The only System error
introduced bv the stepper motor is its single-step
error, which is a small percentage of one step and is
generally less than 5 percent (0.09°). Most signifi-
cantly, this error is noncumulative, regardless of the
distance traveled or the number of times reposition-
ing takes place.

The stepping motor is an inherently reliable device
with bearings being the only part subject to wear. In
many applications, a stepping motor can replace
shorter-lived, more maintenance-intensive devices
such as brakes, clutches, and gears with an overall
improvement in reliability.

Stepper motors are divided into three principal
ypes or classes. each ith disiinct coniiiiction and

performance characteristics: variaie1uctan!),

A stepper motor's operation is based on the basic
magnetic principle: like magnetic poles repel and un-
like poles attract. If the stator windings in Fig.
3-17(a) are energized so that stator A is the north
pole, stator B is the south pole, and the permanent
magnet (PM) rotor is positioned as shown, a torque
will be developed to position the rotor 180° from its
indicated position. However, it would be impossible
to determine the direction of rotation, and, in fact,
the rotor may not move at all if the forces are per-
fectly balanced. If, as indicated in Fig. 3-17(b), two
additional stator poles C and D are added and ener-
gized as shown, we are able to predict the direction
of rotation of the rotor. As indicated in Fig. 3-17(b),
the rotor's direction of rotation would be counter-
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Fig. 3-17 Basic stepper motor rotation.

clockwise with the rotor aligning itself between the
"average" south pole and the "average" north pole
as in Fig. 3-17(c).

The distinguishing feature of the PM stepper motor
is the incorporation of a permanent magnet, usually
in the rotor assembly. To allow better step resolu-
tion, four more stator poles are added, and teeth are
machined on each stator pole and also on the rotor.
The number of teeth on the rotor and stator deter-
mines the step angle that will be obtained each time
the polarity of one winding is changed. The stepper
motor shaft responds with a specific angular incre-
ment each time the winding polriy s changed, mov-
ing to the average pole. T s r.ic degree of shaft
rotation or increment is I't.jwn as the step angle.
The PM stepping motor operates by mearrs of the
interactions between the rotor magnet biasing flux
and the magnetic forces generated by the stator wind-
ings. If the pattern of winding energization is fixed,
a series of stable equilibrium points is generated
around the motor. If the windings are excited in a
particular seqoonce, the rotor ill follow the chang-
ing point of equilibrium and rotate in response to the
changing pattern, as shown in Fig. 3-18.

By virtue of the rotor's permanent magnet, there
is a detent torque developed in the motor even if the
stator Aindings are not excited. The detent torque
can be felt by turning a PM stepper by hand. A
restoring torque is generated on the rotor whenever
the rotor is moved from the position which has min-
imum reluctance (analogous to resistance in a dc
circuit) for the permanent magnet flux. This torque
is much lower than the normal energized torque and
is typically Only a small percentage of the maximum
torque.	 -

The varjabJere1uctance (VR) motor has a stator
which has a number of wound poles. The rotor is a
cylindrical, toothed unit whose teeth have a relation-
ship to the stator poles and their teeth (the statdr
may not have teeth). The number of teeth will be
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Fig. 3-18 Four-step sequence of a pCrmsfler.t magnet stepper motor.
(o) Schematic diagram. (b) Switching sequmoc. (o) Weforms.
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determined by the step angle required. A typical YR
motor is shown in Fig. 3-19. When a current flows.
through the proper windings, a torque is developed
in such a way as to turn the rotor to a position of
minimum magnetic path reluctance. This position
,.sill he statically stable in that external torque is
required to move the rotor from this stable position.
This particular position is not an absolute one. There
are many stable positions in the average motor for
any given stator enel-gization pattern. When a differ-
ent Set of windings is energized, the stator field
changes, causing the rotor to move to a new position.
Proper selection of the energizing sequence of the
windings allows the stable positions to be made to
rotate smoothly around the stator poles, establishing
the rotational speed and the direction of the rotor.
When the energized pattern is fixed, the rotor posi-
tion becomes fixed as well. Therefore, the shaft po-
sition is stepped by changing the pattern of winding
energization. Figure 3-19(c) illustrates the standard
excitation modes which produce a nominal step an-
gle. The dual excitation (two windings always on) is
chosen because of the higher torque ayailable. Un-
like the PM . tepper,-the VR stepper has very little
residual magnetism, so there will be no force on the
rotor (detent torque) when the stator is not ener-
gized. The Step angle (determined by the number of
stator and rotor teeth) varies from 7.5 to 30 . The
VR steppers exhibit relatively low torque and inertial
load capacity. They are, however, reasonably inex-
pensive and suitable for light computer and industrial
instrument applications.

The PM-hybrid stepper rotor combines the rotor
construction features of YR and PM types. A cross
section of this stepper is shown in Fig. 3-20. The

stator is of the wound type. Both the rotor and the
wound stator are toothed. This construction gives
the PM-hybrid higher torque capacity (50 to 2000+
ounce-inches [oz-in.}) with step accuracies of about
± 3 percent and step angles that vary from 0.5 to 150.
PM-hybrid designs offer excellent speed capability:
1000 steps/s and higher can be obtained. Although
their Cost is relatively high, PM-hybrid designs de-
liver the best set of performance characteristics for
many applications.

Steppers are popular because they can be used in
an open loop mode while still offering many of the
desirable features of the feedback-type system: feed
them a defined number of pulses, and they will po-
sition within their step accuracy. The replacement of
mechanical parts (which are susceptible to wear),

Fig. 3-20 Cross section of PM-hybrid motor with toothed armature
and stator.
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such as clutches and brakes, is eliminated because
stepper motors provide a greater reliability and con-
sistency, reasonable cost, and consistent perfor-
mance. The stepper motor is an excellent positioning
device. On the other hand, stepper motors are not
very energy-ecient, but that is thc price one must
pay to obtain the unique characteristics of the step-
per motor. Its limitations include the following: avail-
able torque is inversely proportional to speed; speed
must increase gradually (if commanded to go from
stop to full speed immediately, it will stall); and the
stepper motor exhibits a low speed resonance point,
where torque is reduced drastically.

Some stepper motors achieve torque amplification
by means of a gear system integral with the motor.
Methods to achieve torque amplification are the use
of planetary gears and the use of aflexing mechanical
spline. Both methods allow a reduction in speed and
an increase in output torque by gearing down. For
instance, a stepper that delivers 50 oz-in. of torque
at 72 rpm will, with a 4:1 step-down gearing, deliver
200 oz-in. of output torque at a speed of 18 rpm.

To understand the stepping motor's unique
acteristics thoroughly, we must examine the stepping
motor logic sequencing. A simplified representation
of a stepping motor is shown in Fig. 3-21. Initially,
poles A and B are both energized with their north
poles up, attracting the rotor's south pole to the
position as shown in Fig. 3-21(a). Reversing the po-
larity of pole A (Fig. 3-21[b]) draws the rotor clock-
wise 900 to its new position: this is known as a full
step. If pole A had been turned off, instead of being

Average
north

PoeA	 Pole 

Average
south

tat

Pole A	 Pole B

Arage __1N	 Aoeru
south 	 north

Fig. 21- 1. 1 Sitnptted tepprtg voquersce.

IM

reversed, the rotor would rotate 45° (clockwise) to
line up with the field of pole B; this is known as a
half step. The simple stepper motor in Fig. 3-21
would only have four full steps (90°) per revolution,
or eight (45°) half steps. Actual stepper motors obtain
small angle incremen t s by ushsg large nubers of
poles, as shown in Fig. 3-20.

The most common stepper stator windings are cen-
ter-tapped dual vindings known as bifilar ro2ndings.
Bifilar winding eliminates transformer coupling to ad-
jacent windings. The use of bifilar windings on step-
pers also simplifies the required drive circuitry. Fig-
ure 3-22(a) shows a bifilar-wound stepper motor, its
power supply, and the switching points. Only a sin-
gle-polarity power supply is needed, whereas theme-
tor of Fig. 3-21 would require a dual power supply
for reversal of the poles. Only a single power supply
is	 with the center-tapped windings.

The switching sequence shown in Fig. 3-22(b) is
called a four-step sequence ( full step). To reverse
direction, read the sequencing chart upward from the
bottom. Since current is maintained on the motor
':indings when the motor is not being stepped, a high

'.rrque results. As a rule of thumb you will
i. the power supply is about five times the
voltage rating of the motor. Series resistors are used
in the common leads to limit the current and improve
the inductivc'resistive (LR) time constant, for better
performance.

Figure 3-22(c) illustrates the eight-step switching
sequence, often called electronic half stepping. Un-
der this condition, the rotor moves half its normal
distance per step. For example: a 1.8°, 200 step per
jevolution motor would become a 0.9°. 400 step per
resolut;on motor. Likewise a 0.72, 500 step per rev-
olution model moves in increments of 036° for 1000
steps per revolution. The advantages of operating in
this mode include finer re&Ution and greater speed
capability, but with less available torque.

The switching sequence for these motors was orig-
ina!ly achieved by mechanical switches, mercury-
wetted relays, or a commutator-brush arrangement.
These were very awkward and expensive, besides
being a maintenance headache. Electronic switching
resolved this problem quite easily and efficiently. The
circuits of Fig. 3-23 (p. 57) use solid-state devices to
drive (switch) the stepper motor windings. These
power drivers are used because most steppers re-
quire currents from hundreds of milliamperes up to

peres A H60-oz-in. torque motor operating with
2.5-V windings will icqutre ,o;o —..1.r 2 A for
each winding that is on. This amount at current
switching or sinking is too large for logic circuitry to
provide, and drivers are required. Metal-oxide semi-
conductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs) are
taking over this type of switching application. An
attractive feature of the MOSFET is the built-in
diode. The integral body diode is so named because
it is inherent in the silicon structure of the power
MOSFET. When the transistor switches off, a large
voltage due to the collapsing field is generated in the
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motor winding. The ioltage forward-biases the body 	 plernentary metallic oxide semiconductor (CMOS)
diode, and breakdown is avoided. The MOSFETs	 circuit to obtain either the full- or half-step drive for
will also switch large currents faster than bipolar 	 the bifilar motor. It should be noted that the full-step
transistors.	 control sequence is two On-time periods followed by

	

The block diagrams for the logic circuitry required 	 two off-time periods. The rate of stepping is deter-
to obtain a full-step sequence for Fig- 3-22(b) is	 mined by the frequency of the applied clock, with
shown in Fig. 3-24. (Logic devices are covered in 	 each input pulse cau;ing one step (or half step) in
depth in Chapter 11.) Any type of logic family that 	 the stepper motor shaft. The half-step sequence pat-
supports the circuit requirements can be used. Figure	 tern is three on-time periods followed by five off-
3-24(b) shows the typical circuitry required using 	 time periods; like the full-step control it is very easil
tra.nsistcr-transistor logic (TTL). The outputs are 	 obtained b y solid-state circuitry.
then apphed to the dii'- 	 re\iusly mrntiorted.	 This t y po of control leaves a lot to he desired in

	

Figure 3-24(c) shows the simplichy 0f using a cm- 	 s1e ,ndrn computerized industrial and robotic
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applications. Silicon monolithic integrated circuitry,
as shon in Fi. 3-25, contains all the input stage's.
lodc, and drivers necessary for stoppers rated up to
500 mAcoil. The output can be applied to one of the
previously discussed drivers if more power is re-
quired. The simplicity of one integrated circuit (IC)
is very desirable and cost-effective.

Stepper motors come in a wide variety of sizes,
types, and styles. The basic stepping principle for all
is the same, and they fall into one of the three types
discussed. They may have as little as two windins,
or as I-flaTly as ten phase windings (these take 25i0
steps for one rc\ olj'ion)

RE VIE II' QUESTIONS

16. Compared to the free turning shaft of the dc
motor, the stepper motor is

17. The stepper motor rotor illustrated in Fig.
3-17(c) seeks the	 pole.

18. The rotor of the PM and PM-h ybrid stepper
motor is made of what kind of material?

19. The variable-reluctance ste pper has. _______
residual magnetism.
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3-4
BRAKING AC MOTORS

Induction motors can be dynamically braked to an
abrupt stop, just as dc motcs can. They are dynam-
ically braked b y removing the ac power from the
motor and substituting dc power. When this is done,
the motor will act the same as the dc shunt motors
previously described. The stator of the induction mo-
tor, with direct current applied, is similar to the field
(sLtor) of a shunt motor, and the squirrel cage rotor
is similar to a shorted armature when dynamically
braked. The rotor acts like a dc generator with a
shorted armature, with high circulating currents in
the rotor bars. This rotational energy is dissipated in
the form of heat (in the rotor) when the motor stops
abruptly.

The source of direct current for braking may be
large batteries or power supplies. The direct current
may also be supplied by a charged capacitor. Figure
3-26(a-d) shows examples (simple circuits) of ac in-
duction motor braking: Fig. 3-26(e) illustrates the
capacitor discharge method. The capacitor is
charged while the motor is running and discharges
through the windings when the motor is braked. This
arrangement eliminates the necessity for any external
power source.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

20. Ind:ztion moors can be dynamically braked
by applying	 current to their windings.

21. Cap seitor discharge braking requires
external power source.

3-5
BRUSHLESS MOTOLS

The term brushless has been applied to a wide variety
of electric rotating devices. Most earlier devices
were used in applications in which unidirectional op-
eration was acceptable and minimum electronics was
a major consideration, as ssas elimination of the me-
chanical brush-commutator mechanism. The brush-
less dc motor uses ac stator voltages of two, three.
four, or six phases. Typically, the brushless dc motor
has the torque/speed characteristics of the conven-
tional dc PM motor.

Development of low-cost position sensors (such as
Hall effect integiaed circuits andswitching optical
sensors), economies favoring the use of rare ear..h
magnetic materials, and the availability of low-priced
semiconductors permit a more competitive position
for hrush!ess dc motors. They are especially attrac-
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Fig. 3-27 SiniphSd biok d5rarn of
brushless dc motor.

uve in -applications requiring tachometer feedback
units. The brushless motor has high efficiency, long
life, low noise, and low power consumption.

Electronicall y commutated brushless dc motors
operate on the same motor action as the conventional
dc motor, except that the supply current switching
tin reference to rotor position) is accomplished by
solid-state circuitry instead of the mechanical brush-
commutator combination used in cons entional dc
motors. In brushless de motors transistorized logic
ense the position of the PM rotor and controls the

distribu:ion of current to the field ' indings. The field
indin g s are energized in sequence to produce a

r':..,i':ing magnetic field. Rotor position is sensed by
O'iii-t;ite liizht emitters and sensors, Hall effect de-

'ices, or some other means. The sensor feedback
0k 10 . ccrol unit, which feeds the

dict that tu!n en tranststor Sn itches, thereby de-

liverin g the sequentially rotating urreu' to the field
coils (stator). Fiure 3-27 shows a brushless motor

Fig. 3-25 S(.2:fiJ	 k diagram of
1.111 cf:cf SCI-:Or.

in basic block form. It should be emphasized that the
brushless dc motor is not a stepper motor and has
smooth continuous shaft rotation and not the fixed-
step detents found in the stepper motor. Because of
the switching logic and circuitry associated with its
control, it could be mistaken for a stepper motor.

The most commonly used methods for angular po-
sition sensing are Hall effect sensors and optical sen-
sors. The Hull effecr sensor detects the manitude
and polarity of a magnetic field. The signals are am-
plified and processed (sithin the IC) to form logic-
compatible signals. A simplified block diagram of a
Hall effect sensor is shown in Fig. 3-28. The Hail
element has a constant current (l,) passed through
the element, which is usually indium. magnetic
field with a flux density (B) is appEc i it ri Ch! tnPles

to the element and causes the c!iirg .arriers to be
redistributed within the element, caumlig a
V11 . the Hall voltage, to be induces in a direction
perpendicular to the current and magnetic field. The

I I	 T ;erc,c,	

::::

Law	 V

-isU CJtput VOti5€

B	 MaCetc inducton
- Hat! c,rrent

Stators
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To drive circuits

Log;c circuit

Corrnond gI

where

= Hall voltage, V
B = Flux density, gauss (G)
F = Current, A
1)	 Element thickness. m
I? = Hall constant

In Fig. 3 . . the Hall element exhibits a linear
output. but the trigger circuit (comparator) trans-
forms the Hall si gnal into an ON or orr signal. and
the amplifier shoan is the interface to the desired
control circuitry.

The other method of sensing rotor position for
electronic commutation is the use of photodetectorS.
The basic concept is illustrated in Fig. 3-29. The
stationary li ght source (solid-state or incandescent)
emits a beam that is interrupted by a cuIar disk
chopper mounted on the rotor shaft. The disk chop-
per will have some number of sectors removed, de-
pending on the number of photodetector sensors and

stator phases. A 60 sector would be used with six
photodetectors, whereas a 180 0 sector would be used
with two photodetectorS (as shown in Fig. 3-29). The
photodetectors (covered in Chapter 14) produce an
output that is amplified and converted to a drive
signal, as with the Hall effect device. These signals
are then applied to the control circui:ry to produce
a rotating field. The electronics, light source, detec-
tors, amplifiers, logic, and drivers are mounted in-
tegrally with the motor. as shown in Fig. 3-0. With
the advances in solid-state technolog. this t ype of
con:rol may eventually be reduced a sir!e i::e-
grated circuit.

	

The brushless motor stators can 	 zor,7ezted in
several variations: sinle-phae. t'ase. three-
phase wyc. three-phase delta. four-.ase 	 .:a. aad
six-phase delta. A rotor having 4 ç-:es a-,: a s:-
phas e delta-connected stator ill nr_:ate 12
times per revolution every 30: of the rv:or sL.ft. TiiS
arrangement gives the highest power eflicie:iey and
peak torque. The major drawback is :a: it requires
12 switching transistors. By comparison, a four-
phase, 4-pole configuration will yield :he san:e Peak
torque output and requires only eight switch--.z tran-
sistors. The three-phase wye and three-phase delta.
4-pole configuration can be full-wave excited by us-
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Fir. 3-31 Three-phase corrrnulanon drcu;tri'.

ing Six transistors with co	 12 times per
revolution

A schematic for three-phase cc nJtation circuitry
is shown in Fig 331 The input from the rs
(omitted for clarity) is connec:ed o the decoders
aJong with the direction signal to control the stator
excitation and the direction of rotation.

The brushless. dc motor is findin g applications in
servomechanisms, robotics, disk drives, and wher-
ever direct drive motors are required. Speeds up to
2 5 -WO rpm are not uncommon, and the nonarcing
characteristics make it desirable for hazardous areas.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

22. The brushless motor exhibits iorque.tspeed
Curves similar to those of the do _______ motor.

23. The stator of the bi-ushless dc motor has al-
ternating or direct current applied to the
X" indings.	 -

24, The brushless motor has a(n)	 type
Otir.

25. Two types of rotor position sensors are light-
sensitive and ________ effect type.

25. The brushless motor, like the stepping motor,
exhibits detent torque. (true or false)

3-6
SPEED CONTROL OF AC MOTORS
One of the principal characteristics of the ac induc-
tion motor is its ability to maintain a near-constant
speed under normal load and supply voltage varia-
tions. All induction motors have a full speed lower
than the synchronous speed. This reduction in speed
is specified as percent slip. The synchronous Speed
N is a function of line frequency (f) and number of
poles (F):

-

This formula shows that the supply frequency and
the number of pOiCS are the factors that determine
the speed of the motor. Unlike in the dc motor, the

-------------------.--	 -.--------.------	
-	 ________________
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speed of an ac motor is not changed by varying the
applied voltage. (One exception is the universal mo-
tor covered earlier in this chapter.) Reducing the
applied voltage of a large motor in order to reduce
its speed could damage the motor. This is due to the
excess heat build-up inside the motor. Most ac mo-
tors are not designed to have their applied voltage
vary more than 10 percent of the nameplate ratings.

Multispeed ac motors, designed to he operated at
a constant frequency, are provided with stator wind-
ings that can be reconnected to provide a change in
the number of poles and thus a change in the speed.
These multispeed motors have only a few speeds
(usually no more than four), and these speeds are
widely separated from each other.\

To change the speed of a split-phase motor, it is
necessary td change the number of poles.. Speed
changing a capacitor-Stall motor is, also days -by
changing the number of poles in the winding. A var-
iable resistor or . transformer can be used to vary the
voltage acioss the winding of a permanent-split Ca-
.pacitor motpr. These methods are shown in Fig. 3-
32. The -variable voltage transformer (autotranS-
former) is preferred to the series resistor. Figure 3-
32(b) shows this method, which has the advantage
of keeping a constant voltage on the motor whether
under start or run conditions. There is also a large
reduction in heat loss compared to the - resistor
method of Fig. 3-32(o). By reducing the voltage
across the run winding only and maintaining full volt-
age across the capacitor (start) winding, more stable
low-speed operation is attained. This method is illus-
trated in Fig. 3-32(c).	 -

The polyphaii(ihree-Phase) motor utilizes two
separate and independent windings for each pole.
With this arrangement, any desired combination of
two, three, or four different speeds is possible /Speed
control of ac squirrel cage induction motors can be
accomplished if the frequency of the applied voltage
to the stator is varied to change the synchronous
speed. The change in the synchronous speed (stator
rotating field frequency) results in a change in the
motor speed. Tic re two basic methods -used -to-
vary the frequency of the applied voltage to the ac
motor: one uses a inveiler, the other a èonvrte
The inverter is used to c angea dc voltage tdifiäc
voltage whose output frequency can be varied. The
converter will change the standard 60-Hz line fre-
quency into almost any desired frequency. Both the
inverter and converter use solid-state devices
(mainly SCRs) for control -Prior to the use of solid-
state devices, variable frequency was provided by
variable-speed motor-alternator sets. The initial and
maintenance costs are high for this approach in corn-
parisonto those of the solid-state device The solid-
state designs are often referred to as static frequency
converters (no moving parts). The operating frequen-
cies are typically in the range of 10 to 200 Hz. The
major applications for variable-frequency drives are
textile machinery, machine tools, and steel and paper
mills.
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Fig. 3.32 Voltage control cipennatent split capacitor molors.

,/The basic requireents for a variable-frequency
vee are shown i7 Fig. 3-33 in Hock form. This

type of frequency cc:versicn is also known as a dc-
link converter becais.e of the intermediate dc .ur.-
version that takes place. This method of conversion
is covered in more detail in Chapter 8. At this point
we will examine the system at the block level. The
desired speed signal is applied to both the voltage-
controlled oscillator and the pulse-width modulator.
Thethree-ring courier (count 1,2,3, 1.2.3, as the
name implies), via the logic circuits, c2jsthC
distributio	 - te palses to the six-step mverterlt

Co ams six thyris	 airhged for a three-phase
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full-wave bridge configuration. During each half
cycle that the thvristors are gated on by the ring
counter, pulse-width modulation ensures that the
thvristors are switched on and off at the proper times
to achieve voltage control within the invet ter. Volt-
a ge feedback permits control of constant torque or
horsepower as desired. At the same time. stator cur-
rent control is obtained by means of current feedback
to the pulse-w idth modulator control block.

The other method of static frequency conversort
to obtain speed control of ac motors is the ('tTJ-(1C

onscrrer, which is commonly en 3 V.

C/Ocunseren. Thoudh inherontly more efrcent than
the dc-link inverter, it has two major dinadvantages.

in order to keep the output harmonics at an
'e level, it must be operated in a range from

0 Hz :o c --titird of 'Ic ac input source frequency.
S"%:-j: "	-rIain hidirc'!ional operation, a three -
Phase cvcloconverter requ i re,	 m inimurn of 36
SCRs with complex control -;rno The three-
phase cvc!oconverter is presented in eore detail in
Chapter 8.

The easiest way to understand the principle of a
CYclOconverter is to study the seldom used single-
phase to sinsle-phase cycloconverter. The basic cir-
cuit shown in Fig. 3-34 has two tvo-pulse midpoint
Phase-contro s ied converters. One forms the positive
group and the other the negative group, which is a
dual-converter configuration. The output current of
each group flows in only one direction (SCRs are
unidirectional devices). To produce an alternating
current in the load, the two groups, positive and
negative, must be connected in inverse parallel as
shown in F i g - 3-34, The positive group (SCR I and
SCR 3) permit load current to flow only during the
positive haft . f the c ycle, hen Vy or V .v is posi-
line, and ti negative group permits current flow
during the negative half cycle, when VA.v Or Van,, is
negative,

I

S,,rreI
ca;e
motor

The waveforms are shown in Fig. 3-35, and an
inductive load is assumed, Voltages Vand V8\.are
ISO' out of phase (ani'ip/zase). By varying the firing
points (ti to 4) of the thvristors, the mean output
voltage to the load can he varied as indicated. Vary-
ing the firing delay angles about 90' in a sinusoidal
manner at the desired output frequency will result in
a mean output load voltage that is sinusoidal at the
desired frequency, as indicated in Fig. 3-35 	 )

The ac shaded pole motor can be made to vary its
speed by vary ing the voltage across its windings.
This is an inefficient method and produces a lot of
excess heat. For years these motors (used for fans)
had their speed varied 5' erting a choke in series
with the main windic. shich lin,i"isicd the JR (re-
sistive) losses.

The best passive device, however, is an autotrtis-
former. It has the advantage of maintaining the rtrlr:c

voltage under high starting current. ihcee is also

r -
sc

Pnoitine

L SERI

L'sc

Fl. 3-34 SirapiiId n tt,gn-rli,-.è eetn.,r,i,r.
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Mean load soltage

Output after littering
(note frequency charge)

Fig. 3-35 Single-phase cycioconvetlel aaveforms.

Satd po'e or PSC I t oe-manen split Ca:'a:t:

very little heat loss compared to the other methods.
By reducing the voltage across the run winding (only)
of the permanent-split capacitor motor (capacitor
run), while maintaining full voltage across the start
winding, the speed can he varied by varying the
output voltage of an autotransformer.

Most modern variable ac voltage sources are de-
rived from solid-state cicctroni.s, which is more
cost-effective, reliable. and efficient than resistors.
chokes, or transformers for varying ac voltages.

The ac power to a shaded-pole or permanent-ca-
pacitor motor is controlled by varying the rms value
of the ac voltage using thyristors. The typical method
used to vary the voltage is phase control./Unlike
brush-type motors, induction motors give no con-
venient electrical indication of their mechanical
speed. This means that direct speed feedback is not
usually available. For many applications, such as
fixed fan loads, direct voltage adjustment with no
feedback (open loop) yields satisfactory perfor-
mance. An example of this type of circuit is shown
in Fig. 336(a)..ilThe single time constant circuit pro-
vides satisfaciory proportional speed control for
shaded-pole and permanent split-capacitor motors
when the load is fixed. This type of circuit is best
suited for applications that need speed control in the
medium- to full-power range. It is especially useful
for fan or blower control, in which a small change in
motor speed produces a large change in air velocity.

Caution must be exercised because the motor may
stall lithe speed is reduced below the motor's drop-
out speed. The single time constant circuit is em-
ployed because it cannot provide speed control from
maximum to full off. Speed ratios as high as 3:1 can
be obtained from the single time constant circuit used
with these types of induction motors. As a result of
the inductive load and because the triac turns off
when the current reaches zero the source voltage
may be at a value other than zero. This commutating
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Fig. 3-37 Motor speed controlled by thcr-M, istor (temperaiorc..

voltage of the motors may hae a rate of rise i!t
'hich could retrieer the triac The commutating t'/
At, shown in Fig. 3-36(b), can he kmted by use of
the RC nem ork across the de %i as indicated in
Fig. 3-36(o).

Ficure 3-37 illustrates ho'.' this t' pe of circuit
could he easily modified to include a feedback signal
(closed loop operation) by the addi:on of a temper-
ature-sensitive resis or ((her itar alon g with a ca-
pacitor and a ic. r' this circuit, the thermistor R
acts in respori to air temperature o control the
power to the fan motor. Resis:r K and its phase-
con:roi network set the minimum fn blower) speed
to provide continuous air circulation and to maintain
proper bearing lubrication,

REI1E11' QLTESTIOXS
27. The induction motor spued e.jation indi-

cates that the speed control terms e the
and the number of poles.

28. A split-phase motor vith 4 poles runs at
lsSO rpm. With 6 poles its approxlma:e speed is

rpm.
29. The auxiliary winding in the capacitor-run

motor is in series with the ;riding at re-
duced speeds.

30. The use of a _______ is peferred to use of a
variable resistor for voltage cc::ol cf a shaded-
pole motor.

31. Solid-state frequehcy c urcus -re also called
Converters.

32. Besides the inverter, the	 is a solid-
tnte frequency converter.

2ODkrL	
(Tr.a

100 fl

Dc	 I

'1" Ca
C	 _L)
0.1 F	 I 0.1_F

3-7
TROUBLESHOOTING AND
MAINTENANCE
Preventive maintenance plays a key role in the eco-
nomics of all industrial installations. In today's
highly competitive industry, shutdown of equipment
or processes can be very costly. Preventive mainte-
nance, when properly performed, will help prevent
troubles More they start. Keeping good records of
all maintenance done ill establish priorities and give
ilOtICe of trends. Since motors constitute a major
portion or the electrical load in any industrial situa-
tion, their maintenance is of extreme importance.

Direct Current Motors

The failure of a dc motor to start may be due to an
open in the control circuit, such as a line fuse, low
line voltage, or a frozen bearing (this condition will
trip the fuses or breakers). Sparking at the brushes
may show the need for reseating. The resistance
method of controlling the speed of dc motors can
also he a source of problems. Resistors can change
value, usually because of overheating, so proper ven-
tilation should be confirmed if this type of failure
occurs. These resistors, except in the field weakening
case, usually decrease the base speed of the motor.
The \%pers (sliding arm contacts) must be clean and
have good contact pressure to ensure proper con-
nections. Some adjustment arms have a small brush-
like carbon contact that may need to be seated or
replace-d. Use the equipment mantafacturer's main-
tenance guide as reference for any adjustments.

The solid-state de'.ices in speed controls may fail
by opening or by short-circuiting. The loss of all
control in the SCR-type control uan be due to a
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shorted SCR or a UJT that triggers it (if used). The
opening of either device will stop the unit from op-
erating or starting. After the power sources and sup-
plies are verified, the solid-state devices can he
checked (with power off) by using the methods de-
scribed in Chapter 2.

The closed loop type of speed control relics on
feedback of one sort or another. The tachometer
signal, if missing (the line is either short-circuited or
opened), would make the system become open loop.
With no feedback available, the control would be
lost, and the system would run away. In this case,
the components and path of the feedback must be
checked.

Reduction of control can be due to low voltages,
low gain, poor connections, and changes in reference
voltage or associated circuits. The mechanical cou-
pling (linkage) in the feedback speed control must be
maintained; otherwise, control can 'be erratic and
unpredictable.

The universal motor will run slower on alternating
than on direct culTent so if a rectifier shorts it may
cause a drop in speed. The stepper motor will almost
always be electronically controlled because of the
switching sequence required by its windings. The
resistance in series with the power supply affects the
slewing (time constant) of the stepper motor. The
inductive/resistive (LR) time constant is inversel
proportional to the resistance; therefore, a decrease
in resistance will increase the slew speed and '.ice
versa. A large decrease can also cause overheating
due to the increase in the holding currents.

In many instances, the logic power is from another
source or a separate regulator. These voltages must
also be checked. The IlL-type logic families permit
only a 250-mV deviation in the supply voltage. Ex-
cessive ripple in the power sources can cause false
counting or gating of these control circuits and may
be suspected in cases of erratic operation. Comple-
mentary metallic oxide semiconductor (CMOS) logic
is less critical in this respect. Verify power supply
parameters early in the troubleshooting process.

Output drivers can fail if they are open or short-
circuited. Excessive heat is a major cause of pre-
mature failure. All heat sinks must be kept clean,
and any air flow restrictions must be corrected. The
diodes used for snubbing the inductance of the wind-
ings can fail, providing another source of problems.
A snubber is a circuit or a component used to absorb
the energy produced by the field collapsing in an
inductive component.

Stepper Motors
Either a bad driver or its diode (if used) will abort
the switching sequence for a stepper motor. In most
cases, it will rock back and forth because of the loss
of driving torque necessary to overcome the detent
torque. In the case of the monolithic or integrated
controller, after all input signals have been checked

along with the power supplies and the output signals,
the chip may have' to be replaced. Substitution is
sometimes the only practical method available in
these cases.

Do not dismantle stepper motors that use a PM
rotor. A 5 to IS percent loss of torque results. Con-
sult the manufacturer's recommenda:inns. A record
of failures and maintenance procedures should be
kept to alert you to all trends and c.tuses, such as
line surges, overheating, and so on. Be sure to re-
place all shields, fasteners, filters, and grounding
straps before returning equipment to service.

Alternating Current Motors

Except small (fractional horsepower) motors, most
ac motors are controlled and protected by one or
more of the following devices: star.rrs, breakers,
fuses, contactors, and thermal overloads. The integ-
rityof these components is the first thin g to investi-
gate. If overloads, breakers, or fuses are tripped or
blown, you should investigate for osetheating, over-
loading, or loose connections. Interaction with an
operator who uses the equipment my yield impor-
tant information as to the cause of e problem and
should not be overlooked or ignored

Brushless Motors

Modern brushless motors used in inde:rial en-
vironment eliminate many of the rcnar.:al prob-
lems of other types of motors. \Vn no brush or
commutation mechanisms, all probles involving the
wear associated with these parts are eimina:ed. The
rotors are permanent-magnet and si:uld last indeF.-
nitel y if not abused. The construction is of a modular
form to assist in fast and efficient repair shen re-
quired. The sensor unit has to be ho..tsed in the mo-
tor; the commutation logic may or may not be. These
devices should be treated like any ether semicon-
ductors. The supply voltage to the sensors and logic
circuits is critical and must be verified as being within
manufacturer's specifications. The sensor and its
logic circuits are modular; therefore, replacement
with a spare unit is the best solution to a sensor-type
problem. The modules can be best serviced at the
bench level or returned to the mantacturer for ser-
vice. As with all solid-state devices, heat is a prime
problem. Ventilation systems must be kept clear and
clean. A restricted air flow that goes ncorre:ted wili
lead to the eventual failure of the replacement par.
as it did with the original part.

The driver and switching Iranss:orS sb-uld be
tested for short circuits or opens. Remember tha
there are two switching transistors per phase.. Short-
circuited transistors may point to overloads, statc
coil shorts or grounds, or power stply problems-
Power switching devices can be r.mplL so the
manufacturer's manuals are your rst source for
troubleshooting information. The brashless motor is
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best serviced by viewing it as a system. The location
of a faulty module is achieved by orderly investiga-
tion and the process of elimination.

Multispeed Motors

The troubleshooting and maintenance of static in-
verters are covered in Chapter 8. Speed controls
using multispeed motors can encounter problems of
loose connections, short circuits, or grounds to the
stator coils, especially since multiple windings are
involved. The normal testing for these failures is the
same as for the other motors, but more elaborate
procedures are necessitated by the complexity of the
connections. Starters, contactors, and any timers
that may he used are also suspect when multispeed
motor connections are used. Loose connections are
a very common occurrence and should always be
checked along with the Supply voltage.

REVIEW QIJESTIOXS

33. Changes in the _______ of the controls for dc
motors will affect the speed.

34. If the power source is lost to a disk brake,
will the brake remain on or off?

35. If the diode in Fig. 3-3 short-circuits, the
transistor and the braking will be _______ all the
time.

36. If the grounded end of the bias pots in Fig.
3-9 open, the motors will _______

37. If C2 in Fig. 3 . 16 opens, the hysteresis con-
trol will improve. (true or false)

38. Why are the diodes shown inside the sym-
bols of the MOSFET drivers in Fig. 3-23(c)?

39. The brushless motor is usually serviced by
replacing'a suspect	 -

CHAPTER REVIEW QUESTIONS
3. 1. To brake a shunt-wound motor dynami-

cally, the resistor is placed across the field. (true or
false)

3-2. Dynamic braking of a series-wound motor
requires that the field, armature, and resistor he in
a closed

3.3. The	 motor can be dynamically
braked, but with loss of braking power.

3-4. The addition of a _______ in the feedback
loop gives linear control of the motor's speed.

3 .5. If a tachometer has a K of 20 mVrpm, at
500 rpm V equals	 V.

3-6. A umdirectioanl motor control is also
called a	 quadrant co:rol.

3-7. Using resistance control near standstill in a
series (universal) motor circuit can cause-__ _of
the armature.

3.8	 resistance control of the series
(universal) motor is common '.hen paralleling mo-
tors.

3.9. Voltage control of the series motor is the
most Common method used for speed control. (true
or false)

3-10. Series voltage control using a triac is an
example of................,...,.. wave control.

3-I1. Full-range speed control is usually accom-
plished with	 wave-type control.

3-12. All the methods of speed control for the
series (universal) motor cause the armature speed
to	 - -

3. 13. The rotor and stator on the PM-hybrid
stepper motor are ______ to give a high detent
torque.

3-14. What method is used to increase torque in
a stepper motor?

3-15. With an 8:1 step-down a 256-rpm stepper
ratio, output would he

3 . 16. Common center-tapped vindings are also
known as	 '.sindings.

3-17. The eight-step sequence of a four-inding
stepper motor is known as a	 step.

3-18. The	 frequency is the prime speed-
determining factor of a vpper motor.

3-19. A	 dege sector would be used
with four photodetccors on the rotor positioning
mechanism in a brushless motor.

3.20. A three-phase delta stator would require
commutations per rotation.'

3-21. The three-phase cycloconverter uses at least
- -- SCRs.
322. 1 t - _ is the solid-state device used

for switching alternating cur-rent to shaded-pole mo-
tors.

3-23. If an induction rotor is stowed too much.
it may	 -

3 . 24. A 100 step per revolution stepper motor
will take how many steps in the half-step mode for
one complete revolution?

3-25. A gear reducer inside a stepper motor will
do ;hat to the motor's torque? Its speed?

3-26. Loss of a driver or its signal will cause
most stepper motors to

3. 27. A three-phase brushless motor will have
switching transistors that require testing.
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ANSWERS TO REVIEW QUESTIONS
I. friction 2. released 3. disk 4. ashcstos S. SCR, MOSFET 6. twice 7. Fig- 3-4 8. increase 9. small

JO. (Iccrcase	 II. open	 12. voltage	 13. contmuatC	
14. cemf IS. dccreac 16. locked-stiff 17. avcragc

18. magnetic	
19. little 20. dc 21. no 22. permanent magnet 23. ac 24, permanent magnet 23. Hall

26. false 27. frequency 28. 1150 29. run 30.

.14.	

31. static 3	 ciocon'efler 33. rcsist.c

34. on 33. on 36. rotate constantly 37. false 38. they are intrinsic 39. niodc
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circuits. The DPST sNk itch can he used to open cir-
cuits where two hot" lines are involved, as in
240-V ac equipment. An SPDT has no center position;
sinule-throw switches are either on or off. The three-
pos i tion toi switch has two extreme positions plus
a center posi.7r1. Th center position is generally
off, with the two extreme positions representing on
conditions. As illustrated in Fir'. 3-2 the B terminal
is referred to as the ''wiper," or 'conimon" contact
of the switch. The cene position of the three-posi-
tion switch is identified by the center OFF notation
(Co.). This notation separates this three-position
type of single-pole, double-throw center off (SPDT
[co.]) switch from a single-pole, double-throw
(SPDT).

Off

115V,c	

1CW

Fig. 4-2 Srnpk SPOT switch circuit. 	 -

BASIC CONTROL DEVICES

This chapter begins with some of the more
simple devices of electronics such as switches
and fuses, large and small. The tvide range of
timers front 	 ttpes through state of the
art electronic t%pes is thoroughly covered.
Higher-level switching b y rela ys, contactors,
and starters for rotating equip ment is pre-
sented with actual circuit implications. lie will
e,vamine all their fundamentals, applications
and maintenance requirements.

4-1
S111TCH BASICS

The cItric s li it(h is a de ice for making. breaking.
or reroutine connections in an electrical circuit. This
switching is accomplished by the openin g or closing
of two metal surfaces. Whichever t ype is used, the
result sill be the same. The pe er.t s itch .ill have
o I resistance when clo,cd, i.,r maximum transfer
of power. Conversel y, the open switch will have in-
finite resistance and tre capable of withstanding high
voltages s;ihout aicing. However, any switch tends
to arc when it interrupts current flow. The greater
the current switched, the hotter the arc will be and
the greater the deeriorat ion of the switch contacts.

iii iook at the types of switches common in
today 's eiec!ro!, uiprnent. With the ever-decreas-
ing size of electronic component it is only natural
for switches now to be miniature and subminiature
in size. But the current and voltage capacities will
also follow the pro gression: the smaller the switch,
the smaller the current and voltage capabilities.

Manual switches are the most widely used today,
and each one of us A ill more than likely operate this
type of switch sometime before the day's end. Figure
4-I shows the basic construction for a manual-type
switch. The operator shown in part 4 in Fig. 4-1 can
be of a wide variety of st y les. A few types of oper-
ators are the bat, flat, and baton types. This family
of switches is classically referred to as toggle-type
sti-izches.

.A simple single-pole, single-throw (SPST) switch
has a single-pole, single-throw action and is capable
of opening or closing a single electric circuit. A dou-
ble-pole, sin gle-throw (DPST) can open or close two

70	 -
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Fig. 4 .3 Slide switch construction.

When an operator pushes the button, slide, or le-

ver on a momentary-action switch, the switch con-
tacts move to transfer the circuit to the second set
of contacts. When the actuating force is removed,
the contacts return to the original pqsition. When an
operator actuates a maintained-action switch, the
contacts transfer to the second set of contacts. But
no change takes place with the contacts when the
operator removes the operating force. In some
switches the actuator may stay there after, removal
of the force. Application of a second actuating force
is required to return the actuator to its original po-
sition. This type of switch is known as alternate or

push-push action.
The slide switch shown in Fig. 4-3 uses a simple

slide action to produce the same connections as the
toggle switch. Except for the different type of oper-
ator action, the switched poles accomplish the same
results.

The dual-in-line package (DIP) switch is a minia-
ture form of multipole rocker or slide switch and is
made on standard IC socket centers of 0.300 in. The
DIP switch can be soldered directly into the printed
circuit board (PCB) or placed directly into an IC
socket. Most switches are SPST and favor the 14-
(seven switches) or 16- (eight switches) pin-package
arrangement. Actuation is seldom changed and oc-
curs mainly during installation, testing, and trouble-
shooting. A ballpoint pen makes a handy actuator
for DIP switches. Figure 44 shows a 14-pin DIP
switch with a typical circuit diagram.

The rotary switch is more indicative of electronic
equipment applications. The basic switch structure
is shown in Fig. 4-5. The rotary switch is generally
a maintained-action switch, but special indexes can
be spring-loaded for momentary action. Rotation can
be continuous (turned through more than one com-
plete circle) or limited to 360 0 or less. The rotary
switch has a variety of positions. If positions are 100
apart, 36 positions are available. The most common
angular differences between switch positions are 15,
30, 45, and 900. One main advantage of the rotary
switch is the sequencing ability of its contacts. The
rotary switch can also have several banks of switch
sections on one shaft, allowing contacts to change
simultaneously and in sequence as needed for com-
plex switching applications. Imagine operating an Os-

cilloscope c: multirrcter without the aid of a rotars
switch. Cc-.:acts can be short _circuiting or nor.
short-cireuig. Short-circuiting conta:s are at':
called ,Lr-hcfore-.!"eak; that is, when switching I:
the next po:tiOfl, thc wiper con:act will be made t;
the second position fore breaking with the fir,t se:
of conta:'. The r.';t-short-circuiting conacts a;:
called br, .',.'Jiorf.....ike contac:s. %Vhe c%% ihr.

front 	 r.v:ion10 :he next, thc wirer cot.tct v.:
break v. oh	 first contact before makiru scith ft.;
second cot:ac	 rtt. Aç:';:atiOflS of the sho-circu:Urt
type contacts inclu,e avoiding momentary openir.
of the feedback elements in a system, dropping o;
a relay in a control application, and unloading an
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Fig. 4-6 Thumbs, hool s,itch und truth tabks.

ammeter circuit when switching ran ges. Rotary
switches are now being made for direct application
on printed circuits. They may be smaller than the
diameter of a dime, usually have only one deck, and
switch low - level signals.

Thumbtv/ieel switches have become more com-
monplace for today's numerical and computer-con-
trol applications. Their switching capabilit y is limited
lo logic levels, with little or no current. Their spe-
cially made decks output binary coded decimal
I3CD) (coveted in Chapter II), decimal, or hexadec-

imal codes (also covered in Chapter 11) necessary to

Actuating plunger

Pivots Spring

74^	 Normally	 Normally
I	 rI°N Q ciOSd	 Actuator closedCo

°	

a ly

Common terminal

(b)

Fig. 4.7 Snap-actiort -itch. iia Operating principle. (!') Sohc
[Italic represe ntati on.

input information for controllers. The switches may
also be ganged, as shown in Fig. 4-6.

The position-sensing switch is typically a snap-
acting switch. The switching function is performed
by actuation of its input. In Fig. 4-7, the operating
principle of the snap-action switch with three elec-
trical contacts is shown in a cutaway view. This type
of switch is often called a nlicroswirc/I, after the
company that is the world's largest manufacturer of
snap-action switches. Figure 4-7 also shows the elec-
trical symbolo g y of this switch in its simplest form,
SPOT.

\Vith no force on the plunger, the spring holds the
common contact tightl y against the normally closed
(NC.) contact. As the plunger is depressed, the force
holding the common and N.C. contacts goes through
the gap and forces it firmly against the normally open
(NO.) contact. Upon removal of force on the
plun ger, the N.O. contact's force approaches zero,
and the common contact snaps back to its rest.
NC., position. A few of the actuating methods
shown in Fig. 4-8 are the pin, leaf, lever, and plunger.
The sarious methods will fit a variety of ditferent
applications.

Snap— action saeifrhes boast a low operating force
(3 gram-inches	 . n.j is common), yet ratings of
5 A. 250 V ac are not unusual. The DPDT is the
maximum circuit confi guration found, but tandem
arrangements are possible. This switch is selected
not only for its electrical ratin g , but also its mechan-
ical characteristics, operating force, overiravel, and
type of actuator. They are also available in enclo-
sures that can he water- or oil-tight and even explo-
sion-proof. Some environmental needs rcquie these
special housings, and nonsparking materials such as
nylon may be used for the roller.

A proximity snitch senses and indicates the pres-
ence or absence of an object without requiring phys-
ical contact. Simple proximity switches are made up
of a sensing head, a receiver circuit for the sense
information, and an output Circuit including a relay
or solid-state switch. The optoelectronic type is cov-
ered in Chapter 14.

The radio t)cquencv ;RF) proxintitv switch uses an
RF oscillator cirellit 's ith its coil located in the sens-
ing head. With no metal present, the oscillator output
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Fig. 4-8 Basic switch actuators -

is normal or logically low. If any metal gets into the
field of the sensing head the metal absorbs RF en-
ergy. The change in the oscillator is detected, and
the logic level goes to the high state. The response
can be very rapid as needed for high-speed counting
applications. The RF proximity switch can also be
used to sense the levels of acid or saline solutions.
The operating frequencies are less than 3 megahertz
(MHz) and are regulated by the Federal Communi-
cations Commission (FCC).

The ultrasonic beam proximity switch normally
uses two heads: one for transmission and one to
receive the signal. The transmitting and receiving
heads are matched at a selected resonant frequency
above the audio range. The detected output signal is
amplified to energize a relay or set a logic device.
Placing an object into the field of the beam between
transmitter and receiver will lower the output signal
amplitude and change the state of the logic or de-
energize the relay. The ultrasonic proximity switch
overcomes the metal and acidic requirements of the

• RF proximity switch.
The Hall-type proximity switch uses a solid-state

structure and requires a magnetic field for actuation.
This switch is covered in Chapter 3.

Keyboard switches are of prime importance for
operator intervention into a numerical or computer-
ized system. The membrane keyboard is simple and
inexpensive and can be sealed. The base may be
either the rigid or film type, as shown in Fig. 4-9.
The top layer is a flexible polyester membrane, with
movable screened contacts. The middle layer is the
adhesive spacer that provides the gap between the
movable contacts and the stationary switch circuits.
The bottom layer is either a polyester film substrate
or.a PCB, depending on the type of construction
preferred. A three-by-four keyboard matrix is pop-
ular for touch-tone operations and is indicated as
dual-tone-multifrequeflCY (DTMF) as required by the
phone company.

The 16-position keyboard is often used for hex-
adecimal input of data or instructions to micropro-
cessors, automatic controllers, and robots. Mem-
brane keyboards are also available n an 8-by-12
matrix configuration and can be inter:.nnected ith
an encoder (encoders are covered i Charter I
integrated circuit to produce the Ame.can S:anJ.rd
Code for Information Interchange (.ACll) (covered
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Fig. 4-9 Rigid and film membrane s.itches.
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2. Can an SPDT be used to replace an SPST
switch of the same voltage and current ratings?

3. The maximum number of switch positions for
a 30' rotary switch is _________

4. If you do not want to open a circuit marten-
tarily when sequencing with a rotary deck, the
switch should be of the	 variety.

5. A _______ switch is commonly used to input
BCD and hexadecimal codes.

6. The _______ action switch is commonly used
for position sensing.

Fig. 4-10 Cronpoint kc5-.oard module sitih.

Fig. 4-I1 C	 C?i'.0 lv?. ,o-iuk

in Chapter It) code needed to communicate with
most computers today.

The cros.cpoint, or hard contact. k board it not
tcnipatut- or humidit y-sensitive, is low in cost,
and has a io%k itand lu,, power consumption. This type
of contact is shown in F. 410. The switch matrix
can be arranged in any of C - -.y le p-viouiy men-
tioned. The contact material reci'ius a,'al to
provide inertness to chemical action and proviUes a
long life. The moving ke y action of this type of key-
board is often preferred by touch t\pists.

Some solid-state keyboards feature capacitive key-
switches to provide a keyboard with unique capabil-
ities. They give high-speed data entry, including key-
to-disk, key-to-tape, and other types. With a high-
frequency clock (typically 666-kilohertz EkHzl at the
input to the key matrix, depression of a key allows
capacitive coupling of these pulses to the output of
the matrix. Figure 4-1I shows the physical construc-
tion of a capacitive key switch. Looking close!y at
Fi g . 4-11, you can see that no physical contact is
required for this switch. This contactiess style gives
very high reliability.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
1. An ideal switch will have 	 ohms whet

closed and _______ ohms when open.

4-2
RELAYS
The relay is an electrically controlled device that
opens and closes electric Contacts affecting other
devices in the same or another circuit. Basic single-
pole relay action is shown in Fig. 4-12 with Fig.
4-12(a) being the unenergized State and Fig. 4-12(b)
the energized state. Without going into the magnetics
(to be covered later), when the switch is closed, a
north and south pole are produced across the work-
ing gap by the solenoid winding of the coil, producing
-I flux as shown in Fig. 4-1(b). Note that
the pc-er source shown is direct current. Operation
with alternating current will be discussed shortly. If
the current in the coil is slowl y increased from zero.
a point will be reached where the armature snaps
(closing the gap) and closes the normally open (NO.)
contact. This is defined as the pick-up poiu and is
spCC	 ,y c'rrnt or voltage by the manufacturer.

. if the current in the coil is gradually
point where the flux is too weak to hold

the a,, .k,sed is reached and the armatot'c ',,iapS

open. This is called the drop-out current (or voltac)
and is usuall y considerably less than the pick-Up cur-
rent (or voltage). The onl y noticeable physical dif-
ference betsseen ac and dc relays with the same rat-
niis is the addition of a shaded pole at the end of the
ei'e. A :haded pole is a conducting ring that creates

tgnetii. icld that lags the applied field, prohibiting
the rapti -ollapse of the flux across the gap. If this
were not '. - e. the relay would hum or chatter at
a 60-Hz rate, and contact positioning would be in-
determinate. The shading also causes ac relays to he
inherently slower to release than dc relays of the
same size. The delay is about 10 ms or longer to
prevent contact release at each polarity reversal on
60-Hz operation

The contacts in an electromagnetic relay make or
break the connections in electric circuits. The var-
ious contact styles, materials, and ratings that are
typical for most relays to be covered in this chapter
are presented in Fig. 4-13. High-current contacts are
usually of the single-burton or bij'brcand style. No-
bl, metal alloys are used for the contact material to
re, hce oxidation that causes high resistance. The
bifurcated contacts have two surfaces for less con-
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tact resistance at lower actu.'ting force. The cross-	 type A circuit shown in Fig. 4-15 u'es a ca;acitcr
bar contacts are used for dry ircuiL (no or little	 connected across the Contacts. When the contacts
current 110w) and are made of gold to hinder any	 open, the inducti'e load generates a voltage due to
oxidation for low-level (miI!isits or microvolts)	 its collapsing field. This voltage will cause the ca-
sitching circuits.	 pacitor to charge. and arcing will he avoideJ. The

Contact arcing is more common in dc than in ac 	 addition of a resistor in the type B circuit lirnts the
circuit interruptions. The ac circuits go throu gh zero	 discharging current of the capacitor when the con-

voltage at each half cycle and extinguish any arcing 	 tacts reclose. The following formulas are app4icahle
that occurs. Any metal transfer is generally elimi- , 	 for determining R (ohms) and C (micrc'farads) or the
nated, except for a roughening of the contact faces.	 RC suppression network across the contacts:
The dc arcing or spark discharge is damaging and
will cause metal to transfer from the negative contact 	 C	 -
to the positive contact, as shown in Fig. 4-14. The
needle-type transfer which occurs at low voltage and	 shere
low contact force is particularly objectionable, and 	 I = circuit current, A
the needlelike build-up may cause interlocking of the 	 C = capacitance. iiF
Contacts. To prevent this, contact shunting or arc
suppression may be used to eliminate or minimize 	 R =
contact arcing when switching inductive loads. The	 Ix
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where

V	 open circuit voltage (induced + supply)

x=l±9

Using 0.3 A (I) and 50 V (V), as an example:

C = 0.009	 (use 0.Olp.F)

R =	 55.6f 	 (use 561)

The capacitor voltage rating should be greater than
the open circuit voltage by at least 20 percent: The
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use of an oscilloscope will verify operation and per-
mi t trimming of the network. The type C network
shown in Fig. 4-I5 uses a metallic oxide varistor
(MOV) for quenching transients (this device is dis-
cussed in Chapter 5).

Arcing also causes radio frequency interference
(RFI) signals. Because RFI signals can cause prob-
lems with the operation of sensitive equipment and
instruments, these suppression devices are-very ml- -
porlant for the role they play in reducing interfer-
ence. The most effective point of installation is at
the source or at the contacts.

Another problem with relays relates to the col-
lapsing magnetic field of the relay coil, generating a
transient or cemf voltage expressed as

—Ldi
di

where di is the change in Current
di is the change in time
L is the inductance, in henrys (H)

di change in current, A
therefore	 = diange in time, s

For example, if the coil inductance (L) is 3 H
(typical) and the coil current decreases to zero in 5
ms (di) when 500 mA (di) was flowing, the induced
voltage from the preceding equation is

v _Ldiv
di

- —3 x 0.5
-	 0.005

—1.5

- 0.5 x l0
- —300V

If unsuppressed, this voltage will destroy the tran-
sistor driver of Fig. 4-16. To minimize this transient.
one of three methods shown in Fig. 4-16 can be used.
The most effective may be a combination of the types
shown. The simple diode solution does reduce tran-
sients, but it also delays the drop-out of the coil, and
this delay may be undesirable. The diode becomes
forward-biased as a result of the induced reverse

Supply
+
I	 Normal current

with driver on

Current	 I	 Re!uy
when driver 	 coil

n.

Diode
Solid-,t.,.
coil :n

dc
Fig. 4-16 Different types of coil urns-
sient suppression.
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voltage of the coil as shown by the previous cqua-
lion, arid the diode remains on until the induced
voltage drops to less than 0.6 V (for silicon diodes).
The zener diodes and the MOV types shown in Fig.
4-16 preclude this delaying action, by stopping con-
duction at their higher breakdown potentials, which
is far sooner than a diode will. Their breakdown
voltage must he greater than the coil operating volt-
age. but less than the transistor's breakdossn voltage.

The basic relay contact forms, of which IS exist,
are shown in Fig. 4-17 (p. 77). The illustration shows
that there are two ways to represent relay contacts
schematically. Type A and type B are exactly the
same electrically. The form identifications are com-
monly used by various federal, military, and indus-
trial agencies, and familiarity with both types of sym-
bols is necessary. Forms A, B. and C are most
commonly encountered in typical relay circuits, as
well as in the switches previously discussed as SPST
and SPDT types, although form designation is more
common for relay Contacts.

Figure 4-18 shows contact action that can be ob-
served by an oscilloscope and gives some standard
terms used to describe relay action. The contact
bounce on opening or closing can create arcing and
associated problems. Bounce usually is due to im-
proper armature seating, dirty or oily armatures, or
excess ripple in the applied coil voltage.

Relays with misadjusted residual gap screws may
suffer contact bounce as well. These screws are
shown in Fig. 4-19. They are factory-set. and adiust-
meat in the field should not be attempted. The con-
tact chatter shown in Fig. 4-18 can lead to RFI and
rnav indicate contact spring vibration or that the ac
performance of the coil is inadequate.

The general purpose relay shown in Fig. 4-19 typ-
ifies a very broad category of relays that finds wide
application. They can be designated as almost any
type, depending upon the industry in which they are
being used A quick look through any manufacturer's
relay catalog will verify this. A general purpose
power relay uses the button-type contacts shown in
Fig. 4-13 and is capable of switching up to 25 A. This
type of power relay switching is common for power
supplies, small motors, lights, and auxiliary circuits.
A typical circuit for small motor reversing is shown
in Fig. 4-20. The closure of S 1 in Fig. 4-20(a), or Fig.
4-20(b) will reverse the dc motor's direction of ro-
tation. A very subtle situation can be observed by
comparing these circuits. In Fig. 4-20(a), slow op-
eration of either set of contacts (one contact is still
in when the other transfers) will short-circuit the
power source and will cause a catastrophic failure.
This condition cannot occur in Fig. 4-20(b), and this
is the preferred Circuit.

There are over 20 types of primary relays used
today in industry and their basic mechanical struc-
ture is similar to that shown in Fig. 4-19. A tele-
phone-type relay (though not confined to the tele-
phone industry) has a long coil compared to its
diameter. Roth ac and dc types are available, with a
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Fig. 4-I9 Typical contact response as observed on an osctllo-
scope.
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very wide choice of contact forms. A short time
delay can be produced in a dc relay by placing one
or more short-circuited turns around the core to pro-
duce an opposing flux on energization or deeneigi-
zation. This short-circuited turn (or turns) is called
a slug. It is most commonly used on telephone-type
relays that have long coils.

The term reed relay includes dry reed relays and
mercury-wetted contact relays, all of which use a
hermeticall y sealed structure. The switch capsule of
a typical dry relay (form A) is shown in Fig. 4-21.
With the tremendous increase in low-level logic
switching. computer applications, and communica-
tion applications, the dry reed relay is an important
device.

The basic reed switch capsules Consist of solid
metallic contacts sealed in a glass envelope. These

Bat.ng /
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-	 Fig. 4-21 Manetk reed —itches.
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flattened ferromagnetic reeds are sealed at each end
of the capsule. The reeds are separated by an air gap
and overlap inside the tube. The glass tube may con-
tain an inert gas, such as nitrogen, or have a high
vacuum for high-voltage switching. The Contacts can
withstand adverse conditions of humidity, salt spray.
and high altitudes. When the capsule is surrounded
by a electromagnetic coil of sufficient flux density or
is exposed to a magnetic field, the extreme ends of
the reeds assume opposite polarity, as shown n Fig
4-21(a). The attraction forces of the opposing mag-
netic poles overcome the reeds' stiffness, causing
them to move toward each other and close. Removal
of the magnetic field will return the reeds to their
open position. This action can be done at high speed
and repeated millions of times. The capsule may Con-
tain form 13 or form C contarts 'norrnal ! v c!osed
with the normally closed side-biad magnetically
with a small magnet, as shc.vn ;n hg. 4-21(h). Th e-

reeds may also be constructed to achieve a norma1l%
closed position mechanically. The first reed relays to
appear had to be hand-wound, but today they are
available with up to 4 poles and with standard coE.
voltages of 11 , 6, 12, and 24 V. Electrostatic shielding
is incorporated around the reed capsules to reduce
pick-up and cross-talk. These relays are now avail-
able in DIP packages for s:nndard IC sockets. High-
voltage techniques permit some of them to withstand
kilovolts and to have closed-contart resistances c'f
10 0 or less.

The original mercury-wetted reed relays '.ere
formed with a movable reed having its base in a poe'4
of mercury and the end arranged to move between
two sets of stationary contacts. They had many dis-
advantages such as poor resistance to shock and
vibration, and they had to be operated in a vertical
position. Recent developments in mercury-wen-c-4
contacts have overcome these disadvantages. These
relays offer, as their principal advanta ges, no con.ac
bounce and low, stable contact resistance. Follo'
Fig. 4-22 as high-speed'picturn I through 5 show ±
mercury-wetted contact action for an SPDT bridging
(make-before-break) form C. The mercury is show
in black.
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The mercury plunger relay has contacts that are
hermetically sealed in a glass or metal envelope in-
side a coil. Both normally open and normally closed
contacts are available. These relays can handle up
to 50 A. The sealed structure ensures that the con-
tacts are free from dust and air-borne contaminants.
This type of relay is position-sensitive and is not
useful in vibration environments.

The mercury displacement relay (MDR) shown in
Fig. 4-23 provides a self-renewing contact with a
single moving part. There are no pins and hinges as
in conventional rlays. and the liquid mercury pro-
vides a new contact surface with every actuation.
The MDR is very quiet, considering the current it
will handle. (Note: If an MDR breaks, use extreme
caution for clean-up because mercury vapor is highly
toxic, and its disposal must follow accepted safe
practices.

Latchin g reldvs are available in two types: mag-
netic latching and mechanical latching. They ma y he
of th, pcer. telephone, or even the reed type.
netic latching usually employs permanent magnets to
make the contacts bistable. Thus, after coil power is
removed, the armature is magnetically held in the
actuated position. Reset action is accomplished by
applying either a voltage of proper polarity to a sep-
arate reset coil or a reverse voltage to the actuating
coil. Mechanical latching relays are of two basic
styles; mechanical reset and electric reset. The ate-
cliankal reset type employs a coil and armature s iih
a reset mechanism. The mechanism locks the arma-
ture in the operated position after the coil has been
deenergized. Reset is accomplished by manually trip-
ping the locking mechanism. Electric reset types em-
ploy a second coil and armature to trip the latch
mechanism for resetting to the original position.
Some vendors call the latching relay an impulse,
alternating, or flip-flop relay for obvious reasons.
Solid-state relays will be covered in Chapter 14 on
optoelectronics.

A few special relays, though infrequently encoun-
ter-ed, are worth mentioning. The RF, or coaxial,

relay is designed to attach directly to coaxial cables
and match the cable impedance of 50 to 75 D. Radio
frequeriy (RF) kisses are minirnzed by the use of
glass silicone and melamine for insulation.

Sensitive relays require only small amounts of
power to operate (usually less than 100 mW). They
can employ reeds or dry circuit cross-bar Contacts.
Low-voltage relays with coil resistances around lkfl
can be directly driven by MOS. TTL. or HTL de-
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Plunger guide
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Plunger guide
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pool

Fig. 4-23 Merairs d pLiceilieril reLr.

vices (covered in Chapter Il) ithut the need for
buffers.

RE VIE U' QUESTIONS
7. Magnetic action of the armature closes the

contacts in Fig. 4-12, and the opens the
contacts.

S. Is pole shading done on ac or dc relays?

9. Is arcing of contacts more predominant in ac
or dc load circuits?

10. Metal transfer not only degrades contacts but
can cause them to ______ closed.

fl Which coil suppressors shown in Fig. 4-16
should not be used in circuit Fig. 4-20(a) or
4-20(b)?

12. By magnetically biasing the reed in Fig.
4-21(b), form _______ contacts are realized.

4-3

TIMERS
We will no"' look at time delay relays (TDRs). Elec-
trothermal or thermostatic delay relays rely on a
heating element to provide a temperature differential
for mechanical expansion to open or close a contact.
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Originally built to a standard tube-t y pe base. they
are now available in miniature versions for PCB ap-
plications. Though in use for many decades, they
still offer several advantages, including operation on
alternating or direct current, small size and weight,
simple construction, low cost, and lon g life. A big
advantage or disadvantage is the recvcle time. The
coolin g time can he five to ten times the actuating
time, which renders them undesirable for use in some
circuits. Delays of 2 to 300 s are very common, and
some models are adjustable. Time delay rriays can
also serve as flashers. In a flasher service, the heater
circuit is opened with the load circuit, and a 30 per-
cent duty cycle is typical.

The elect ropneumatic form of TDR (also called the
da.s/ipot time delay relay) consists of a relay which
has a plunger connected to a dashpot. The das/tpot
is a device that employs either a gas (such as air) or
liquid to absorb energy and retard the moving parts
so as to produce a time dela y. When the coil is
energized, the solenoid plunger pulls out the dashpot
piston at an adjustable rate. At the end of its travel.
the plunger completes the magnetic circuit and snaps
the contacts closed. The contacts are held by full
magnetic power until the coil is deenergized; then
drop-out is instantaneous. The gas or liquid used for
delaying is usuall y reused in a closed loop. thereby
eliminatin g outside contaminants.

The addition of a copper collar slug on the tele-
phone . tpe relay previously discussed delays the
energization and sustains deener&zization of this type
of relay. For maximum pick-up dela y, the slug is
placed on the armature end of the core. Pull-in delays
up to 150 ms and drop-out delays of 500 ms can he
obtained. The electromechanical type of IDR is
shown in its basic form in Fig. 4-24 . .' Oaii syn-
chronous ac motor drives a cam throu gh an electro-
magnetic clutch and gear train. When the cam has
rotated far enough. it operates a switch which con-
trols the load. As long as the power-line frequency
is constant, the time rotation of the cam will be
dcpcialcnt only on the pow cr-line frequency (rot
volta ge). theret' s makin g the synchronous-motor
TDR one of the most stahic t .ies. The dela y range
of the synchronous TDR is of the order of 50 to I.
for a given gear ratio. Delays of tO s to several days
can he obtained, with resolution on the order of 2
percent.

Adjustability is achieved by a mechanism that a!-
lows the user to rotate the switch with respect to the
cam. Reset is accomplished by releasing the clutch.
so a s p rin g mechanism can return the cam to Its initial
position, and requires 100 ms or more. Some units
have automatic reset and will recycle if a sustained
circuit is used or wait for another start to hcgin an-
other cycle. This type is known as the i,t:e-val timer.

The ,nulticam tOner is an extension of the syn-
chronous-motor TDR, with or without the clutch.
but has no reset. A cant is a set of circular plates
mounted on the shaft coupled to the motor by a gear
assembly. Each cam is independently adjustable for

Ad;uslabe Z'o- C

I me-sell; mm: po;nter
ReducrLo	 /

Syr,cflrono_s gear Ira nC!ulO
ac molt,	 -.	

C :-
 direc:, 10

C '

AC flpll

Fig. 4.24 E!c ronicch;;nc;; Ome-.:au retay.

2 to 98 percent of the total cycle time. Total revo-
lution time is determined by motor speed and b y the
gear train assembly. A wide variet y of models are
available to suit a wide range of applications. A most
common type with a push-to-start switch and a fric-
tion clutch is found in clothes dryers, dishwashers.
and industrial applications such as chemical and
other automatic processors that are cyclic in nature.

Electronic timers have teen around for many
years. Early designs used the vacuum tube, then the
thyratron tube, for the active element used for tim-
ing. With the arrival of solid-state electronics
(diodes, transistors, th)risters. and integrated cir-
cuits) vacuum and th)ratron tubes have been mostly
replaced in liming applications. Solid-state circuits
have offered an unparalleled reliabilit y . efficiency.
and flexibilit y for use as control devices, in an ever-
ssidenine range of applicatons.. The RC!thresho!d
method is considered the oldest class for electronic
timing. Figure 4-25 shows a typical threshold-type
circuit using a unijunction transistor with an SCR.
Althouch there are many . ariations of the circ.at
described here, the characteristics are attributable to
all. With S 1 as shown, the capacitor voltae is at
zero. Activating S 1 appiic the reference oltage
across the resistor and caçcitor (R and C). The
voltage across the capacitor rises to 63 pecent of
the reference volta ge in R x C "econds. or

.1 WR= AOFF
-.

UjT

Fi g. 4-25 TçI UJT ihrc ,bald-t:r-c c;ieidt.
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Fig. 4 .26 ptrr threshold timer circuit.

constant. This product is

T seconds R ohms x C farads
Is= IfixIF

If we wait longer, the voltage will continue to rise
higher: to 86 percent at 2RC and to 95 percent at
3RC. The curve of voltage against time is not linear
but exponential. The larger the time Constant, the
longer it will take to reach the threshold voltage.
Also, the closer the reference voltage is to the thresh-
old voltage, the longer it takes to reach it. Let's look
at some numbers. If the threshold voltage were 63
percent of the reference voltage, then one RC time
constant would be required. If we use
R = I Mfl and C = I F then the time is

T = RC
= (I x 106) x (I x 106)
= Is

What if we want 60 s (I mm)? Then RC must be
increased 60 times. A 60-Mfl resistor is not practical
because of the loading of the UJT on the charging

circuit. If we need 1 h (60 min or 3600 s), we must
increase C to 3600 1iF. Such capacitors are large and
expensive and have high leakage. We would have to
use electrolytic-type capacitors, which vary in value
and leakage with temperature changes. With aging,
capacitors and resistors change value and drift. All
in all, it is not unreasonable to expect a 'worst-case'
error of 30 percent in RC/threshold designs. Thd uni-
junction in Fig. 4-25 could be replaced by a pro-
grammable unijunction transistor (PUT), permitting
a variation of the threshold voltage as shown in Fig.
4-26. About 90 percent of RC/threshold timers use
either a PUT or UJT.

,j/ In the early 1970s, the integrated circuit (IC) timer
was introduced; it still enjoys popularity among de-
signers. This timer's success can be attributed to
several inherent characteristics: versatility, stability,
and low cost. The simplicity of the timer, along with
its ability to produce long time delays, has lured
designers from using mechanical timers and discrete
circuits and into the ranks of IC timer users/The
timer consists of two voltage comparators, a bistable
flip-flop, a discharge transistor, and a resistor divider.
To understand the basic concept, examine Fig. 4-27.
This circuit shows the time delay mode, where the
output changes state at some design time after a
trigger signal is received. An internal resistive divider
Sets the two comparator levels. Since the resistors
are of equal value, the threshold comparator is rcf.
erenced at tvo . thirds of the supply voltage and the
trigger comparator at one-third of the supply vol:.ce.
When the trigger voltage is moved below oñe.thrd
of the supply. the trigger comparator changes state
and sets the flip-flop, driving the output to a high
state. An external capacitor can be connected to
either the threshold comparator or the trigger com-
parator, depending on the desired mode of operation.
Figure 4-27 shows the IC configured for time delay
operation (note that the capacitor is connected to

Tuae-de lay Operation
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Ti

both comparators). The internal discharge transistor
is not used in the time delay mode. The operation
begins by turning on the external tri gger transistor.
which grounds the capacitor. The trigger comparator
now sees a low State and sets the timer output high.
When the transistor is turned off the capacitor begins
charging; when it reaches the threshold (two-thirds
V) the threshold comparator trips and the output
switches low and remains low until the external trig-
ger transistor is turned on again. Thus time delay is
accomplished by having the output go high, and,
after a prescribed time interval, the output goes low.

A few details about a standard IC timer, the 555,
"are worth mentioning. Because of its circuitr y, the

555 IC will only trigger on a negative-going edge of
the input pulse. It is necessary that the trigger input
be returned to a voltage greater than 1i3 1V or that
ac coupling into the trigger input be used. The control
voltage is brought in at the two-thirds point of the
reference divider. Imposing an external voltage at
this point can vary the timing. This feature makes it
possible to use the timer as a voltage-controlled os-
cillator or pulse-width modulator. When this control
feature is not used, the control voltage input should
be bypassed to grcund with a ceramic capacitor. The
reset overrides all other functions of this timer.

With the arrival of large-scale ICs, mainly because
of metallic oxide semiconductor (MOS) technology
improvements, IC timers have been improved along
with other inte grated circuits. The programmable
timer'counter of Fig. 4-28 is a typical example. The
'programmable' feature increases its value for com-

puter-controlled applications as well as others. The
timing cycle is initiated by applying a positive-going
trigger pulse to pin II. This trigger activates the time-
base oscillator, enables the counter section, and Sets
all counter outputs to the "low" State. The time-base
oscillator generates pulses with a period equal to RC.
These clock pulses are counted by the binary counter
section. The timing cycle is completed when a posi-
tive-going reset pulse is applied to pin 10. The timira;
sequence of output waveforms at various circuit ter-
minals after a trigger signal is shown in Fig. 4-28.
When in the reset State, both the time-base and the
counter Sections are disabled, and all counter outputs
are at * 'high" state. In most timing applications, one
or more of the counter's outputs are connected back
to the reset terminal (S 1 closed in Fig. 4-28). Con-
nected this way, the circuit will start timing when a
trigger is applied and will automatically reset itself
to complete the timing cycle when a programmed
count is complete. If none of the counter outputs is
connected back to the reset terminal (S 1 open), the
circuit will operate in its astable or free-running mode
after an input trigger. The binary counter outputs
(pins 1 to 8) are open collector type stages and can
be tied together to a common pull-up resistor to form
a wired-or connection, which simply means that the
combined output will be low as long as any one of
the outputs is low. This allows the time delay asso-
ciated with each counter output to be summed by
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thning waveforms.

tying them together to a common bus, as shown in
Fig. 4-28. For example, if pins 1, 5, and 6 ,-ere tied
to the output bus, the total time delay woold be ii

16 + 32)T = 49T. In this p.anner, one
the timing cycle to be from I to 255T, where T =

RC.
When power is applied with no trigger or reset

inputs, the circuit reverts to its "reset" s:.ate. The
binary counter outputs are high or in a no:onduc:-
ing state. Once triggered, the circuit is immune to
additional trigger inputs, until the timing cycle is
ccmpleted or a reset input is applied. Duriog a timiT
cycle, the outputs change in accordance viLh the
timing diagram of Fig. 4-28. The outputs can be od
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individually or can be "wired-or" as previously men-
tioned. The period 7 of the time-base oscillator can
he modulated by applying a dc voltage to pin 13. The
time-base oscillator can also be synchronized by ap-
plying a sync pulse to pin 12. The time-base period
is determined by the external RC network connected
to pin 13. The waveformat pin 13 is an exponential
ramp with a period 7 = RC. The lime-base oulput
(pin 14) is an open collector stage and requires a 20
k( pull-up resistor to pin 15 for proper circuit op-
eration. At reset, the time-base output is at high
state, and subsequent to triggering, it produces a
negative-going pulse train with a period T = RC.
The time-base output is internally connected to the
binary counter and in some applications may be used
as an input for externally generated clock pulses.

REVIEW PROBLEMS

13. An electrothermal 1 DR operates on ac or dc
voltage?

14. The dashpot of an elect ropneumatic relay
speeds up actuation. (true or false)

15. Loss of liquid in the dashpot vill
the delay.

16. To maximize the pick-up delay of a tele-
phone-type relay, the slug is put on the
end.

17. What type of timer will wait to start another
cycle?

IS. What value of resistor is needed for an
RC threshold timer constant of 4 s ssith a 4 j.cF ca-
pacitor?

4-4
OVERCURRENT PROTECTION
Most electric and electronic circuits need some Sort
of safety valve for protection from dangerous over-
loads. The oldest and most common ty pe of protector
is the fuse. The common plug-type fuse was origi-
nated by Thomas Edison in 1890 and is available at
current ratings up to 30 A at 125 V. The high currents
that can be present during a short Circuit can cause
electrical damage to equipment, mechanical damage,
and possibly an extremely hazardous fire risk. There-
fore, it is extremely important not to bypass, short-
circuit, or oversize the replacement of a blown fuse.

The fuse is a device which protects by melting
(fusing), thereby opening the circuit in response to
an -overload or short-circuited current. The typical
electronic fuse utilizes silver ire or some other
metal link housed in a package that is often cylindri-
cal. All fuses ace temperature-sensitive devices and
are rated for an ambient temperature of 25°C and
must be derated as the temperature increases. This
temperature requires good Contact connections and
air movement to achieve the predicted life.

Fuses have three important specifications—cur-
rent rating, voltage rating, and fusing characteris-

Metal Cu. t,nk	 Glass or ceramic tube

Metal .nd caP	

--

-_Solderjcint

Ar. vac.um. or chem cal Ill

('I

Mttlfotetnk	

:-

to)

Fig. 4-29 Fuse construction. (a) Fast or medium acting lute. (b)
Slosr action fuse.	 -

tics—and are manufacftured in a wide variety of
styles and shapes. The glass and ceramic tube fuses
are popular for protecting electronic equipment and
are shown in Fig. 4-29.

The current rating of a fuse is expressed in RMS
amperes or fractions of an ampere. Fuse ratings are
established by a controlled set of tests referenced by
the Underwriters Laboratories. Inc. It is extremely
important to remember that fuses are sensitive to
current, not voltage. A fuse %% ill not blow (open) until
its melting temperature is reached. The current rating
is always stamped or otherv, i se indicated on the fuse
body.

The voltage rating of a fuse should be equal to or
greater than the circuit voltage. This rating is covered
by National Electrical Code (NEQ 3 regulations and
the Underwriters Laboratories (UL) to prevent fire
risks. Ratings of 32, 125. and 250 V are common and
adequately cover most electronic apparatus. The
voltage ratings apply, to an interrupting capacity of
10,000 A. This is a large safety factor for the type of
short-circuit currents likely to occur in electronic
equipment.

The normal-blo (standard) fuse is used for resistive
or non-surge-type loads and should be replaced with
the same type when being renewed. This type of fuse
is mainly used for protection against short circuits.
The chart in Fig. 4-30 shows the electrical charac-
teristics of normal-blo fuses. Note that the fuses
shown can withstand a 10 percent overload for at
least 4 h. This style of fuse can have a glass or
ceramic body, as shown in Fig. 4-29. Glass fuses give
a better visual indication, but the ceramic fuses are
more rugged to abuse and will not shatter on extreme
overloads.

The second type of fusing characteristic is the s!o
blo. This type may also be called time delay or dual

element, depending on the manufacturer. These
types provide a time delay for overload currents
greater than 50 percent. They are useful in protecting
surge-type loads such as motors and capacitors-
Slow-acting fuses have two blowing mechanisms;
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Chart Showing Inn Ri ,.I,n of
Percent of Rated Cirrent to Blowing Time

2

330

200

30

0

-	 -

Blowing time in seconds

Fig. 4-30 Fusing characteristics.

Fig . 4-29(b) shows that a solder joint is under spring
tension. A moderate overload will eventually melt
the solder, and the joint will pull apart, interrupting
the circuit. An extreme overload will melt the metal
fuse link and provide a quick response. Compare the
difference in Fig. 4-30 for the bloss ing time between
a normal-blo and a slo-blo fuse for the same per-
ce.-tlage of overload. For example, the blowing time
at 500 percent is 0.01 s for the normal fuse and 2 c
for the slo-blo t PC.

Semiconductor fuses are used to protect diodes.
thvristors, aTd other semiconductors that have little
thermal str.raeo capacity and cannot handle heavy
os erloads tc any length of time. This type of fuse is
e\tre i eli fast-acting compared to normal-blo of the
same ratings as indicated in Fig. 4-31, which csr
currents up to 10.000 A. It is especially important tii
usean exact replacement sshen renewing semicon-
ductor fuses. Note that the chart is a log-log scale so
the numbers change rapidly along the time and cur-
rent axes. The fuses used in some semiconductor
circuits may be rated as high as 1000 A. Figure 4-32
shows the typical location of fuses in a solid-state
power supply application. Fuses F 1 and F2 placed in
series with semiconductors and the supply lines are
a protection against internal faults and overload con-
ditions. Service interruptions cannot be tolerated in
tare rectifying equipment in some industrial appli-
cations such as electrochemical applications. The
three-phase bridge of Fig. 4-32 is a usual method of
including one or two redundant parallel paths (shown
in dashed outline) to maintain uninterrupted opera-
tion. If a rectifier fails, the fuse opens, disconnecting
the short-circuited rectifier without damage to the
equipment or interruption of service. Fuse F3 is pro-
tection against an external short circuit or excessive
load currents at the output: F protects against short
circuits and overloads.

With international trade more commonplace today,
a word about international fuses is appropriate at this

time. Most Countries has e certification by agencies
similar to LL here in the United States. The follow-
ing are acronyms for international, European, and
Canadian agencies:

International Ele roeehnica1 Commission CIEC)
Swit,erinr g d (SE')
Verband \\est German) tVDE)
Svenska (Sa eden) (SEMKO)
Canada (CSA)

The European and Asian fuses are 5 by 20 min and
are not the same as the 1.4 by I 114 in. 3AG fuses
that are commonly used in the United States. These
fuses are 6.3 by 32 mm. Trying to install a 3AG to
renew a 5-mm and vice versa can cause a hazardous
situation and should not he attempted. Also note that
most foreign fuses are rated at 250 V because that is
the primary operating voltage of their main line cir-
cuits, just as 120 V is the standard in this countr y. If
foreign equipment is involved, observe fuse sizes and
ratings carefully and judiciously.

Circuit breakers are automatic overcurrent protec-
tors designed to open under overload conditions. We
will cover the general purpose types applicable to
electronic equipment. Circuit breakers are mainly
limited to :ree poles. The simple thermal circuit
breaker sh.' a in Fig. 4-33 responds to temperature
chan ges of its internal bimetallic elemont. This ele-
ment is in series: if the load current increases to
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(a)
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Fig. 4-32 Semiconductor fuses. (u)

Placement. (b) Package. (c) Cross-

section.

Flexibe	 Contacts

condurior

Spring

ete-

Normal load	 Overload

(a)

175% of rated Current

Circuit breaker
symbol	 ldo%	 Load current

No instantaneous-trip point

(t)	 (c)

Fig. 4-33 Thermal breaker. (o) Action. (b) Schematic symbol. (c)

CharacteiisliC cur,c.

about 125 percent of the breaker's rating, it bends
and the contacts open. To provide additional protec-
tion, some types of thermal breakers contain a built-
in trip-free mechanism which allows the contacts to
open, even if the breaker's lever is manually held.
reset. The performance curve in Fig. 4-33(c) shows
that the thermal breaker has no true instantaneous
tripping point. This limitation precludes the simple
thermal breaker from most applications.

The thermal-magnetic circuit breaker and its per-
formance curve are shown in Fig. 4-34. This breaker
operates by using the same principle as the simple
thermal breaker for moderate overloads. On extreme
overloads, the magnetic feature comes into play and
takes over to assist in tripping the mechanism. The
magnetic field created by the fault current attracts
the magnetic plate and opens the contacts. This ac-
tion provides the thermal-magnetic breaker with an
instantaneous trip capability for extreme overloads.
The thermal-magnetic types are therefore more de-
sirable for most applications.

The magnetic-hydraulic circuit breaker consists of
a solenoid with a dashpot (piston in fluid). The so-
lenoid coil is wound so that the spring-loaded core

(a)
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Fleo,b!e
COnductor

('" 0

Thermar e!emenr
wiSh magnet PC plate	 -

Normal load	 Overload

125% of rated current

C

100%	 Load cu,,er,I

lnstantaneoos-rip point

it)

Fig. 4.34 Thermal magnetic breaker. (a) Action. (b) Characteristic
curve.

does not move at normal Currents. On heavy over-
loads (usually ten times the rating), the s:cngth of
the magnetic field attracts the armature to a cylinder
cap to open the contacts instantaneously. At small,
sustained overloads the field of the solenoid pulls the
iron plunger into the core. As the core moves into
the solenoid, it reduces the gap of the magnetic ir-
-cuit and in turn increases the magnetic !ix. l'ie
speed of movement of the piston is determined by
the viscosity of the silicone fluid in the dashpot. This
style of breaker has a time dela y for moderate over-
loads. If the overload is removed before the piston
gets to the top, the spring pushes the piston back to
the bott2m before the annaflire can trip the contacts.
Siisce breakers are basicall y mechanical devices, it
is a common practice to manually t rip them occa-
sionally to ensure their proper operation.

REVIEW qUESTI0XS
19. What other fuse characteristic is important in

addition to the current and voltage ratings?
20. Fuse current rating is always given in

amperes.

21. Fusesare ________ sensitive devices and
therefore require good solid connections.

22. What type of fuse is used for motors or ca-
pacitive loads?

23. What is the main criterion of semiconductor
fuse usage?	 -

24. What is the major limitation of the simple
thermal breaker?

4-5
SOLENOIDS, CONTACTORS, AND
STARTERS

A solenoid is an electricall y energized coil in which
the turns of the windin g s are insulated from each
other even if bare wire is used. They are the basis
for all electroma gnets. We are interested in the.so-
lenoid with a moving core called a plunger. This
device will convert electrical energy into mechanical
motion, which may be either linear or rotary. The
basic linear solenoids are shown in Fig. 4-35. The
plunger is the movable bar of high-permeability steel
or soft iron and may be laminated for ac operation
to reduce eddy current loss. Referring to Fig. 4-35(a),
when the coil is energized the plunger becomes mag-
netized and mutual attraction takes place between
the coil and plungor. The traditional solenoid is the
iron-clad or box style shown in Fig. 4-35(b). The
solenoid and plunger are provided with an iron or
steel jacket, which is usually laminated for ac oper-
ation. The effect of the frame is to increase the mag-
netic and mechanical forces slightly at the initial po-
sition and much more so at or near the final position
of the plunger. In the magnetic-cushion type, Fig.
4-35(b). the plunger cannot strike the opposite end of
the open frame as it passes into the coil, thereby
eliminating the hammer blow effect which occurs in
iron-clad solenoids. This effect is utilized in electric
hammers, but in other applications the constant ham-
mering is detrimental to the solenoid and the noise
is objectionable. This effect occurs on the solenoids
shown in Fig. 4-35(c) and 4-35(d). In Fig. 4-35(c), the
iron-clad solenoid has its plunger travel limited by
the closed frame. The type illustrated in Fig. 4-35(d)
is known as the stopped iron-clad solenoid because
of the iron or steel plug or s;up extending downward
toward the plunger to increase the pull at or near the
final position and also to increase the seated pull.

One of the important factors considered in select-
ing a solenoid is the work requirement for the st!---

noid. The force required by the load must not exceed
the force developed by the solenoid during any por-
tion of its travel; if it does, the plunger ill not pull

	

Open	 Closed	  ;Zed)

A	 B	 C

Fig. 4-35 Solenoids and	 plungers.	 -
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VoItv-L.O lIt
Duty
Coil resistance (Ohms (I 25'C)
Watts sealed
Amps seated
Amps 'N'
Amps 3W

Amps '/"

Fig. 4.36 Sample of solenoid specifications.

in or seat. With an ac solenoid, this could burn out
the coil. The coil reactance will not reach its intended
maximum because the core (plunger) does not come
into position. Excess current will flow in the coil.
Never select or replace with an overrated solenoid
because it will develop more force than is required
by the load. The extra energy must be dissipated by
the plunger or field piece on impact, causing pre-
mature failure. Proper alignment of plunger and load
is also important. Loading which is not centered
along the line of plunger travel should be avoided or
corrected. If misalignment occurs, plunger wear in-

rcases, and with ac solenoids, seating svill be im-
paired. Where an ac laminated plunger is directly
linked to a mechanical load. jamming of the plunger
could burn out the coil.

With ac solenoids, an inrush current occurs until
the plunger is seated. The table in Fig 4-36 gives
typical values for an ac solenoid. As can be seen,
the longer the stroke the higher the inrush current,
and the inrush continues until the plunger is seated.
The operating limit of any solenoid is determined by
the temperature rating of the insulating materials
used in its coil. As long as this maximum is not
exceeded, the solenoid's pull characteristics will not
be materially degraded. With modem insulation ma-
terials, this maximum temperature is usually I IOC.
As the coil temperature increases, pull decreases. A
widely used rule of thumb is to select a solenoid
which will deliver a slightly greater force at I lOC
than the load requires for the anticipated coil voltage
as shown in Fig. 4-37.

The duty cycle percentage is defined as the ratio
of solenoid coil ON time to the period of one cycle
(ON plus OFF time). For example, if a solenoid is
energized for 1 min and deenergized for 4 min the
duty cycle will be 20 percent, as follows:

ON time X 100
Duty cycle,	 = ON time + OFF time

I x 100 = 20

A majority of intermittent-duty cycles fall into three
categories: 50, 25. and 10 percent. Most solenoids
operated for up to 30 sON time fall into the 50 percent
category. The 30-s to 3-min range falls into the 25
percent category, and the3- to 5-min maximum ON
time would most likely fall in the 10 percent category.

flequIreO
noke

Fig. 4-37 Tpical ac solenoid pull-stroke curve.

The continuous-duty solenoid may remain perma-
nentl y energized at rated voltage without exceeding
its maximum temperature rise. A continuous-dut y dc
solenoid may be subject to continuous ON-OFF cycles
without overheating: not so with the ac solenoid be-
cause of its inrush current. As Fig. 4-36 shows, high
coil current occurs until the plunger seats. The longer
the stroke the higher the inrush current. In continu-
ous-duty az solenoids, subject to ON-OFF cycling.
repetitious surges could cause overheating. A teduc-
tion in dut y cyc le or the use of a dc solenoid is
necessary. The intermittent-duty sole'noid is desier.d
to be enercized for a maximum of 5 mm without
excessive overheating. After 5 min it must be per-
mitted to cool before resuming operation. In some
cases thermal cut-out devices are incorporated as a
fail-safe measure for excessively high ambient tem-
peratures or overloads which could cause the plunger
to stall.

The speed ofoperation is a function of the applied
load and rower. An ac solenoid's operating speed
will vary, depending on the point of the applied volt-
age cycle. If a consistent operating speed is required,
a dc solenoid should be selected. 	 -

Push-type solenoids are usually modified pull types
and can use alternating or direct current. They have
a nonmagnetic pusher rod projecting through their
stops with the plunger protruding out the other end.

We must look at the rotary solenoid with its unique
style of operation. Smooth rotary motion is achieved
by the use of ball bearings and a varying pitch ball
race. The solenoid can turn, step, index, lock, punch,
or lift in milliseconds. These units can have right- or
left-hand strokes and can weigh up to 5 lb and have
starting torques as high as 100 lb . in. for a 25' stroke.
In ordinary electromagnets, the magnetic pull in-
creases sharply as the air gap closes, but in the rotary
solenoid, this is compensated for by the compound
angle of incline of the ball races. The incline of the
ball races is steep at the beginning of the rotary
stroke and gradually decreases as the balls approach
the deep end of the ball races. This arrangement
amplifies torque at the start of the rotary stroke,
where it is usually needed.

120
Cont.
88
9-
0.24
0.72
1.0
1.22	 Actuat

Rugu,r

Stroke
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TLBLE 4-1 CONTRACTOR RATINGS

Motor Rating	 Resistive Rating* 	 Ilorsepossere

	

600 V	 600 V	 120 V

	

O A	 40 A	 L5 (loP)
3	 (3ó3P)

	

40A	 50 	 . (162P)
5	 (3o2P)

• At 25C. 50 Hz.

Contactors are, in general, constructed in the same
say as relays. Normally, they are supplied with two,
three, or four N.O. Contacts. They are used for
switching power to control motor loads in refriger-
ating, air conditioning, heating, lighting, and yenti-
lating systems. Appl

i
cations also include controlling

heating elements and primary power to an assembly
such as a copy machine or a computer. Ratings are
generally listed by continuous amperes or horse-
power. A typical listing will look like the one shown
in Table 4-I. The symbol l2P denotes single phase
with 2 poles and 363P denotes three-phase with 3
poles. Contacts are usually field-replaceable. As an
option, an auxiliary snap-action switch is available
for low-power switching or coil interlock and latch-
ing. With the use of a control transformer, the con-
tactor coil may be operated at a lower soltage, as
shown in Fig. 4-39. The addition of the control trans-
former is desirable in some instances to keep high
soltages off the switches and lights, and away from
the operators. This simple circuit provides a means
of ener g izing the contactor. Depressing the momen-
tr 5t -ai button completes the circuit the contactor

r'izes, the light (R) lights, and the associated
paver is sprlied to the load. The contact's ICR (usu-
all y auxilr ry) will row close. holding the circuit on
when the momentary start button i riea.ed. This
condition will persist until the operator intervenes by
momentarily pushing the stop button. In some cases.
a limit or thermal switch may be put in series with
the stop button or hold-in contacts (ICR) for protec-
tion. One disadvantage of the second arrangement is
Zhat an operator can hold the start button in and
override the interlocks if they are wired in series
with the hold-in Contacts.

Coniactors can he ac- or dc-operated, that is, for
the line or the actuation coils. In dc o peration, a
magnetic blowout coil wound on a steel core is
mounted between pole pieces. The blowout coil is
connected in series with the contactor and carries
the dc load current with the contactor closed. The
current sets up a magnetic field through the core and
'the pole pieces. When the contacts open, the arc is
magnetically forced up and away from the contacts.
This lengthening and subsequent extinguishing of the
arc is rapid and greatly reduces wear and contact
burnin g . Contact ;ear aflo,sance is the total thick-
ness of material that may he worn away before the
contact surfaces become ineffective. The contacts

t 
NC. Actieied b y solenoid

V ,cc	 Cci' -MOVI	 Rotary
suppressor	 soLnoJ

0,

A0	 Vdc

Coil ,upp,ession

Rot a'y
totenoid
co,l

to'

Fig. 4-38 Hold-in currpnt-rcduction circuits.

As for all the other electroma gnetic devices dis-
cussed, the temperature Is a very important factor.
As the temperature of the coil rises, so does its re-
sistance. Increased resistance reduces current flow

a constant voltage source, consequently de-
creasing the output torque. Heat can be dissipated
b y controlling the air flow, by mounting the solenoid
on a large surface (heat sinkin g). or by resorting to
duty cycle limiting, which is how they are rated by
the manufacturers. One way to decrease the temper-
ature rise in a rotary solenoid is to use a hold-in
crcuii to reduce current to a point at which torque
is sufficient to maintain the solenoid in the energized
position. One common method to reduce coil current
during hold-in is a normall y closed tN.C.) switch in
parallel with a hold-in resistor, as sho\s n in Fig.
4'8(a) . When the pushbutton (PB) closes the ,ircuit,
full voltage is impressed across the solenoid coil,
resultin g from the bypassing of the resistor by the
N.C. switch. As the rotary solenoid approaches the
end of its stroke, a mechanical connection opens the
N.C. contacts. This reduces the solenoid voltage and
lowers power dissipation. Figure 4-38(b) shows an-
other technique for reducing hold-in current. When
the PB switch is first closed, current floss s through

-; the base-emitter junction while charging capacitor C
to the input voltage. This base current turns on the
emitter-collector circuit and allows full power to he
impressed across the solenoid. The hold-in continu-
ous current is supplied through R thus limiting dis-
sipation in the solenoid. When switch PB is released,
the solenoid is released and the capacitor is dis-
charged b y R 1 and R. to prepare the ciruut for the
next activation cycle.



heaters are two bimetallic strips. Heating will acti-
vate the bimetallic strips, release, and cause the con-
tacts to open. The fusible-alloy type has two healers,
each surrounding a thermal element consisting of a
small tube, inside of which is a loose-fitting shaft.
The tube and shaft are joined together by a low-
melting alloy. On overload, the increased current
melts this alloy, allows the shaft to turn, and open
the contacts- All overload relays should be trip-free.
This means that they cannot be held reset, causing
damage to the motor- If an overload trips, the cause
should be investigated and removed before the reset
is actuated to put the starter back into operation
The overloads are selected to ha e an ultimate trip-
ping current of 15 percent overload on the motor.
Fieurr 4-41 shows a typical three-phase motor starter
cir.eit ornm with thermal overloads included.
Pushingthe :,ar t button energizes the CR coil and
closes all CR contacts. The motor runs until the str
button is pushed or until an overload activates the
thermal elements in line I or line 3. opoIit. 'ne of
the overload (O.L.) switches in series with 

i
t, - CR

coil. If it is the fusible type, it must be rep!ae'

Switch Contact Positions

o

M.-
FWD	 OFF	 REV
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Hh
H,	 H H2

ICR
ado

Stop	 ISrt T
N.0	 N 0.

Inter :oc' belongs
HERE rd not HERE

Fig. 4-39 Simple puhbUtIOtt
contactor Circuit 	 X.

La', vol'3
translornrer

Coil
cR	 CRICR

CR

Light

should he renewed when worn below the amount
specified by the manufacturer.

Starters can be of the manual or magnetic type.
Manual contacts are closed by uratOr force. To-
day's machines often require the convenience and
safety of remote control. The most common manual
type employed today is the drum-type switch. A
drum srsitch consists of stationary contact fingers
held by spring pressure against contacts on the pe-
riphery of a rotating cylinder or sector. Their use is
in applications in which the Starter is operated fre-
quently. as in a machine shop by a machinist. A
reversing drum switch's interr ' .':IeCtOflS are
shown in Fig. 4-40(a).. .:o- call "'	 ted or
removed by installing th,	 -. tace plates . for re-
versing or ON-OF,' opela...... eOflttcitig. as
shown in Fig. 4-4(t.'). a uii ee-phase, three-' ire Ito-
ter can he :eversed. Because no starting windings.
capacitors, or centrifugal switches are involved, re-
,. , cr, ; rL can be almost instantaneou s. When used for
troiley-	 crane-type operation, dynamic breaking
may he Inc 1 '-	 -. ih starter switch.

The ,nagnel. .,,rr;er is very similar to the mag-
netic contactor in ds,gn ansi ' .peratiofl. Both have
the feature of operating contacts when the coil is
energized. The important difference between contac-
tors and starters is the use of overload heater ele-
ments in the starter. There are motor Starting
s\s itches, for controlling small ac or dc motors up to
2 hp, that are equipped with their own overload pro-
tective devices. It is not always possible to control
the load that is applied to a motor. As a result, the
motor may overheat, and serious damage can occur.
For this reason, overload heater elements are added
in the motor starter. The same current that is causing
the motor so overheat is also going through the thcr'
mat element. We will now and in the future refer to
these elements as thermal overload relays, as they

re designated b y industrial convention They are
available in the bimetallic type and the fuie-alio
type. The bi,netnllie type has two heaters in series
with the circuit to be protected, and nhe.'-c these
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Li	 Li

L2- 	 Stop	 CL^

T'OLUTOL	

2

F-4- s-ti Starter o,1rn for Inree-
 mOWr- -

before re setting can he done. The hinetallic t Pe can

N reset after it cook and proper investigation of the

cause has taken place. A commercial fui- oltage
starter is shov.n in Fig. 4-41.

Reduced-voltage starters are	 ed

types:

I. AutotransfOrtfler

2. Primary resistor
3. Wye-delta (or star-delta)

4. Part winding

Why use a reduced-vo)tae starter? in c o-mieciinz a
motor directly across the line, the in-rush 4saflingi
current may be on the order of five to teat times the
MI load current of the motor, This hc'n current often

will cause large line disturbances nd exce's stress
on components. ConnectiOns, and wirine. The baic

- principle of the reduced-voltage starter i to apci
some percentage of the line voltage  to start the

tor. After the motor starts to rotate. i: is suatched or

incremented to full line voltage, in the cro!ra'is-

former type, starting steps are usuilv 50. 65. or
percent of full voltage. it should be noted that at

reduced voltage, the output torque aailaHe is
reduced. This effect is important \en the motor
starting under a heavy load.

For e xample.

50 percent voltage t. the torque is IS rercen:.

65 percent oltage ti p . the torque i 42 percent.

80 percent voltage tap. the torque is 64 rercenZ.

(Note: Torque vases as the square of the voltage.
The circuit diagrrn in Fig. 4- 43, shss the contacts
of a reduced voltage autorransformer starter. The
two autotransformers are connected in open delta to
provide reduced-voltage starting. The 50 percent taps
have been selected for 25 percent starting torque.
Five start cop tactS S and three run contacts R are

required. The overloads have been Omittedfda
but ;ould be included and are always necessary. A
timing relay is operated bN the starter coettaclor. The
motor accelerate,- a l reduced ohage throu gh the S
contacts: after a fe predetermined seconds. the
timer contacts deenergizing the starter 15 con-
tactor and enercizinr the running tRi contactor. This
ako disconnects	 autc:ransfornter and puts fJ

line soltage on the rotor.
Figure 4-44 tru:es a resistor-ripe szcrxcr. Sim-

ilar to the autotranforiter type preiossly men-
tioned, it has the same sequence. After a preset time
the run contactor short-circuits the line resistors and

applies full line 'Voltage to the motor. This t
ype of

starting gives smooth acceleration, because the mc

Fig. 4-42 Fotl-oItgr mtSc nner fr.-',-rea.s Grt Ec-	 7,

Vfr Co.).	 flg 443 RednceC-vci'.r atc.'rrasfortrer t3r.cr.
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Li	 t3	 L2

Fig. 444 Resistor starter.

tor is never disconnected from the line, but is very
inefficient as a result of the high power loss in the
resistors during starting.

When using the ss-ve-delta (or star-delta) reduced-
voltage types, all three-phase motor windings (six
connections, T 1 -T6) must be available for connecting
to the starter as indicated in Fig. 4-45. Figure 4-45(b)
shows the equivalent start ciruit. This circuit is
achieved by closing the S contacts and the LC con-
tacts. After a preset delay, the S contacts open and
the D contacts close, and the LC contacts remain
closed. Figure 4-45(c) shows the equivalent run cir-
cuit. The S and D contacts are mechanically inter-
locked to prevent both from ever activating at the
same time. This tpe of startin g requires no extra
components as the previously discussed types do,
but the motor roust he made for this type of starting.
That is, all winding connections must be available.

The part uind(,i' rr.rtcr also requires that the mo-
tor rtv.0 all windin g s available (51.5 or nine connec-
tions. The rC. .r' six basic arrangements for this type

Li	 L2CL LL. CL
LC D 	 LC 0

of starting, and it is best understood by referring to
the diagrams and table of Fig. 4-46, in which the run
(R) Contacts and start (S) contacts are shown. The
common two-step circuit which is illustrated pro-
vides a starting current equal to about 65 percent of
the motor's normal locked rotor current for a starting
torque of about 45 percent. The equivalent circuit
connections for the table of Fig. 4-46 are shown.
The starter is designed so that when the Start con-
tacts are energized the part winding of the motor is
connected to the input lines. After about 4 s the
second set of windings is connected, and the motor
develops its normal torque.

The last type of starter we will investigate is the
reversing Starter. The reversing starter is, in effect,
two starters, of equal size, used for a given motor
application. To reverse direction of any three-phase
motor any two line connections are interchanged, as
with the drum switch of Fig. 4-40. It is a problem to
connect the two starters to the motor properly so
that the line feed from one starter is isolated from
the other. Either mechanical or electrical or both
types of interlocks are employed to prevent both
starters from closing their line contacts at the same
time. Figure 4-47 (p. 94) shows a commercial revers-
ing magnetic starter. Note in Fig. 4-48 (p. 94) that
only one set of overloads is needed to protect both
forward atd reverse connections. When the forward
(F) button is actuated, the normally closed F contacts
in the reverse circuit open, disabling the reverse start
circuit until the stop button is actuated. And the
converse is true for reverse (R) motion; note also the
R contacts in the forward circuit. The interlockine
described he electrical t y pe. Catastrophic failure
woul.i "'u r i , ooth sets of Contacts wc:e allowed to
clo	 L. th .ame time. As a dothle rrecution a
niehanically iuterlocking type of reversing !factel i

Li

JTt

Li

T5, T6Tit
T3	

L3	 L2

T2	 T3, T5	 12.T4

Eq. utent Start circuit	 Equivaent run Circuit

(S)	 (c)

Fig. 4-45 W ye-deli sta.-ter. (o) Starter circuit- i	 Wye connection. (c) Delta Ccr nneclion.	 .	 .•	 -. -
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tjed oraeos

.Tl.eTrroinalttnPaet
A B C

M2 Y ., A - 6 L,-ds	 17112113 11 13 19
1125'	 9 lead, O T? T2 13 Ii T3 19

1126	 9 leads 0 TI TB Ti TB T2 TB
213Yo..a 6 LdeTB TB Ti T3 T2 17

213Y	 9leeda 0 TB TB Ti 13 12 T7

213	 9 iedx 0 TI T4 TB 16 12 13

C	 B	 C	 E	 F,	 0 ccn.leCt terns.rlaS 4. 5. a-d 5 tcle:her at rotor lenin, box.

Motor leads	 0 onr,ect Lemmas 4 rd 5.6 ard 9.6 xrd 7 torther in rree
(see table)	 sepante 9355 Ct te'rnina.

C	 0
A

T2	 T8	 9	

5

BE	

XT2
-	 -	

Is T4ard TB. TB a.d T9,T6 	 17:

-	 -0 1* 14. 15. and t6 roçrne' a-: cx.	 ttce:r in net scara:e pa-9 -

-	 6Lrods-,.e	 9LeeJs-nyn	 9odx4et3
- -	 AA	 59	 -	 CC

D	
T1

-
_ T3 7 	

ATST4

T6 T4

	

T1 
T9	

2F

14 TB	 T̂I TB̂

	

 15	 12

12

0 To T4-T5 'sin 55.	 0 Ccrec p,,x as in CC

	

6 Le,ds-dea	 9 Leads	 9 Leeds-deita
D	 E E FF

Fig. 4-46 Part w inding starter.

available and is preferred by many designers and 	 26. If misaligned with its load, a solenoid will

technicians.	 not pull in or _______

REVIEW QUESTIONS	
27. A jammed plunger in an ac solenoid can

the cod.

25. The "stopped iron-clad solenoid" shown in
Fig. 4-35(d) is designed for increased mechanical

	

	 28. What is the maximum ON time for a 33 per-
cent duty cycle if the OFF time is 2 Min?
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Fig. 447 Magnetic reersin g star.cr
counesy Genera! Electric Co,

Fig. 4.32 Rc	 cs;r.g s:sr:er.

Li

LiLIJFI
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START
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	 R	 Coil	 OL CL
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4-6
TROUBLESHOOTING AND
'AIXTENANCE

Bas ' , tntr ,t. .rc he primary controls for most in-
dustrial equip cnt. ..bcça-jt . most of 1hse devices
are line-operated, Cxtreu c d safe trouble-
shooting techniques are ne.essarv. l3ecase of the
nature of these controls the anal ysis of an y problem
has to be brokei down as to whether it i' -lectrical
or mechanical. 1n some cases, problems may be
both. The line voltage may he 110. 220, or 440 V so
it is recommended that battery-operated test equip-
ment be used. A buddy s y stem is desirable when
controls are remote from the device they are con-
trolling. The best sequence of effective troubleshoot-
ing starts with a careful analysis of the problem. If
resistance measurements are to be made or if it is
necessary to disconnect leads, you must lock out
circuits and ta g them OFF for maintenance as a Stan-
dard safety practice. Occasionally, a problem may
be due to personnel. As long as people operate con-
trols that operate machines and processes, problems
that are not within the normal realm of troubleshoot-
ing techniques can arise. The y may be due to a mis-

uoderstanding or a lack of knowledge of the process.
Whatever the problem, it shuu!d he recognized and
handled carefully, efficiently, and as di!omatically
as possible.

Visual inspection of all external control !ight.
fuses, breakers, and connections is the first order of
business. Any unusual odors or signs of burnin g or
overheating should be investigated immediatel y, es-
pecially "here solenoids, transformers, and relay
coils are involved. A blown fuse or tripped circuit
breaker indicates the need to investigate, not merely
to replace or reset the protection device. Fuses are
temperature-sensitive, and therefore poor or loose
connections of their holders can cause a failure not
related to the existing circuitry. This is also true for
circuit breakers and especiall y thermal overloads
used for motor starters. Some overload units may be
on the same frame as the motor or processor and
thereby subject to constant vibration. This vibration
can cause connections to loosen and produce inter-
mittent Connections or overheating in high-current
circuits. Troubleshooting can be done with the power
on (/101) or with the power off (dead). In the orr
circuit, tht ohrnmter is one of the best ways to
check on:rjjy of a circuit. Parallel or branch cir-
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cults may iiãve to be disconnected to eliminateal-
terhate paths. Most toggle, slide, and snap-action
types of switches can be checked this way with good

results.
Rotary switches may make at some positions and

not at others, so careful testing is necessary. Clean-

in g can be done with a sharpened pencil eraser or

commercial spray, cleaners. Be sure to follow the
directions on the can. - Caution must be observed
because many contact cleaners are not safe to use
on plastics and should be avoided. Many of today's
switches have plastic parts, and instead of a simple
cleaning job, a major replacement may be required
if the wrong cleaner is used. Most ihurnbsvheel-type
switches can be checked with the aid of a schematic
or a table such as the one shown in Fi g . 4-6.

Keyboard types are best serviced with the use of
an oscilloscope since a serial-type code may be pro-
duced on actuation. Some ke yboards require whole
blocks of key replacements, althou gh others all.
individual keys to be replaced. The service literature
is the best aid in such circumstances.

Electropneumatic TDRs may develop leaks or bind
internally and usually require replacement- A short-
ened time-out can be due to a loss of fluid or gas, as
an increase in timing may be caused by dirt or grime
on moving parts. If at all possible remove the unit.
if cleaning-is indicated, to a vented hood, using the
manufacturer's recommendations 0-n cleaning.

Electromechanical T-DRs are, ver y susceptible to
mechanical wear and fatigue of movable parts and
'i-iced periodic lubrication- Some have covers to pre-
vent dust, dirt, or vapors from contaminating th
enclosure and should be replaced immediately during
maintenance.

Most solid-state timers are virtual!y maintenance-
free as far as their mechanical aspects are concerned.
But semiconductors do fail and must be replaced. If
the frequency of failures increases, the power supply
should be investigated. Chapter 5 discusses power
supply troubleshooting. Line transients (br

i
ef over-

voltage condition) are another common cause of
solid-state failures and should not be overlooked.

Relays should not hum or chatter when energized.
In the case of dc types, the power supply should be
checked first. The armature and gap should be free
of all dirt and grime. Oil should never he on any part
of a relay's magnetic Circuit because it attracts and
holds dust and dirt, which hinder the magnetic action
of the armature.

Most contacts are plated with special materials and
should not be cleaned with abrasive-type tools. such
as files or emery cloth. Excessive pitting, as in Fig.
4-14, requires replacement of the relay or its con-
tacts. Pitting may he due to failure of the suppression
network or a load change from the original design,
in which case a different suppression network may
berequired.

Reed relays are maintenance-free but do fail and
need replacement periodically. They are magnetic
devices and must not be subject to large stray mag-

netic fields; they have a low current capacity and
will not tolerate overloading. Low- supply voltage has
a great effect on all relays and should be the first
priority when doing checks with power on.

Solenoids are typically op-off, in-out, etc. devices.
Any deviation such as noncompletion of a full stroke
or sluggish operation should be investigated. Many
solenoids are attached to valves that control air,
water, oil, or other industrial fluids or gases. They
can appear almost any place in a control system and
are usually remotely controlled. Alternating current
solenoids may hum slightly: however, an excessive
hum usually indicates that the plunger is not seated
properly. Remember the coil may overheat, as shown
in Fig. 4-36, as the result of excessive current flow.
Cleanliness when dealing with any electromechanical
device cannot be overemphasized Also remember
to check the volta ge on the coil because it ma y it'.-

dicate a loose or intermittent connection and possibly
a bc voltage, which can cause poor actuation and
result in eventual failure of the unit. A check of the
dc resistance of coils is  good practice when looking
for an open coil. Remember that ac coils rely on
inductive reactance so their de resistance will be less
than that of an equivalent de type. A current probe
or clamp-on ammeter will give the best results to
verify the manufacturer's indicated ratings.

Rotary solenoids-are intermittent devices: if fail-
ures occur too frequentl, the current limiting or
timing network ma y be defective. For instance. if the
capacitor tC in Fig. 4-38b) is leaky. the transistor -
O! may shunt the l'.mieing resistor (Rj) and cause -

the coil to overheaL resulting in prethature failure.
Or an increase in The resistance of R. may cause the
rotary solenoid not to hold: a simple ohmmeter test
is best to verify this problem.

Common problems encountered with contactors
and starters are loose connections and grounds. Most
wiring to these devices is through conduits. Nicks
and scrapes on wire insulation that occur during in-
stallation may produce problems at a later date.
Grounding on one lead of a three-phase motor, as in
Fig. 4-39, may reduce its speed or torque or even
chan g e its rotation. When volta2e checking, phase-
to-phase volta ges, as well as phase-to-neutral mea-
surements. are necessary. Contacts used in starters
and contactors are available from the manufacturer
and should be replaced when excessive wear is de-
termined. These units should not hum, as discussed
in connection with solenoids, and often indicates im-
proper seating. .Along with checking the coil vclt-
a ges, look for loose parts or connections and dirt.
Dirt or grime in the armature gap will inhibit proper
seating and lead to excessive contact wear due to
low pressure. Looking at closed contacts will not
provide the necessary information, since contact
damage will not be apparent. As mentioned about
relays, most contacts are plated and should not be
filed. When contacts are pitted or worn, contact re-
placement is the best solution and may prevent a
failure at a future date.
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Thermal overloads are temperature-sensitive de-
vices, .just as fuses are. Therefore, cleanliness,
proper ventilation, and good solid connections are
very i poriant for efficient operation. Frequent trip-
ping of an overload may be the first indication of
motor damage, a load increase, or some sort of bind-
ing. A current measurement of the motor's line cur-
rent under load will be in order if no short circuits
in the wiring or motor are indicated.

Fuses and circuit breakers play an important role
in the safe operation of electrical equipment. A vio-
lent rupture of a fuse or instaneous tripping of a
breaker usually indicates a dead short or breakdown.
Checking for short Circuits with an ohmmeter is the
best procedure before reenergiz!ng the system. If a
breakdown is suspected, a Megger (a high-resistance/
high-voltage ohmmeter) test is one of the best but
should be used only if the suspected device can be
isolated from the circuit. Never overrate or override
a fuse or circuit breaker. Doing so may result in a
fire or other severe equipment damage. The most

CHAPTER REVIEW QUESTIOXS
41. What type of switch matrix is used for the

DTMF coding? Hexadecimal?
4-2. Name a contactless tspe of keyboard

switch.
4-3. Calculate the R and C needed across con-

tacts breaking I A at 25 V dc.
4-4. Draw a circuit that makes form C relay

contacts by using form A and form B contacts.
4-5. Would you expect more or less contact

bounce and chatter from a mercury-t ype relay?
4-6. \Vhat tne of relay uses a separate reset

coil?
4-7. Caution during cleanup of a broken

relay is a necessary safety practice.
4-8. Relay drop-out current is usually consider-

ably	 than relay pick-up current.
4-9. If the capacitor voltage of Fi g . 4-27 is zero,

the output is _______-
4-10. If pins 5, 6, and 7 are connected to the Out-

put bus on Fig. 4-28, and RC equals 10 ms, T equals

4-11. To operate in the astable mode, S 1 of Fig.
4-28 is left ________-

important aspect of good troubleshooting and main-
tenance is logical and sensible application of your
knowledge.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
29. Basic controls besides having electrical prob

lems may also have	 problems.
30. A	 inspection of all external controls

is the first approach to solving a problem.
31. In Fig: 4-27. if C were short-circuited what

symptom would result?
32. Excessive hum on an ac relay or contactor

may indicate what?
33. Filing pitt'ed relay contacts is a good mainte-

nance practice. (true or false)
34. Overheating in solenoids is the most com-

mon cause of their failures. (true or false)

4-12. What controls the delay of the magnetic-
h ydraulic breaker?

4-13. What can happen to a breaker that has not
been tripped for a long period?

4-14. If Q short-circuits in Fig. 4-38, the rotary
solenoid will _______

-'-15. If you were to put a pilot lamp into the cir-
ct'it of Fig. 4-41 to indicate control, should it be
connected across start, stop, O.L.s, or the coil?

4-16. If the oserloads trip in Fig. 4-48 in the for-
ward direction, will the motor stop or reverse di-
rection?

4-17. Increasing a solenoid's stroke will help it
to seat better. (true or false)

4-18. Refer to Fig. 4-39. If the ICR contact
failed to close, what would be the symptom?

4-19. What is the purpose of the N.C. R and F
contacts in Fig. 4-48?

4-20. Refer to Fig. 4-32. If any of the F1 fuses
opens, a	 may be short-circuited.

4-21. What is the primary difference between a
3AG and a European fuse?

ANSWERS TO RE VIE lIT QUESTIONS
1. zero, infJiitC 2. yes 3. 12 4. short-circuiting 5. thumbwhecl 6. snap-action 7. spring action 8. ac relay 
9. dc loads 10. stick or lock 11. single diode, ac power 12. B 13. both ac and dc 14. false, slows actuation
15. shorten 16. armature 17. interval 18. 1.0 Mil 19. fusing characteristics 20. RMS 21. temperature
22. so	 cc dual element 23. fat-acting 24. no instantaneous trip point 25. putt 26. seat 27. overhestburncut
28. 1 rain	 29. mechanical	 30. visual	 31. cannot triuger, inoperar.e 	 32. dirt'.' magnetic circuit
33. false 3-11. flue
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POWER SOURCES

This chapter deals with one of the more fun-
damental units in industrial electronics and
robotics. Poster sources are critical to am in-
dustrial ssstern. A ma!funcioning source is a!-
most sure to prevent normal ssstem opera-
tion. Practically all of the electronic circuits
used in industrial systems require direct cur-
rent (dc)for energization. This chapter exam-
ines modern dc sources, their principles and
characteristics, and troubleshooting tech- -
niques.	 -	 -

-	 - 5-1 '—	 -	 -
BATTERIES	 -

• Cells and batteries have long been important items
in industrial s ystems. Lately, they are increasing in
importance because of two major trends. The hrst is
the increasing amount and diversity of portable
equipment. Modern components and manufacturing
techniques have made it possible to create mobile
and portable equipment that formerly would not have
been feasible because of size and weight restriction 

S.

This portable equipment must often operate indepen-
dently of fixed power Circuits. The second major
trend is uninterruotible circuits and equipment.
These devices must continue to operate, or at least
retain important information, in the event of a loss
of primary power. Such devices are often said to be
battery-backed-up and are increasing as more digital
and computer systems are applied in the industrial
environment. A good example is an industrial control
system that stores important data in memory circuits
as it operates. These memory circuits may be backed
up by battery power in case of a failure of the main
alternating current (ac) supply. In this case, the con-
trol system can quickly resume proper operation
when the main supply is restored. Without backup,
restoration to normal operation could be very Com-
plicated because the system would have no way of
determining various data parameters and other con-
trol conditions at the time of the interruption.

A battery is made up of series, parallel, or series-
parallel combinations of electrochemical cells. Series

combinations sield more voltage than a single cell
can provide. Parallel combinations icid more am-
pere-hour (A - h) capacity than a single cell can pro-
side, and series-parallel can increase both voltage
and ampere-hour capacity. Cells are divided into ts o
broad categories: primary and secondary. A prin:cr
cell invokes an irreversible chemical change in the
cell structure upon discharge. This means that pri-
mary cells cannot be recharged. They are replaced
with new cells (or new batteries) "hen the y become
discharged.-A secondar, cell or batter,' also pro-
duces chemical change in the cell structure when it
is discharging. but -the chemical change is reversible.
Secondar, sources can be restored to a full-charge.
or nearlull-charge. condition b y passing a charging
curi-ent of the proper magnitude and duration through
the source in a drec:ion opposite to the discharge
current.	 -

Carbon Zinc Cell

Cells and batteries are usually identified by the major
materials used to build them. The carbon-zinc cell or
battery is a very inexpensive and therefore popular
primary type. They are often called dry cells since
the electrolyte is in paste form to prevent the leaks
and spills often associated with wet cells, in which
the electrolyte is in liquid form. In a carbon-zinc cell
(Fig. 5-1) zinc acts as the anode, the electrolyte is
ammonium chloride, and a carbon rod serves as the
positive contact. The ammonium chloride splits into
positive ammonium ions and negative chlorine ions.
The zinc anode dissolves in the electrolyte and gives
off positive zinc ions, leaving an excess of electrons
on the anode and the negative terminal shoss n in Fig.
5-1. The zinc ions combine with the chlorine ions
and form neutral zinc chloride. The ammonium ions
are repelled by the zinc ions going into solution and
migrate to the carbon electrode, where they pick up
an electron and split into ammonium and hydrogen
gases. This produces a deficiency of electrons on the
carbon electrode and positive terminal shown in Fig.
5-I. \\'hen an external load is connected, conven-
tional current flows from the positive terminal,
through the load, and into the negative terminal of
the cell.
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Fig 5. 1 Construction of a carbon-zinc cell.

During high discharge rates, the chemical action
of the carbon-zinc cell can cause the cell capacity to
fall off. The hydrogen gas that is formed collects on
the surface of the carbon rod. Hydrogen gas acts as
an insulator, and the resistance of the cell increases.
In this condition the cell is said to be polarized and
cannot deliver adequate current flow. Manganese
dioxide is added to the electrol y te to act as a depo-
larizer. It provides oxgen that combines with the
hydrogen gas to form Aater. However, the depolar-
zer vill not keep up with the hydrogen production

at high discharge rates. Therefore, carbon-zinc cells
may have to be rested to realize their expected am-
pere-hour capacity v, hen they are used in high-cur-
rent application:.

Carbon-zinc cells should not be stored for long
periods of time. Storage time is referred to as shelf
life and should not exceed I year. The electrolyte
tends to dry out, raising the internal cell resistance.
Another problem is that impurities in the zinc anode
will set up many local cells, and the resulting local
action deteriorates and depletes the cell. Shelf life
can be improved somewhat by storing carbon-zinc
cells and batteries at reduced temperatures

Alkaline Cell
The alka line-manganese cell (usually called alkaline
cell or alkaline battery) is constructed inside-out
when compared to the carbon-zinc cell and offers
considerable improvements. It is also a primary type
and cannot be recharged. A zinc rod in the center of
the cell serves as the anode, and the electrolyte is
an alkaline solution of potassium hydroxide and zinc
oxide, The Outer, positive electrode is cylindrical
manganese dioxide; which provides faster depolari-
zation because of the large surface area of the cyl-
inder. As a result, alkaline cells and batteries are

uetter suited to high-current applications. They
not require rest periods and can last sos , ral times

as long as equivalent carbon-zinc types. They gen-
erate 1.5 V per cell (as does carbon-zinc) and are
built with a button top that Contacts the positive
electrode and a bottom plate that contacts the zinc
rod. This makes their external appearance and po-
larity compatible with those of carbon-zinc cells.
They are more expensive to buy, but they may he
more economical-in the long run.

EXAMPLE

A size D carbon-zinc cell ssjtl proside 30 nt'. for
13 h. At this point, the cell voltage still have
dropped to 1.3 V which is usually considered the
discharged condition. A size D alkaline cell dll
preside 50 mA for 56 h before reaching the 1.3.V
cutoff. What is the capacity of the two cells?

SOLUTION
The ampere-hour capacity for the two types can
be calculated as follows

50m.-\ X 15h = 750mnA-h
= 0.75 A h

50 nt .'. X 36 h = 2800 mA - h
= 2.8 A - h

It is clear that the alkaline cell provides almost four
times the ampere-hour capacit y provided by the car-
bon-zinc cell. Alkaline cells also enjo y a longer shelf
life (about 3 vearsi and are less likel y to leak and
dama ge expensive circuits and equipment.

Lithium Cell

Lithium cells are available in several t pes. The con-
struction of a lithium thionyl chloride cell that boasts
the highest energy density available among primary
sources is shown in Fig. 5-2. The densities are as
hieh as 420 '.V- hK g and 800 mW hem 3 . Lithium cells
and batteries can be considered permanent compo-
nents in some electronic systems. Because of their
extremel y low self-discharge characteristics and their

Post!veter Inns'	 Egos5
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lop .fl 5 aloe
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Note: The 5,1mm iS immersed in electrolyte.
Fig. 5-2 Cortsiruclioa of a tithirrm thionvi chloride cell.
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	hermeticall) -sealed construction, their projected	 and current- is	 to the memory circai as

hel1life is 2reater than 10 year	 hen they are sred	 shown. Diode D2 is no reerse-biscd. a	 its leak-

	

at room temperature. They de ciop an open circuit	 ae	 normaUv in	 nanoampere (-.,A) ran-, and

potential of 3.68 V and a nominal orkin 3.4 V.	 can be ignored. If the main 5-V supply fails. D, Is

	

Figure 5-3 shows the discharge characteristics for 	 reerse-hiased. and Dc becomes forward-biased. A

•	 a size D lithium thionyl chloride cell. Notice the	 backup current flows as shown in Fig. 5-4. The

	

unusual voltage response for the first 0.1 h of oper- 	 backup volta ge will be approximately 3 V since D

	ation. With a 25-0 load (approximately 125 mA), the	 will drop 0.6 V vhen forward-biased. A value of

	

cell output drops to 1 \' and then recovers to 3.1 y	 3 V is adequate for data retention in the CMOS

	

after 0.3 h. This is called the transition period and	 RANI. The resistor is optional and is included to

	

may be an unacceptable characteristic because the 	 pre\ en: a high charging current through the lithium

	

transition minimum voltage may not be adequate to 	 cell in the event th: D7 short-circuits.

	

operate some systems. This type of cell is not gen-	 Another varia: 'n is the lithium-iodine cell. Its

	

erally used in high-current applications for this rca-	 construction 	 be seen in Fig. 5-5. It uses a lithium

son. Note, from Fig. 5-3, that the tr 	 raiaimum	 anode and a	 ne cathode. It is designed to b

	

oltage is about .4 V for a load of 3500 fl (app rox-	 permanentl' - icred onto a printed circuit beard

	

:nteiy I mA). Also note that the cell will de1ier	 (PCB). The i- ,-,e version does not have the ecergv

	

10.5 A h of energy when loaded this way. This is	 density of ftc type previously discussed. Ho'aever,

14 times the energy that can be realized from the
same size carbon-zinc cell! Figure 5-3 also shows

	

that the plateau voltage is extremely flat after the	 •.'

	

transition period ,and extends to over 50,000 h for a 	 5 V	
'	 c.Tos

	

load current of 200 microamperes (p.A). Fifty thou-	 D	
RAM

	sand hours equates to 5.71 years. It should be clear	 o	 i

v.hy lithium batteries and cells are attractive sources
for low-current applications such as memory backup
and as voltage references.	 I

	Figure 5-4 shows a typical backup circuit for a 	 3V L...... .S -
	complementary metallic oxide semiconductor ran- 	 1

dom access memory (CMOS RAM). When the main

	

5-V supply is available, diode D 1 is forward-biased,	 Fig. 54 Poerback-up fcc memory chip.
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Fig. 5.5 Construction of a lithium-iodine cell.

it is considered a quasisecondary source in that it is
capable of some recharging under conditions of low
reverse currents. The charging current is typically
limited to I rcA, The circuit of Fig. 5-4 can be mod- -
ified for a trickle charge of I l.LA by shunting D2 with
a high-value resistor. Since lithium-iodine cells de-
velop an open-circuit voltage of about 2.8 V and
since the drop across D 1 can be assumed to equal
0.6 V, the calculation for the resistor is straightfor-
ward:

- 5 - 0.6 - 2.8
liA

= 1.6 Mn

Figure 5-6 shows that the storage time for a lithium-
iodine cell is 100 y ears at room temperature Other
p rimary cells with industrial applications include the
lithiummanganese dioxide, mercury, and silver ox-
ide cells.

Nickel-Cadmium Cell
Secondary cells are often used in those cases in
which more current is required than in memory
backup and reference applications. The discussion
will be limited to two designs: nickel-cadmium cells
and gelled electrolyte types.

Nickel-cadmium cells and batteries are often re-
ferred to as ,ii-cads. A typical ni-cad cell is shown
in Fig. 5-7. It uses a potassium hydroxiOe electrolyte,
a cadmium and iron oxide negative electrode, and a
nickel hydroxide and graphite positive electrode.
They develop an almost constant 1.25 V per cell over
90 percent of their discharge cycle. The discharge
characteristics are shown in Fig. 5-8. Note that the
discharge capacity can range from 90 to 120 percent,

Sb-age time (years)

Seal
plate	 Positive terminalSpring

Cover plate -	 - Gasket

Casing
negative	 /

:erH'al)	 Negati
tab

Positive
Separator'

Negative electrode

Fig. 5.7 Conslruction of a nickel cadmium cell.

depending on the rate. A 0. IC rate indicates that the
current will he 0.1 limes the ampere-hour rating. A
size D ni-cad is rated at 4 A - h and kill actually
deliver 4.8 A - h (120 percent) when it supplies a
current of 400 mA (0.IC). The cutoff voltage is usu-
ally considered to be I V per cell. Ni-cads feature a
low internal impedance and are well suited to high-
current applications, including pulse applications,
where rather high currents must be supplied for short
periods. Due to their ability to supply high currents,
they must not be short-circuited becaune cell damage
or circuit damage may result. They are usually rated
for at least 500 charge-discharge cycles.

Ni-cads will retain 50 percent of their capacity
when stored for 3 months at 20°C. They may be
stored in either a charged or discharged condition.
Several cycles of charge-dischar ge may be required
after an extended storage period to restore normal
capacity. They may also require several deep cycles

Charge: Dl C  165
Discharge rates: 0.1, 1 C, 0.2 c_i c, 2 C
Temperature: 20'C
Discharge 1.0 V

Disci-rargeahin capacity (again,t nominal capacity) (%)
k ig. 5-6 Lithium-iodtoc cell storage time. 	 Fig. 5 .3 Nickel cadmium cell discharge characteristics.



(drained to 10 V per cell and then completely re-
charged) alter an extended number of shallow cycles.
A shallow cycle is a situation in which the cell is
recharged after it has delivered only a portion of its
rated capacity. Too many, shallow cycles may cause -
a "memory" effect, and the cell will tend to deliver
only that portion of its capacity that it remembers
deliv-ering. This effect, although interesting, is often
overrated, and ni-cad batteries containing three or
more series cells are more often damaged by overly
deep discharging. The individual cells are seldom
matched in capacity and the weakest cell uiil e\ en-
tually drop to 0 V and then become a load. When
this occurs, its polarity will reverse and permanent
damage often results.

Ni-cads can also be damaged by overcharging and
by rapid charging. For this reason, a constant voltage
source is not recommended. You may recall that a
constant voltage source is characterized bv a lou
internal resistance. Constant current is the preferred
charging mode, and a constant current source is char-
acterized by a high internal resistance. Aoltage
source can approximate a current source simply b
addition of a series resistor.

EXAMPLE

It is desired to charge a 12-\ ni-cad battefrQm

a 24-V source. Also assume that the charging rate

is to be th e-standard C.110 rate, at which the chare-
- ing current is found by dividing the ampere-hour

capacity tC' by 10. Find the value of the series
.resistor required.

SOL[JTIO.V
A C 10 rate vvill be 0.4 A for a 4-A h batterc. Th
resistor ivill hae to drop 12 V 24 - 12 at a

current of 0.4 A:

= 30 ci

The CI10 rate will require at least 14 It for full charge.
The battery will not completely recharge in 10 h since
no secondary source is 100 percent efficient. More
charging energy must be delivered to the battery than
its rated discharge energy. A C/10 rate is considered
very sale since the battery may be left on charge
indefinitely with no resulting damage due to over-
charge. Faster rates are possible, such as a C14 rate,

which will recharge the battery in 5 h. However, it
must be noted that a C/4 rate must not be applied to
a ni-cad for more than 6 h; ifit is, the cell temperature
will begin to

'
 ;se and permanent damage will result.

Special quick-charge ni-cads are available to
achieve a full charge in a minimum of 4 h. Special
charging circuits are often used with these types to
provide automatic cutback to a C/10 rate when full
charge is reached. The cutback is usually triggered
by a circuit that monitors cell voltage and cell tem-
perature.
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Gel Cell

Gel!ed.eleCt9lYtC cells (usually referred -to as gel-

cells) are close cousins to the lead-acid cells used in
automobiles. They enjoy a high output of 2.2 V per
cell, and their cutoff point is 1.75 \' per ,cell. They,
can be totally discharged v ithout any danger of dam-
age due to cell reversal. They use lead-calcium elec-
trodes and are completely sealed to operate in any
position. Ho' ever, they do require a one-way safety
sent in the event that cell pressure would exceed
some safe limit. They are capable of several hundred
c ycles and should not be charged indefinitely. even
at a CilO rate. They also should not be stored for
extended periods in a discharged condition. When
this occurs, permanent sulfation of the electrodes
will reduce capacity and eventually lead to cell fail-
ure. Gel-cells, like ni-cads, have a low internal resis-
tance and should not be short-circuited. They serve
well in high _current applications, although the d,liv-
ered capacity drops in these situations, and rest
periods may be required. The major dra y, back algal-
cells is their tendency to release hydrogen gas. This
is especially prevalent at high chargin

g rates. Hydro-
gen gas is extremely explosive. and this character-
itc precludes the use of gel-cells in some industrial
environments. -

HEI1EJI' UESTIO\'S

I. Which bread category of cells undergoes an
irreversible chemical chane during discharge?

2. Carbon-Zinc cells may require rest pedds	 -
when used at high discharge rates because of cell

3. Calculate how long an alkaline D cell 'a ill $up-
pl SO mA before reaching its cutoff voltage.

4. Which type of cell, under a condition of high
initial discharge, produces a minimum transition

oltage before reaching its plateau voltage?

5. It is desired to t rickle-charge a 2.8-V lithium-
iodine cell at 2 .rA from a 10-V supply. Using Fig.
5-4 as a guide, calculate the value for the resistor
that would be connected across D..

6. You wish to charge a 6-V. 2-A' h ni-cad ha:-
ti' at the C/10 rate. A 1-V constant-voltage
source is available. Calculate the series resistor.

5-2
RECTIFICATION

Rectification is the process of changing alternating
to direct current. Solid-state diodes have proved to
be very efficient rectifiers. Figure 5-9 shows a half-
wave rectifier Circuit that uses a diode (D) to change
alternating current to direct current. An alternating
voltage appears across the secondary of the trans-
former and forward-biases the diode every half cycle.
Current flows through the diode and the load resistor
only half the time and only in the direction shown.
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Fig. 5-9 Half-wave rectifier crcut.

Note the waveforms across the load (VRL) show in
Fig. 5-9. This waveform is called half-uave pulsating
direct current and shows one load pulse for every
cycle of the input. The wa% eform across the diode

1 'o) shows the reverse voltage peaks then the diode
is off. It also shows the diode loss, wh i ch is the
voltage drop across the diode when it is conducting.
For silicon rectifiers, this loss ranges from 0,7 to
I V and is directly related to load current.

The polarity of the rectified direct current can be
predicted by assigning a current direction through
:he load and then the drop acroaa the load. Figure
5-9 sho s conventional current fios in g do n
through the resistor: the re:or polarit y is therefore
positive at the top. Another wa y to predict polarity
is to observe that the cathode lead of the diode con-
tacts the positive end of the load. This :a aiway s the
case in an y rectifier circuit and is " od av to
predict load polarit y. If the diod- is .eversed, the
anode lead will contact the top of tte load, thus
making it negative. Since the bottom of the load
resistor is grounded and since ground is the normal
eference point, Fig. 5-9 can be considered a positive

supply as drawn and a ne gative supply if the diode
is reversed.

Half-wave rectifiers are not time-efficient since
they load the source only on every other azernation.
The extreme pulsation of load voltag e and current is
also considered a disadvanta ge. The pulsations can

be removed by filtering, but the process often causes
high-heating (root mean square [rms]) currents to
flow in the transformer secondary and in the rectifier.
Also, the unidirectional current flow in the secondary
biases the transformer core with a dc flux, and a
larger and heavier core may be required to avoid
saturation. Because of their disadvantages, half-
wave rectifiers are generally limited to low-power
applications. They are more attractive for rectifying
high-frequency square waves, for example, in
switch-mode power sup plies, which are covered in
section 5-7.

A full-wave rectifier circuit using a center-tapped
transformer is illustrated in Fi g . 5-10. It uses t% o
diodes and produces two load pulses for every cycle
of the input. The load waveform is called fd1-irate
pulsating d[rect current. When the top of the sec-
ondary is positive. D 1 is forward-biased, and load
current flows as shown the solid arrow in Fig.
5-0. Notce that only the top half of the transformer
secondary is conductin g . since D1 is now reverse-
biased. On the next altern.tion, D, is forward-biased:
load current flows as shcwn by the broken arrow.
and only the bottom half of the secondary is con-
ducting. In Fig. 5-10. Vp ill be equal to half the peak
secondary oltage since only half of the transformer
winding conducts at any given time. Note that the
top of the load resistor is positive and is in contact
with the cathodes of the rectifiers.

Fig. 5-10 Ft-ave (cent';-up) recafer ci'cuiz.	 a.N

0, 	 0,

j
ON :DiON__i cyc



The bridge rectifier . in Fig. S-Il is full-wave and
uses four diodes. It eliminates the need for a center
tap. When the top of the secondary is positive, D1

and D, are forward-biased, and current flows as
shown by the solid arrow. When the bottom of the
secondary is positive, D) and D4 are forvard-biased,
and current flows as shown b the broken arrow.
Once again it is seen that the positive end of the load
is in contact with the cathodes of the rectifiers. The
load waveform in Fig. 5-I1 is dra\n as negative-
going. Compare it to the load waveform .shown in

Fig. 5-10. The reason for the difference is that Fig.
5-11 is a negative supply. The positive end of the
load is grounded. The circuit can be changed to a
positive supply by re\ ersing all four diodes or by
changing the ground connection to the negative end
of the load. The waeform shown in Fi g . S-Il is sshat
would he seen on an oscilloscope if all conditions

ere normal. i\arntOl means that the instrument
ground is connected tç' the circuit ground. and a
negative voltage caues a do\\n\\ard deflection on

the oscilloscope screen.
The center-tap and bridge circuits both seem to he

capable of the same performance. However, there
are several differences. The bridge circuit uses two
diodes conducting in series. The diode losses will
therefore be twice as great. A t ypical diode-loss in

solid-state rectifier cicuits is I V per diod
e . Th

e
re- -

fore. Vill he lost in the bridge circuit and nnly
- .1 V in the center-tap circuit. This is significant in

• low-voltage supplies, and the center-tap circuit may

; be peferred in those applications. One advant32e of
the bridge circuit is that it requires only half as rr.an
secondary turns to develop an y g iven voltage. Using

half as man y turns results in a less bulk tranfornier
even though larger wire v, ill he required because the
entire secondary must conduct on both alternations.
Another advantage of the bridge circuit is that the
rectifier diodes are subjected to half the peak in ere
voltage (PIV) when compared to the center-tap cir-
cuit. Because of these differences, the bridge circuit
is generally preferred at higher voltages and the cen-
ter-tap circuit at lower voltages. Howeer, in prac-
tice, both circuits will be found operating over a
broad range of voltages.

Figure 5 . 12 summarizes five important rectifier cir-
cuits. It lists their average dc output voltage (V0),
PJV per diode, rms riiC voltage, and ripple fre-
quency and shows their output waveforms. Notice
that the average dc output voltage is lo

w
es t for the

half-wave circuit and is only 45 percent of the rms
input voltage. Also notice that the ripple voltage is
the highest, at 54 percent of the rms input voltage.
This makes the percentage of ac ripple very high for
the half-wave supply. The percentage of ripple in the
output voltage is given by
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This high ripple percentage emphasizes one of the
disadvantages of the half-wave rectifier circuit.

Fi gure -l2 also shows too three-phase rectifier
circuits. These circuits are very popular in industrial
equipment and have several advantages over the sin-
ale-phase circuits already discussed. Note the low

rms rippe voltages for the three-phase circuits. For

example. in the ca se of the three-phase bridge circuit:

ripple, ci 	 g' x 100 -L.
= 4.22ci

This lo percentage of ripple shows that the output
of three-phase rectifiers is a much more pore form
of direct current than is provided by single-phase

circuits. Fi gure 5-13 shows wh y. The waveform for

theliae . :o-neutral circuit is sho'.vn in Fig. 5-13(a).
Three sine a.es are drawn 120 electrical degrees

a p art. The negative alternations are shown as broken
lines and are eliminated in the line-to-neutral circuit.
The resriting ripple is formed h the posit ; '. e alter-

na:ions only. Figure 5. 13(b) shows that the ttegati\e
alternations are folded up to the positi\e part of the
graph by the three-phase bridge circuit, resulting in

a very small ripple oltage.
Ts o popuiar multiphase rectifier circuits are

sho.va in Fig. 5-14. The six-phase star circuit (Fig.

5.-l4jn)) has- a small (4.22 percent) ripple cen:ent and
a ripple frequency equal to six times the line fre-
quency The caph sho.s six output pulses for one

c.cle of put. A six-Phase bridge ou1d achiee
e en Ie-s riple con:ent and a ripple frequency equal
to 12 times the input frequency. Figure 5-l .! 'h) is a
three-phase double ve with an interphase trans-
former. Agaii. :1-c ri:pe percentage is oni;. CII
cent, and the ri pple irequnce	 is six times the

frequency.
Multiphase rectifiers have low ripple percentages

and high ripple frequencies. These are both adan.
tares. Another advantage, especially in high-current
supplies, is the low rectifier-cell ratios found in mul-
tiphase supplies. The cell ratio is the comparison of

rectifier current to load current. For example, in a
single-chase half-wave circuit the cell ratio is 1.00
since the sinele diode must conduct the entire load
current. A sincle-phase full-wave circuit shows a cell
ratio of 0.5 because any diode is on half the time.
Three-phase circuits have cell ratios of o.h 0.333,

and the six-phase circuit shovn in Fi g . 5-1-ta) sho\;s
a cell ratio of only 0.167. Small cell ratios relax the
current ratings for individual diodes used Li rectifier
serb ice.

Rectier diodes must be derated according to case
temperature and service. The curves in Fig. 5-15

show that these diodes must be derated at tempera-
tures above ISO C. The diodes must also be derated

-	
ge dc output as fraction of Input

Ripple voltage as fraction of input voltace
voltagenpple. % =	

x 100
avera 

=	 x 100

120%
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Fig. 5-Il Full-wave (bridge) rectiiier circuit. 	
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Fig. 5.12 Summa of rectifier circuits.
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Fig. 5.14 Multiphase rcctier circuits. (e) SL-phase star circuit.
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Fig. 5-13 Three-phase ripple voltage.

according to the type of circuit in which they are to -
- be used. This is due to the heating effect of pee

current. Power dissipation varies as the square of th
current (P = 12R), and the hi gh-currei amplitude
associated with pulse waveforms creates more heat
loss in diodes than is indicated b the aerage cur-
rent. A diode is capable of its greatest 1srward cur-
rent at direct current (no pulsation) and is least for-
ward current in six-phase star service (the narrowest
puls e). The curves show that the same diode can
support 12 A in single-phase service and only 8 A in
six-phase service up to 150 5C. However, do not for-
get the cell ratios. A single phase full-Lave circuit
shows a cell ratio of 0.5, and the six-phase star shows
a cell ratio of 0.167. This means that six diodes of
the type shown in Fig. 5-15 could prove a dc load
current of up to 47.9 A [(1/0.16 7) x 8)] in six-phase
star service, and two diodes could supply up to
4 A [(1/0.5) x 121 in single-phase, full-wave service.

In actual practice, they would not be called upon to
deliver their maximum currents as most circuit de-
signers derate manufacturer's specifications to ap-
proximately 70 percent for good reliability.

You may be curious about the dc cwve shotan in
Fig. 5-I5. Since we have investigated the use of
diodes to rectify (change alternating to direct cur-
rent), the purpose of this curve may not be readily
apparent. In addition to rectification, 6Wdes can be
used to isolate one circuit from another. Two dc
power supplies can be used in parallel to supply
current to a load when one supply ca'scot provide
adequate current. Diodes in the output lines to the
load prevent either supply from delivering a current

C

160

Maxiowrfl tnt terOtitult (CI

Fig. 5-I5 Diode deritirg according to temperature and service.
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to the other suppl y. This is an example of diode
isolation and indicates one example where diode dc
ratin gs ouid be appropriate.

The tv o most obvious rectifier diode specifications
are their average forward current rating and their
Pi\' rating. Others include the following:

I. Physical characteristics (mounting details, etc.)
2. Thermal characteristics
3. Power dissipation
4. Recovery, time
S . Transient volta ge rating
6. A\  alanche rating
7. Current surge rating

Recovery time is a measure of how quickly a diode
can stop conductin g when suddenly reverse-biased.
It takes time to sweep the carriers from the junction
region, and high-frequency rectifiers must have a
rapid recovery time or circuit efficiency will suffer
and diode heating will be a problem. The transient
voltage rating is a measure of the amount of nonre.
petitive voltage stress a diode can withstand. It is
especiall y useful in industrial environments in which
large inductive loads are being switched. The ava-
lanche characteristic occurs in controlled-avalanche
rectifiers, in shich excess voltages can be expected
to produce predictable (controlled) results Noncon-
:rotled avalanche often results in the rectifier's being
destroed. Finall y. current surge ratings are nonre-
petItzc current demands and are especially impor-
tant s'hen capacitor-input filters are used, as dis-
cussed in the next section.

REI e1EIIT QUESTIOVS

7. Refer to Fig. 5-9. Assume no diode loss and
an rms secondary output of 50 V. Calculate the av-
erage dc voha ge across the resistor. Hint: Refer to
Fig. 5-12.

8. Again use Fig. 5-9 and the same assumptions
as in question 7. Calculate the ac ripple voltage
across the resistor.

9. Is the circuit of Fig. 5-10 a positive supply or
a negative supply with respect to ground?

10. Refer to Fi g . 5-10. Assume no diode loss and
an rms secondary output of 30 V across the entire
winding. Calculate the average dc voltage across
the resistor.

11. Again use Fig. 5-10 and the same assump-
tions as in question 10. Calculate the ripple voltage
across the resistor and the percentage of ripple.

12. Refer to Fig. 5-I1. Assume a per-diode toss of
I V and a 10-V (rms) secondary. Calculate the av-
erage dc output voltage.

13. V.y k the diode in Fig. 5-15 rated up to
19 A in dc service and only up to 8 A in six-phase
star service?

5-3	 -
FILTERING
Except for applications such as weldin g , electroplat-
ing, battery charging, and motoring, the output of
single-phase rectifiers contains too much ac ripple.
A filter circuit will he needed to smooth the pulsating
waveform and make it more like pure direct current
(a straight line). Figure 5-16 shows some power sup-
ply filter circuits. They are used between the rectifier
output and the load. They are examples of low-pass
filters since they are designed to pass direct current
(0 Hz) and to block the ac ripple (some multiple of
the line frequency).

Figure 5 . 16 shows that power supply filters may
be divided into two broad categories: capacitor input
and choke (inductive) input. The capacitive input
types are shown in Fig. 5-16(a). The rectifier output
would be connected at the left of the circuits drawn.
The left represents the input side of the filter. Notice
that the filter input contains a shunt capacitor. Also
notice that in Fig. 5-16(b) the inductive input filter
types show a series coil (choke) at the filter input.
Supply performance is affected by whether the input
component is a capacitor or a choke.

Capacitor input filters draw large current pulses
from the rectifiers and from the transformer second-
ary. The y produce a high load voltage when little
current is drawn and much less voltage when full
load is reached. This makes their voltage regulation
poor. Voltage regulation is calculated as:

Percent regulation	 x tOO
VFL

where A V = change in voltage from no-load to
full-load

VFL = full-load voltage

EXAMPLE
Suppose the output of a power suppl y drops from
13 V at no-load to 11 V at full-load. Find the per-
cent regulation.

Load	 J1 C	 Load

(a) Capact,e inpa

	

L.L	

Load	 load_77T9
(0)	 inpat

Fig. C-ia Pcv.rr aUpiy iUr trta.
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SOLUTION

Percent regulation	 V	 13—I1

= VFL =	 11

	

=	 X 100

= 18.2%

Choke input filters lengthen the rectifier and trans-
former conduction time. This decreases the heating
effect in these components for any given value of
load current. The y also show a lower output voltage
and better voltage regulation when compared to the
capacitor input types. In spite of these facts, the
single-capacitor filter, shown in Fig. 5-16, has be-
come very popular. The weight, size, and cost of
inductors have eliminated them from most solid-state
power supply designs. It is now possible to build
supplies with adequate characteristics without using
filter inductors because of the excellent current rat-
ings of solid-state diodes, the improvements in elec-
trolytic capacitors, and the performance of modern
voltage-regulator circuits. Inductors are more attrac-
tive at high frequencies where far less core is re-
quired. Switch-mode power supplies use frequencies
in the tens and hundreds of kilohertz, and filter in-
ductors are employed in these designs. This topic is
covered in section 5-7.

The full-wave, center-tapped circuit in Fig. 5-17(a)
has a single capacitor filter in parallel with the load.
The voltage waveform across this parallel combina-
tion (Fig. 5- l7hfl shov, s that the capacitor charges
to the peak value of the ac input (1.41 x If
the capacitor is lar ge enough, it will hold the load

v,	 c>LOd

Cu)	 -T

-a.

Cup5citor dwherge

1 41 V,, -------

Ca)	 /	 \ /	 \ f	 \ /	 Appe

'H	 ---

Current suppLied Z.
sepacitor Sed

Current	 0,

(a) 

C.irreflt in D
Fig. 5-17 F	 u.e rf r	 a capu.iiti;e itrt filter. (a) Rc-
uSer circuit. )b) Voltazt across the capacitor. (cl Current in
D,(dCurrent indie,e D.

voltage near this peak value over the period f the
half cycle until the next rectifier pulsecomes s))ng.
The capacitor has eliminated snost I the ac ipple
across the load. The remainin. rippkis dcsc•-.,led
as t V. and resembles a	 t.avcform fl
current waveforms (Fig. 5-17[cj and [r i fl iI C . that
the rectifiers conduct for only short periods of Lime.
Of course, the transformer secondary current i. also
of a pulse nature. The amplitudes I the cu rent
pulses are about five times greater than the load
current in a typical power supply of tis type. The
heating effect is much greater for pulse-type v -ive
forms, and the components must be derated v hen
capacitor input filters are used. For example, the
transformer in this circuit should not be expect -'d to
deliver more than 80 percent of its rand currer

The current pulses can be understid by eliamin-
ing the waveforms in Fig. 5-17. '1 he stored voltage
across the capacitor keeps both diodes ieverse-
biased most of the time. Neither die will begin
conducting until the peak secondary voltage exceeds
the capacitor voltage by about 0.6 V This 0.6-V
difference is required to collapse the iliode depletion
region. At the time of turn-on, the diode supplies
charging current to the capacitor and some current
to the load. The diode continues to conduct until the
secondary voltage reaches peak. It sluld bc 'clear
that the diode current is relatively shut in duration
under these conditions and that extra ess is placed
on some power supply components. Extra voltage
stress is also created in three-phase rectifier circuits.
The Ply is increased from 2.45 x V_,, to 2.82 x
V, with a capacitive input filler.

Selecting the capacitance for a simple filter as
shown in Fig. 5-17 depends on thee tors: ripple
frequency, load current, and aluablc ripple volt-
age. It is accomplished by

C
	

T

"here C = capacitance, F
I	 load current. A

V	 peak-to-peak ripple, V
T = ripple period,

EXAMPLE
Suppose a capacitor is needed for a 10-A power
supply. Also assume that the supply is full-wave,
runs from the 60-Hz single-phase acbne, and ma
have 1-V peak-to-peak ripple. Find the value of the
capacitor.

SOLUTION
The ripple frequency is twice the line frequency
in this case, and the period ma y be found by

= 5.33 ins
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2.82 V-

LV.	

:

Fig. 5-IS \.ge rn1ir. ()Hatf-sase doier. b) Fdll-'a' e

Now the capacitance can be found by

• C=X8.33X10

	

= 0.0833 F	 -

-	
= 83,300 1aF

There are two other important capacitor ratings.
The first is the voltage rating. Forsafety, the voltage
rating must be somewhat greater than the peak SCC-

ondary voltage. The second rating is the current Ca-
pability of the capacitor. The capacitive ripple cur-
rent (for an input capacitor) is approximately 2.5
times the load current. This amounts to 25 A for the
previous example. This ripple current heats the ca-
pacitor. Heating shortens the life of the capacitor.
and this factor must be taken into account for good
reliability.

Voltage Multipliers

Capacitive filters also lead the way to voltage mul-
tipliers.IFigure 5-18(a) is a half-ave doubler. As-
sume the first alternation makes the top of the sec-

ondary neaative. This will forward-bias D 1 , and C
will be charged to the peak secondary voltage. The
next alternation will forward-bias D2 . and the stored
charge across C 1 will series add with the secondary
voltage. Also, C-, will be charged to twice the peak
secondary voltage. The load will see a peak voltage
of 2 x 1.41 = 2.82 \',. The ripple frequency is
equal to the linefrequency, since C, and the load
receive a line pulse once per cycle.JThe full-wave
doubler in Fig. 5-18(b) provides tv.oline pulses per
cycle. Capacitor C 1 is charged through D 1 to the peak
secondary voltage, and C2 is charged through D2 to
the peak secondary voltage. The capacitors are in
series, and the load sees twice the peak secondary
voltage. Both capacitors are in the load circuit, and
both alternations pulse the load; thus full-wave op-
eration is realized and the ripple frequency is twice
the line frequency.

The half-wave doubler in Fi
g . 5-18(a) is safer in

some applications because it allows one side of the
ac source to be grounded. Neither side of the ac
source may be grounded in the full-wave doubler
circuit. Grounding the chassis is possible in line-
operated equipment (no on-board isolation trans-
former) with the half-wave doubler and can prevent
a "hot" chassis and ground loops. This topic is cov-
ered in more detail in a later section of this chapter.

Voltage doublers can provide a dc voltage that is
nearly three (2.82) times the ac input. Their output
drops rapidly .under load, however, and double the	 -
tins input is normal under orkine conditiods; They
are noted for poor - voltage regulation) Figure 5.49
shou s that high-order volta ge multiplication is also
possible; C 1 is charged through D 1 to the peak Olt-
age 1 Then C2 is charged through D. with C1 series
aiding the secondary voltage. Now C3 is charged
through D3 , and capacitors C l and C. series aid the
secondary. Thus, a voltage equal to three times V is
available at the cathode of D. If the circuit shown
in Fig. 5-19 is to be used to supply any of the evenly
multiplied voltages (2V, 41 7, 61). the ground will
have to be moved to the top of the secondary. fin
theory, any multiplication factor is possible. In prac-
tice, circuit efficiency limits high-order multiplication 	 -
to very-low-current applications such as in cathode-
ray tube supplies.

I V	 3V	 5V	 7V

ccnneci.GnS	 <I

Fig. 5-19 High-order voltage multiplier.
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REVIEW QUESTIONS
14.A power supply develops 48 \' at no-load

and 40 V at full-load. Calculate its regulation.
15. Which broad category of power supply filte

develops a hi gh no-kd output voltage-,
16. Which broad category of power suprly.Ite

is noted for poor voltage regulation?
17. Which broad category of power supply flute

causes high peak rectifier current?
18. Refer to Fig. 5-17. Assume no diode loss, a

very small load current, and a 30Vr secondary.
Calculate the dc load voltage.

19. What will happen to the dc load voltage cal-
culated in question 18 if the load current increases?

20. What will happen to the percentage of ripple
in the circuit of question 18 if the load current in-
creases?

5-4
VOLTAGE REGULATION
Voltage regulation is the ability of a power supply
to hold its output potential constant under conditions
of changing line voltage, temperature. and load cur-
rent. Some industrial circuits are critical and demand
voltage regulation of less than I percent. These cir-
cuits wilt require power supplies with voltage regu-
lators.

Line voltage varies with demand. A brounont is a
condition in which the demand is so high that the
power company is forced to reduce the line voltage
intentionally to protect its equipment. Industrial cus-
tbmers are not protected from brownouts and may
even experience a greater reduction in line voltage
than residential consumers.

When line voltage is abnormally low, the output
from a power supply will also tend to be low. The
ability of a power supply to hold a constant output
over a range of line input voltage is termed line reg-
ulation. One way to achieve line regulation is to use
a ferroresonant power transformer. These transform-
ers are designed with separate core windows for the
primary and secondary windings. They have two
magnetic circuits: the main flux path and the shunt
flux path. The main flux path couples the primary
and secondary Circuits. The secondary circuit is
tuned to resonate at the line frequency by connecting
a capacitor across a part of or all of the secondary.
The value of this capacitor is several microfarads in
60-Hz supplies. The Q of the tuned circuit is high
enough to cause large circulating currents that satu-
rate the core its the main flux path. Saturation is a
decrease or increase in magnetizing force that is not
accompanied by a corresponding change in flux den-
sity. With the main flux path saturated, line voltage
fluctuations will not change the main flu.\ Ucusity,
and the secondary voltage will remain constant. 01
course, if the primary voltage drops too tow, the core

can come out of saturation, and the secondary volt-
age will drop.

The shunt magnetic flux path in a ferroresonant
transformer is prevented from saturating by air gaps
placed in its magnetic circuit. Air has a much higher
reluctance than transformer iron, and this character-
istic 1irnits the flux in this part of the magne:ic zrcai:.
If a greater demand is placed on the secondary cir-
cuit, the Q of the secondary tuned circuit is reduced,
and therefore the circulating currents are also de-
creased. Since the shunt path is linear (nonsatu-
rated), it can respond to this change, and a decrease
in flux results. With fewer lines of force in the shunt
circuit, the main flux density can increase; more en-
ergy is transferred from primary to secondary to
make up for the increased demand on the secondary
circuit. Thus, the ferroresonant transformer a!so reg-
ulates for load changes. Unfortunately, the size,
weight, and cost of these transformers eliminate
them from many designs, but they are counted
among the most reliable voltage regulators available.

A more common way to achieve line and load
regulation is to use a separate regulator circuit after
the power supply filter. In Fig. 5-20, a simple regu-
lator uses a zener diode (D) in shunt with the load.
As long as the zener operates in its constant voltage
region, the toad voltage will also remain constant.
Zener diodes can generate noise (especiall when
opering near the knee) so that a capacitor is often
included in this circuit to bypass the noise from the
load. This circuit will operate properly over a range
of load and line conditions. If the unregulated input
voltage drops too low, the zener will stop conducting
and re gulation %v ill be lost. If the load dema-'d goes
too high, the drop across series resistor R 'viii in-
cr'ase .o the point where the zener stops conducting.

Zener
¼ flee

ZenerConstant I 
I,,

Charecteste

.

A

rj
npiis	

-

-'	

Lovs

Fig. :-u S: -.7t refer regua:er.
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:
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and once again regulation will be lost. Another prob-
1cm is that the safe zener dissipation may be ex-
ceeded if the load demand drops to zero or if the
unregulated input voltage goes too high.

The regulator circuit of Fig. 5-20 is limited to low-
power applications. A few simple calculations will
illustrate why.

EXAMPLE
Suppose a regulated 15 V at 2 A is required and
the unregulated input is 20 V

S OL UTI OX
The zener current is often set at half the load
current in this design so it should be I A. Ohms
law is used to calculate the required series resi-
tor R. It will conduct the load current plus the
zener current (2 + I = 3 Al and will drop the
difference between the input oltage and the load
voltage :20 - 15 = 5 V:

a
3

= 167(1

The zerser dissipation will be equal to its voltage
drop times its current. However, if there , is any
possibility that the load current can drop to zero
the diode-will have to conduct all of the current-

-	 p=%.xi
--	 =15x3

-

A 45-W zener diode is unacceptable because of it
cost, and the efficiency of the circuit is poor when
the load current is low. This is hy the shunt zener
regulator is limited to lo-poer applications.

Figure 5-21 shows positive and negative regulators
that are an improvement over the shunt circuit. In
Fig. 5-21(a) a zener diode and an NPN transistor
form a positive voltage regulator. The transistor i
called a series pass transistor in this application: It
passes the load current from collector to emitter. The
zener is used to regulate the base voltage of the
transistor. Regulating the base voltage also regulates
the emitter voltage if we can assume a constant base.
emitter drop in the transistor. If the emitter voltage
is re gulated, then the load voltage is also regulated
in Fig. 5 .21. The current gain of the transistor greatly
relaxes the zener dissipation. If we assume a gain of
50 from the base to the emitter and a load current of
2 A, the base current will be 40 mA (2150). Now the
zener current can be set to half this value, or 20 mA.
If we again assume a 20-V unregulated input and a
15-V zener, resistor!? is now

5
B -

83.3 ci

Noice that the re sistor is much larger than in the
shunt reoulator. Once again, the worst-case zener

Fig. 5-21 Sies pa;s Cir:WtS.

dissipation occurs if the load current drops to zero.
In the case of Fig. 5-21, with no-load current there
can he no emitter current and no base current. The
zoner will now conduct 60 mA for a dissipation of

P=15.xO.06
-	 =0.9W

Nos this is far more acceptable. The cost of the
zener is reasonable, and circuit efficiency is much -
better at low load currents. The circuit can also be
arranged for regulating negative voltages. This is
shown in Fig. 5-21(b). Note that the zener is reversed
and that the series pass transistor is a Pa's'P device.

The shunt circuit of Fig. 5-20 and the series pass
circuits of Fig. 5-21 will not develop the same load
voltages with a 15-V zener diode. The series pass
circuit wilI have a lower output since the pass tran-
sistor will show some drop from base to emitter. This
is usually 0.7 V in a silicon transistor that is con-
ducting moderate currents. Therefore, the load volt-
age can be expected to be 0.7 V less than the zener
voltage in Fig. 5-21. However, at high load currents
the base-to-emitter drop is going to be greater. A
series-pass transistor that is conducting 5 A will show
abase-emitter voltage closer to 1.2 V, and the output
voltage will then be 1.2 V less than the zener voltage.
So the problem with the circuits shown in Fig. 5-21
is that the no-load to full-load voltage will drop a half
volt or more in a 5-A supply. This amount of voltage
change may not be acceptable in some applications.

A feedback regulator with better performance is
shown in Fig. 5-22. The output is sampled by the
voltage divider B 2 and R 3 , and some portion of the
load voltage is fed back to the base of Q2, which acts
as an error amplifier. The feedback voltage is com-
pared to the zener voltage, which acts as a reference.
Any error between the two voltages is amplified and
used to reduce the error. Suppose the load voltage
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I

Ufl,,!

Fig. 5-22 Feedback regulator.

in Fig. 5-22 is 15 V and that R2 = R 3 . They will
divide the 15 V in half, and therefore the base voltage
Of Q2 will be +7.5 V with respect to ground. If the
zener is a 6.8-V Unit, the emitter of Q2 will be +6.8
V. The base-emitter bias of Q2 will therefore be 0.7
V (7.5 - 6.8), and there will be moderate emitter
and collector current in Q2. ResistorR 1 conducts two
currents: the base curtent for Qi and the collector
current for Q2. Now, suppose the load demands more
current. As always, this will tend to make the output
voltage drop. This drop will reduce the base voltage
of Q .. The emitter voltage is constant because of the
zener. and now there will be less voltage from base
to emitter in Q. As V,, decreases. so must base
current I. As Ir, decrease. so must collector current
I,. Finally, with Q-, demanding less collector current.
R i can supply more current to the base of Q and
turn it on harder. When a series-pass transistor is
turned on harder it has less resistance and will drop
less voltage from collector to emitter. In Fig. 5-22. if
V, in Q l drops, more of the unregulated input volt-
age must drop across the load. Thus, the lood voltage
has been stabilized by the feedback.

The application of feedback achieves good soltage
regulation. It also provides ripple rejection since rip-
ple is also an error in output voltage. Feedback is
the basis for most regulator designs. It is based on
sampling the output and comparing it to some ref-
erence. Any change in output. including ripple, is
amplified by an error amplifier. The error amplifier
then controls a series-pass transistor to eliminate
most of the error. If the output is low, the pass
transistor is turned on harder. If the output is high,
the pass transistor is turned an less. Using feedback,
it is possible to build regulated supplies that show no
significant change in output over the full range of
load currents and over some range of the unregulated
input. It should be emphasized that in circuits such
as that in Fig. 5-22 the unregulated input must he at
least 2 V greater than the regulated load voltage.
Otherwise, the pass transistor will saturate, and con-
trol will be lost.

The regulation and ripple rejection of a feedback
regulator is related to the gain of the error amplifier.
A high-gain error amplifier will provide very good
regulation and ripple rejection. However, the accu-
racy of the output can be no better than the accuracy

of the reference voltage. Some power suppli' use
an integrated circuit zencr diode in place of :.:t or-
dinary zener diode. These integrated circuits ale also
called reference diodes and provide a mtrdi :)Ore
accurate reference voltage. For exampic, an L •r nary
zener 6.9-V shunt regulator will show a "-mV
change n output when its input changes 10„---nt.
An equivalent IC zener, the LM129, will sIas•.. only
a 180-1jV change under the same conditions. ' 1 ” e IC
references arz also more temperature -staht. U a or-
dinary zener references. The schematic symbol used
to represent a reference diode or IC zener is th, ame
as the ordinary zener symbol. The package::'. v be
a small type such as the TO-92 with two leads. hus,
it is possible to misidentify an IC reference it..l re-
place it with an ordinary zener. This will caus. "on-
siderable degradation in the accuracy of the ('tput
voltage.

Integrated circuit voltage regulators that cr. 'lain
the reference circuit, the error amplifier, thc pass
transistor, and protection circuits all in one pckage
are available. Figure 5-23 shows how easy th ... ..de-
vices can be to apply. In the schematic diapta tFtg.
5-23[c]) three connections are made between tl un-
regulated source and the load. The capacitor . may
not be required in some applications. Capaci'r C1
is needed only if the regulator is located som dis-
tance from the main filter capacitor. This is lIt case
'.vith on-card regulators An on-card system es a
separate regu l ator on each printed circuit caid io, lieu
of one large main regulator. Capacitor C, i nay be
required to improve the response of the reguhtcrr to
transients. Three terminal regulators, are avitilaHe in
small packages (such as the TO-92) and i n Iirger
packages such as the TO-3 and TO . 220, as shown in
Fig. 5-23(a) and Fig. 5-23(b). Grounding :he case or

Grord

G GIn,
rourd

Oat

at	 (5)

InVottae	 Out

Uuued	 . ITcr	 ound	 Lod

Mount hvS!COI!Y close to !C regu!a:or

Hg. 5-23 intearated voltage regulator. () 'FO-3 package. (hr TO-

220 paoko;a. (eS Reeutaor circuit.
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-	 As the load demands more and more current, the

L+
+

  

drop across R will continue to increase and turn the
pass transistor on harder. Figure 5-24 shows that the

	

-	 polarity of the drop across R is correct for forward-

	

In Voltage	 Ot	 biasing the base-emitter juncrion of the PNP transis-
Unregulated	 reçula Of

______	
tor. A similar circuit arrangement is possible withil

inputLo negative regulator and an NPN pass transistor.
Fixed integrated voltage regulators can also be

used to supply variable output voltages, in this ser-
vice. the ground terminal is connected to some ref-
erence s oltage rather than directly to ground. Figure

Fig. 5-24 Curront beost CirUi1. 5-25 shows a dual-complementary supply sith ad-
justable output voltages. The supply is dua!-cornpie-

nlentarv since it provides both positive and negative
tab of the package is shown only as a general practice	 voltages with respect to ground. The rectifier circuit
since these connections are inputs on some devices, 	 is a combination oft" o full-wave, center-tapped sup-
The small package regulators have ratings of around 	 plies. This arrangement is also called a center-tapped
100 mA. the TO-220 devices as high as 3 A, and
some TO-3 deices as high as 10 A. They are avail-	

bridge recter. Capacitors C l and C- filter the posi-
tive and negative voltages. The 7805 is a fixed posi-

able with several fixed voltages such as in the 78XX	 v integrated regulator, and the 7905 is a fixedtive
series. The 7805 is a fixed S-V regulator, the 7812	 negative 5-V regulator. However, the supply is ad-
regulates at 12 V, the 7815 at 15 V. and so on. They 	 justable over a range of 5 to 20 V positive and neg-
are available as negative regulators in the 79,XX Se-	 at 	 with respect to ground. Notice that the ground
ries (for example, the 7905 is a negative 5-V regula-	 termveinals of the fixed regulators are driven by trian-
tor). Many integrated voltage regulators are adjust-	 gular ssmhols. The triangle is commonly used in
able, or can be confi gured for adjustment, and some	 schematics and block diagrams to represent an am-
are designed for switch-mode service, as will be seen	 plifier. The inputs of the amplifiers in Fig. 5-25 are
in section 5-71 at the right and are marked with minus (—) and plus

	

The current of an integrated circuit voltage regU- 	 ) symbols. The minus input is called the inverting
lator can be boosted by adding an external PNP pass	 input. Aviv positive-going signal • applied here will
transistor to a fixed positive regulator as in the circuit 	 Cause the output to go in a negative direction, and
of Fig. 5-24. The integrated circuit will supply all the	 any negative-going input will dris e the output in a

"load current up to the point where the current in	 positise direction. .Notice that the wiper arm of R4

	

- resistor R is enOu gh to cause a voltage drop of 	 supplies the inverting input of the top amplifier. if
0.6 V. At this point, the transistor v.tll he turned on, 	 the wiper arm is moved toward R, more of the
and it too will help support the load'current. If R is	 necative output voltage will be applied to the top
4.7 ft the turn-On current will be	 circuit. This negative-going signal is inverted by the

	

0.6	 top amplifier, and the ground lead of the 7805 is

	

= 4.7	 driven in a positive diiection. The 7805 will develop

= 128 m.A	 an output that is 5 V plus the positive voltage sup-

J

it' trackinFig. 5-25 Dual comp	 arylement 	 supply wg.
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resistances. Constant-current supplies are useful for
charging batteries, for supplying bias currents in ref-
erence circuits, for energizing electromagnets, and
for performing various control applications. Many
constant-voltage supplies also have a constant-cur-
rent mode. This mode is useful to protect the supply
and the circuits it energ izes in the event of a fault
such as a short circuit. A supply that reacts to an
overload by changing from constant-voltage to con-
stant-current operation is said to have automatic
crossover.

Figure 5-26 shows three constant-current circuits.
Each will supply a fixed current over a range of load
resistance. At some high value of load resistance,
the current will fall off as the load voltage cannot
exceed the input voltage. The output voltage is called
the compliance voltage, and the compliance range
predicts the values ofload resistance that will receive
a constant current. Figure 5-26(a) is a field effect
transistor (FET); the load current will be equal to its
loss rating. The FETs (constant-current diodes) may
be used to supply a constant bias current to zeners
or IC zeners for a more stable reference voltage. A
transistor circuit in which the drop ac'oss the emitter
resistor is zener-regulated is depicted in Fig. 5-26(b).
The constant voltage across R 1 predicts a constant

-	 0	 S

Constant	 c	 r_
c.r:ent	 C

- Code	 N-thaflflI
JFET

tel

R,

*

(a)

W

Fig. 5-26 ConsIrtt-currnst circuits.
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plied to its ground lead. This makes the positive
supply adjustable by changing the setting of R4.

What happens to the negative voltage in Fig. 5-25
when R4 is adjusted? The wiper arm of R4 also sup-
plies a signal to the bottom amplifier. In this case the
signal is supplied to the plus input, which is a non-
inverting input. When the wiper arm is moved toward
R 5 the resultant ncga:ive-going signal is amplified and
drives the ground lead of the 7905 in a negative di-
rection. The negative output voltage will be —5 V
plus the negative voltage supplied to its ground lead.
This makes the negative supply voltage adjustable
by changing the setting of R4.

Both outputs shown in Fig. 5-25 are adjustable
with R4. When the wiper arm of R 4 moves toward
R5, the positive output goes more positive and the
negative output goes more negative. One control ad-
justs both supplies. This is known as a tracking sup-
ply. The positive output voltage tracks the negative
output voltage. Supplies can be single or can have
more than one output. If they have two outputs, they
can be complementary (one positive and one nega-
tive). Supplies can be fixed or adjustable. Finally,
supplies that have more than one output can be in-
dependent or tracking.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
21. Refer to Fig. 5-20. Assume 5 V across the

load, a load current of 100 mA. an unregulated in-
put of S V, and a zener current of half the load
current. Calculate the resistance of R and its power
dissipation.

22. Use the data of question 21 and calculate the
zener dissipation with the load connected and with
the load disconnected.

23. Use the data of question 21. At what load
current will the circuit stop regulating? What hap-
pens to the zener current at this point? What hap-
pens to the output voltage if the load current in-
creases even more?

24. Use the data of question 21. At what unregu-
lated input voltage will the circuit stop regulating?
(Hint: Try calculating the load resistance and draw
an equivalent circuit.)

25. Refer to Fig. 5-21(b). Assume an unregulated
input of 10 V. a current gain from base to emitter
of 80, a 5.7-V zener, and a load current of 100 mA.
Calculate a value for R that will set the zener cur-
rent to half the base current.

26. Use the data of question 25. What load volt-
age can be expected?

5-5
CURRENT REGULATION
Most power supplies operate in the constant-voltage
mode. They maintain a fixed load voltage over a
range of load currents. A constant-current supply
will maintain a fixed load current over a range of load
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current in R 1 and also in the emitter and collector
circuits of the transistor. Figure 5-26(c) shows how

- an IC- voltage regulator can be used to provide a
constant current. The load current will be equal to
the regulator output voltage divided by R 1 - plus the
quiescent drain current of the IC.

Figure 5-27 shows a constant-voltage power supply
with current limiting. It uses an error amplifier to
compare a reference voltage against a sample of the
load volta ge. Any change in load voltage will cause
the amplifier to bias the pass transistor so as to re-
duce the error. Resistor R 1 , diode D, and capacitor
C form a stable reference voltage in Fig. 5-27. This
reference voltage is fed to the noninverting input of
the amplifier. The inverting input of the amplifier is
connected to the junction of R4 and R 5 , which divide
the load voltage. The amplifier output drives Q:.
which is direct- coupled to Qi, the pass transistor.
The direct connection from the emitter of Q to the
base of Q I produces a high overall current gain, and
the two transistors are usually called a Darlington
pair. Transistor Q3 is off when the supply is operating
in the constant voltage mode and has no Kfect on
circuit performance. If the load should demand less
current, the load voltage will tend to irirease. The
divided voltage -,at the inverting input of the error
amplLer will also increase. When apoliuive-go-irig
signal - appears at the invertin g input.the output goes
less positive. This means less drive to the Darlington
pair. and the passtransistor now drops more voltage.

- This action decreases the load -voltage, and much 01

the original error is eliminated. -
The constant-volta ge mode of Fi g . 5-27 ill

from zero load current to that value of load current
which causes enough drop across R 3 to turn on Q.
Resistor R is in series with the load and can be
considered a current-sensin g resistor. When the load
current goes hi g h enough to drop about 0.6 V across
R, Q will turn on, assuming it is a silicon transistor.
Notice that the polarity across R 3 forward-biases the

I.-.-,,-_--,	 : -----------

base-emitter junction of Q . When Q comes on, it
loads the output of the error amplifier. Current that
normally was supplied through R2 to the base of Q
is now supplied to Q . This reduc'es the drive to the
Darlington pair, and the output voltage drops. The
load resistance can continue to decrease toward
short-circuit conditions, and the lead Current stays
reasonably constant. Power supplies that cross over
from constant-voltage to constant-current operation
at some value of load current employ conventional
current limiting.

Conventional current limiting applied to the cur-
rent boost circuit studied earlier is shown in Fig.
5-28. Most integrated circuit voltage regulators have
internal current limiting and protect themselves from
overloads. When they are current-boosted, the inter-
nal current limiting will not protect the pass transis-
tor. Figure 5-28 shows how two components can be
added to provide current limiting for pass transistor
Q . Resistor R is the current-sensing resistor. It
senses that portion of the load current supplied by
pass transistor Q1 . When Q,'s current goes high
enou gh, the drop across R reaches 0.6 V and turns
on Q . \%'hen Q2 is on, it acts in parallel with R 1 to
decrease its effective resistance. Less resistance

--means less volta ge drop across R 1 and less bias for
pass transistor Q, Transistor Q l vvill now drop more
voltage from its collector-to-erniner terminal, and the
loadvoltage will begin to- drop. The supply -has
crossed over from constant-voltage to constant-cur-
rent operation. The maximum load current in this
circuit will he equal to the -limiting •current of the
integrated circuit plus the limiting current of the pass
transistor.

Conventional current limiting may not alwa ys pro-
tect the pass transistor and other components from
damage. A sustained short circuit will create high-
power dissipation in the pass transistor. For exam-
ple, a 2N3055 pass transistor is rated at 15 A and a
collector dissipation of 115 W. If it is operated in a
5-A 12-V power supply with conventional current
limiting, it may seem that it should be safe under all
load conditions. However, it can be destroyed by
excessive collector dissipation. Suppose it is oper-
ated with an unregulated input of 18 V. If the load is

irp,t

Load

Fig. 5-28 Conventional currcn timi'.iog added to a cun-ent boost
ccuir



Load

1---
a short circuit, all of the input will drop across the
pass transistor. The transistor dissipation will he

= 18 x 5
.90\V

It still seems safe since 90 V is less than its rated
115 W. However, its rated dissipation is for a case
temperature of 25°C (77°F). When a transistor is dis-
sipating 90 Wit becomes very hot. Figure 5-29 shows
the derating curve for the transistor in question. No-
tice that the curve shows 90 \V of dissipation to be
maximum at a temperature of 63°C. The transistor
may be destroyed if the short circuit lasts long
enou gh for the case to exceed this temperature.

Another form of current limiting may be more de-
sirable, especially when long-term overloads are ex-
pected. Foldback current limiting provides better
protection for the pass transistor and other circuit
components. Figure 5-30 compares the graphs for
two types of current limiting. Notice that in Fig.
5-30(a) the supply operates at a constant output of
12 V up to load currents just over 5 A. This is the
constant-voltage re gion. As the load resistance
drops, the current demand goes beyond 5 A, and the
output voltage starts to drop. It continues to drop
until it reaches 0 V at short-circuit conditions. There
is little current change from the beginning of limiting
to the short-circuit condition. In foldhack limiting
(Fig. 5-30[b]) the constant-volta ge region is the same.
As the load demands more than 5 A. the current
starts to fold back (decrease). At short-circuit con-
ditions, the current is 2 A. The dissipation in the pass
transistor can now be calculated by using the same
conditions as before but sith a foldback current of
2 A:

Pr 18 X 2 = 36 \V

This is a much more reasonable dissipation. Accord-
ing to Fig. 5-29 the transistor is safe up to a case
temperature of 140°C. A moderate heat sink 'ill be
able to accomplish this, and the pass transiskir will
he safe even if subjected to a prolonged short circuit.

a

S
0

T Case rrpe'aru 'C I' C)

Fig. 5-29 Pc:ver temperature dera:inz curve for a 2 1."3055 transis-
tor.
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Fig. 5 . 30 Conventional current )imitie compared to f)dback cur-
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Figure 5-31 shows a circuit that emplo y s foldhack
current limiting. Transi;tor 03 is off under normal
load conditions. Contpo.ents R 5 , D. and C develop
a stable reference voltago for the noninverting input
of the error amplifier. Resistors R6 and R 7 divide the

Unregu

Fig. 5-31 Faidbck current limiting.
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load voltage for the invertin g input. Any error pro-
duces more or less drive to the Darlington pair, Q2 -
and Qi, and the supply operates as.a constant voltage
source. If the load demand Continues to increase, the
drop across R 3 (the current-sensing resistor) and V
of Q will increase. Note that the polarity of these
two drops provides forward bias for the base-emitter
circuit of Q . Also notice that the drop across
provides a reverse bias for Q; Q3 will not come on
until the two forward drops can overcome the drop
across R 4 and the required junction voltage of Q.
When Q3 comes on, the limitin g action begins. No
Q3 can divert drive current from the pass circuit.
This causes the output voltage to begin dropping. It
also reduces the voltage across R4 and R 5 since the
base voltage of Q tracks the output. With less drop
across R. Q turns on harder since the R 4 drop is a
reverse-bias source for Q . The output is now folding
hack since Q 3 is conducting more than it did before
sith a given voltage across the current-sensing resis-
tor. If the load becomes a short circuit, the current
in R approaches zero and no longer acts to produce
any reverse bias for Q . Now, only a fraction of the
rated supply current is required in R3 to keep Q3 on.

Current-limiting circuits of each type can "latch-
up" under certain conditions, although the foldback
type is more likely to do so. LaIch .up occurs when
the supply is turned on and the output fails to come
up to its full value. It latches at some point on its
limiting curve. Some loads present a low resistance
at turn-on: for example, an incandescent lamp shows
a very low resistance hen cold. This type of load
can latch the supply at some point on its current-
limitin g curve: With the current limited, the lamp
will nes er reach its normal operating temperature Or

its normal operating resistance, and the output will
remain latched at some voltage lower than normal.
Dual-complementary power supplies may also latch
up if one polarity supplies a bias to a circuit energized
by the other polarit y. At turn-on, the bias is missing,
the circuit draws excessive current, and the supply
goes into limiting. If the bias side uses voltage from
the limiting side, the bias may never reach a normal
level, and the limiting action will continue indefi-
nitely.

a 0.0741 resistor. Calculate the maximum load cur-
rent.

31. Use the information provided by Fig. 5-29
and Fig. 5-30(b). Calculate the maximum safe case
temperature if the unregulated input is 15 V and the
load is a short circuit.

32, Use Fig. 5-30(a) and predict the load current
for a 241 load resistor. (Hint: Ue Ohm's law and a
graphical approach that satisfies a slope of 2 11.)

5-6
PROTECTION DEVICES AND
CIRCUITS
The current regulation circuits discussed in the pre-
sious section provide protection for the power sup-ply and load circuits for certain kinds of faults. This
section examines some other devices and circuits
that offer additional protection. Fuses and circuit
breakers are covered in Chapter 4. You ma y wish to
review, the discussion of these devices since they are
commonly used to protect power supplies and other
industrial circuits.

Line transients are common in the industrial en-
.vironment. They are caused by li ghtning, switching
of Iarse inductive loads such as motors, and mal-
ftinctions in other parts of the industrial plant. They
can cause all sorts of damage to wiring and equip- -
ment, and semiconductors are especially susceptible.
Studies show that one 5000-V transient can be ex-
pected per year for every 120-V circuit in this coun-
try; lower voltage transients can also be expected
even more frequently. Fuses and Circuit breakers are
too slow-acting to prevent transient damage.

A varistor (Fig. 5-32) can be used to absorb tran-
sient energy safely and to protect sensitive diodes,
transistors, and integrated circuits. Varistors are
voltage-dependent resistors. When the line voltage
is normal, a varistor has a very high resistance and
draws very little current from the line. When a tran-

Soldered COfl.4C1 \	 I	 Zinc oxide grair.S

REI IE [V QUESTIONS

27. Refer to Fig. 5-27, Assume R is a 0. 1541
resistor and Q3 is a silicon transistor. At what load
current will the limiting action begin?

28. Use the same conditions as in question 27. If
the output is 12 V, over what range of load resis-
tance will the supply act as a voltage source?

29. Use the same conditions as in question 28.
Over what range of load resistance will the supply
act as a current source?

30. Refer to Fig. 5-28. Assume that the inte-
grated circuit regulator is internally limited to
1.5 A, that Q2 is a silicon transistor, and that R2 is

Silver eectrode

Silver electrode

Soldered I Wire
lead

11g. 5-32 Metal oxide varittor (MOY) stnacture.
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Fig. 3 .33 MOV s'oI&-ampere characteristic curve.

sient comes along, the resistance of the varistor
drops sharply. This drop will cause high current in
the varistor, and the transient will be safely ab-
sorbed. The wafer of zinc oxide in Fig. 5-32 contains
boundaries between the grains. These boundaries act
as semiconductor junc:ions, and each requires about
3 V to become forward-biased. The boundaries act
in series, and the breakdown characteristics may be
controlled by the thickness of the wafer. The metallic
oxide varistor (MOV) structure produces a rather
high capacitance. This characteristic is usually of no
consequence in poser line applications.

Figure 5-33 shows the characteristic volt-ampere
curve for an MOV. There is no current flow over the
normal ac line swin g . However, if the line swings
positive enough, the positive current in the MOV
wtll increase sharpl y. The graph shows the same ac-
tion for positive- and negative-going transients.

Four common packages for MOV devices are
shown in Fig. 5-34. The axial devices (Fig. 5-34[b])

can absorb 2jou!es (I) of transient energy at currents 	 it drops in resistance and absorbs much of the tran-
up to tOO A. The high-ener gy package (Fig. 5.34[d]) 	 sient energ y. It protects the transformer, rectifier,
is rated up to 6500 J and 50,000 A. Fortunately, 	 filter, regulator, and load. Depending on the arnpli-
transients are usuall y very short in duration.	 tude and duj-aticn of the transient, the fuse in Fig.
E4AIPLE	 -	 5-35 may not blow. The MOVs ac' in nanoseconds

-	 and are therefore 100,000 times faster than fuses.
Suppose a transient reaches 5000 's lasts 10 J.LS	 Another type of overvoltage situation can develop
and causes a current flow of 100 A in an MOV	 in power supply circuits. Many circuits use series
device. What is the absorbed transient energy? 	 pass transistors. These are hardworking devices and

SOLUTION

	

	 are therefore failure prone. Unfortunately, the most
common failure mode in a series-pass transistor is

Energy = V X I X t .	 an emitter-to-collector short. This fault places the
= 5000 X 100 X 10 X 10	 entire unregulated supply voltage across the load.
= 5 J	 Since the load may contain many sensitive devices

Five joules is too touch for the axial package but 	 such as integrated circuits, extensive damage can
could be easily handled by the larger packages shown 	 result in a piece of equipment if a series-pass tran-
in Fig. 5-34,	 sistor short-circuits.

Figure 5-35 shows a typical application of an MOV	 . Figure 5-36 shows a crowbar circuit added to a
in a power supply circuit. The varistor is connected 	 high-currct power supply to prevent circuit damage
in parallel with the transformer primary. Normally, 	 in the eve-t of a regulator fai l ure. The crowbar cir-
it shows a very high resistance and draws almost no	 cuit is ma up of D 1 R9 C5 and the SCR. With

L,_..cuelenLfrom the ac-line, in theevent of a t nsient,..normalload valtage.Uie.itncL(D;)is. off,If, the load

Power poca;e
	

H;;- energy packore

(d)

Fig. 5-34 5105 package siyle. fCourfesv G,,e,oI Electric Co.).
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Fuse	
Sw'tch	 Rectifr	 Fiitec	 Reuiator

Fig 5.35 NIOVproted po.wcr spp(.	

Load
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Fig. 5.36 High current supply sith crovhar oservoltage protecüO.

voltage goes too high, the zener breaks over and
current flows in R9 . The drop across R9 gates the
SCR, and it turns on. Notice that the SCR sits across
the unregulated input and therefore quickly blows
the fuse. Capacitor C prevents noise from false-
gating the SCR. The simple zener gating circuit does
not provide a precise crowbar action. Some circuits
are more elaborate Oversoltage-sensing integrated
circuits that provide accurate trip points and pro-
grammable delay characteristics are available.

The rest of Fig. 5-36 works as the series-pass cir-
cuits already discussed. However, there are a few
details worth mentioning. There are tour pass tran-
sistors operating in parallel. Transistors Q3 to Qs
share the load Current and give this regulator high
current capacity. Resistors R5 to Ra help balance the
transistor currents. If one transistor has a higher
current gain than the others, it will conduct more
than its share of the load current. This will make it
run hotter than the other three transistors. Transistor

gain increases with temperature rise. As it heats, it
will continue to conduct more current and become
even hotter. This situation is called thermal runaway
and can lead to the destruction of the transistor. The
emitter resistors prevent thermal runaway in this cir-
cuit by dropping more voltage with an increase in
Current. This drop subtracts from the base-emitter
bias and decreases the transistor current. Typically,
these resistors (R to R 5) are 0.1 fl. Transistor Q 2 in
Fig. 5 .36 is a driver for the pass transistors. The
MC1469 integrated regulator cannot supply enough
drive current for four pass transistors, and Q: pro-
vides the needed current gain. Transistor Qi sfl5C5

the drop across R3 and, along with the internal cir-
cuits of the MC1469, provides conventional current
limiting. Notice that the MC1469 is housed in a 614
metal package with 9 pins.	 -

Thermal protection involves sensing the tempera-
ture of some component (usually the pass transistor)
and shutting the supply down at some critical tern-
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perature. Many of the integrated circuit regulators,
such as the 78XX series, employ this technique. A
thermal shutdown transistor is located dose to the
series-pass transistor in the circuit. The shutdown
transistor-is biased to 0.4 V and remains off at rea-
sonable temperatures; it the shutdown transistor gets
too hot USOC or so), 0.4 V is enough to turn it on.
When it comes on, it removes the base drive from
the pass transistor, and the output is turned off. The
shutdown temperature is several degrees above the
temperature at which the regulator will turn back on.
The difference between these two temperatures,
known as h ysteresis, prevents the regulator from rap-
idly oscillating (switching back and forth) between
on and off conditions.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
33. Is the relationship between voltage and resis-

tance in a metal oxide varistor (MOV) direct or in-
verse?

34. Is the relationship between the duration of a
transient and its energy content direct or inverse?

35. Calculate the energy in joules contained in a
2000-V, 350-A transient that lasts 20 i-•

5-7
SWITCH-\!ODE SUPPLIES
Almost all of the voltage regulators studied up to this
point have used a series-pass transistor. These reg-
ulators can provide excellent performance but are
relavely inefficient. The pass transistors consume a
aigvtflcant part of the total energy as they conduct
he full load current and drop part of the unregulated

-- input voltage. They run hot and require substantial
heat sinking in many cases) A design that eliniiriates
series-pass transistors is illustrated in Fig. 5-37. It
not a switch-mode supply but is included in this sec-
tion because it introduces an important concept.

The bridge section of Fig. 5-37 uses two rectifiers
and two silicon-controlled rectifiers. The SCR con-
trol circuit gates the bridge into conduction early or
later ir, the half cycle, depending upon demand and
line voltage. The waveforms show how the average
dc output of the bridge is related to SCR gating time.
Early gating produces a high dc average, and late
gating produces a low dc average. An error amplifier
compares a reference voltage with a sample of the
load voltage. Any difference will change the gating
of the SCRs and reduce the error.

The SCR-re gulated Supply is more efficient than
any of the series-pass circuits. When an SCR is off.
it blocks current. Zero current ensures zero power
dissipation in the SCR. When an SCR is on, it drops
very little voltage, thus ensuring little power dissi-
pation in the SCR. The point is that the SCR does
not dissipate very much power because it is a switch-
ing device. It is either off or on. On the other hard,
a pass transistor is somewhere between off and on.
It operates in the linear region; it acts as a resistor

Pe'erence
5._uply

Lead
Error
a rnp, V or

E' DC a,e,age

SCA gated early

DC vetOge

SCR gated late
Fig. 5.37 SCR resulated pouser supply.

and therefore consumes energy. In switch-mode
power supplies the control transistors are not oper-
ated in the linear region. This gives this type of sup-
ply an efficiency advantage similar to that achieved
by the SCR supply and also allows it to be operated
at frequencies far beyond the line frequency. The
higher frequencies allow a significant redJ' don in
the size and weight oftransformer-, diduc.ts, and
fitter capacitors. Switching supplies are about one-
lhtrd the size and wei ght of equivalent linear types.

Switch-mode operation can achieve regulation by
using pulse-s ilth mndulation. Figure 5-38(a) repre-
sents a hi ,-, %-duty since the width of the posi-
tive-going pulse is a large perceniage of the c ycle. In
this case it is about 75 peIcen. . square wave has
a duty cycle of 50 percent since the positive ptlse is
equal to one-half cycle. Assuming an operatin g fre-

DC average

JLH__H__flDOaae;u

Fig. 5-38 Pulse uvidth modulation. (u) High duty cc!e. (h) Low
dul y cycte.	 - -
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quency of 40 kHz, the calculation would appear as
follows:

Duty cycle, %	 x 'ioo

- 18.75 x 10-6

	

- 25x10	 xl

752

With rectangular waveforms, the dc avera ge is equal
to the dc peak times the duty cycle. Assuming peak
values of 100 V, the waveform in Fig. 5-38(a) would
average to 75 V and the waveform in Fig. 5-38(b) to
25 V because its duty cycle is 25 percent.

Figure 5-39 shows three switch-mode regulator
' configurations. In each case, the switching transistor

is driven b y a pulse width modulator (PWM). The dc
load voltage is controlled in these circuits by con-
trailing the duty cycle of the rectangular waveform
supplied to the base of the switching transistor.

In the circuit of Fig. 5-39(a) the load voltage is less
than the input voltage. When the output of the PW1
goes positive, the transistor turns on. Load current
is supplied through the transistor and the inductor.
When the output of the PWM goes negative, the
transistor turns off. Load current continues to flow
since the field of the inductor collapses and forward-
biases the diode. The filter capacitor also helps to
maintain load current while the transistor is off. The
load receives relatively pure direct current. The step-
down configuration is much more efficient than its
seri-,s-paiis equivalent, especiall y in those cases in

Cal Step-down con5guraticn

+i

(bI Step-up covisur_ta

which the load voltage is considerably less than the
input voltage.

Not onl y is the switching mode much more effi-
cient, it also allows regulator configurations not pos-
'sible with the series-pass arrangement. In Fig. -
5-39(b) the load voltage is greater than the input
voltage. When the PWM goes positive it turns the
transistor on and current flows through the transistor
and the inductor. When it goes negative,-the transis-
tor turns off, and the field in the inductor collapses
and generates a voltage that adds in series with the
input voltage. The diode is now forward-biased, load
current flows, and the filter capacitor is charged.
When the transistor turns on again, the diode pre-
vents it from discharging the filter capacitor/f he load
voltage can be opposite in polarity to the input volt-
age as shown in Fi g . 5-39(c). These circuits are handy
in cases such as a positive ground s ystem in which
one or two negative voltages are required. When the
transistor turns off, the inductor discharges through
the diode and the load. Sine the direction of dis-
charge current must be the same as the direction of
charge current, demonstrating that the load polarity
is opposite to the source polarity is easy.

r	 Regulation in a switch-mode supply is a matter of
L comparing the load voltage with a reference voltage

and using any error to correct the duty cycle of the
output of the PWM. Fi gure i-40 shows a step-down
regulator based on an inte grated circuit specially de-

- 'si gned for power supplies. The PWM -
is contained in the chip and conists-of an oscillator,
AND ate,-and a latch-The oscillator produce-&.a
rectangular waveform, and its frequency of operation
is controlled b y external capacitor C 1 . The AND gate
is a circuit that turns on and passes a signal to the
latch only when both of its inputs are positive. The
larch is a storage circuit that remembers a high signal
that was applied to its S input and supplies that high
signal to its Q output until it is reset at its R input.
Transistors Q and Q, form a Darlington switch that
will be turned on when the Q output of the latch is
high)'oltage regulation is achieved in Fig. 5-40 by
comparing an internally developed reference voltage
with a sample of the load voltage. Any error is com-
pensated for by pulse-width modulation. For exam-
ple, if the load demands more current, the voltage
tends to drop. Dividers R and R will then send a
negative-going signal to the error amplifier. It is in-
verted, and the output of the amplifier goes positive
(high), enabling the AND gate. The positive-going os-
cillator will then set the latch and turn on the Dar-
lington pair. The latch is reset at its R input by the
oscillator signal. The duty cycle is a function of the
error amplifier output. For example, if the amplifier
never goes high, the duty cycle will be 0 percent
sincc the AND gate will never be enabled. On the
other hand, if the amplifier output is continuously
high, the latch will be immediately set after it is reset
and the duty cycle will approach lOO.percent. Normal
operation falls in between these two extremes
( Figure 5-40 also provides for.current limiting. Re-
sistor R, senses the current to the Darlington pair.

'-I-.

ii

(c) inverting configuration

Fig. 5-39 Sv.tich.mode regulator corfiguraticr.s.
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When the drop across Rr reaches about 0.3 V the
oscillator waveform is reduced in duty cycle. Now
it is not possible for the Darlinton switch to be
driven with a dut y c'cle as hi g h as before, and the
output is limited. As shotsn. the circuit can safely
deliver about I A of load current. It is possible to
use pin 3 of the inteorated circuit te drive an external
switching transistor for mo. toad urrent. It is also
possible to use an external dod. nd therefore not
use pins I and 2 on the de ice. Pins 4 through 7
access an additional amplifier that can be used for
temperature control or some other power supply fea-
ture. The in; strafed circuit can be used in any of the
hrce confiu "ions shown in Fig. 5-39Jj

( Converters are ano'her category of switch-mode
if it supply. A conve,te.- a circuit that changes direct

current to alternating currLnt and then back to direct
current again.-)This makes it possible to transform
one dc voltage to ano:her dc voltage-, lt also permits
transformer isolation at a considerable savings in size
and weight because the frequency of operaion is
rnuclj higher than the normal line ftequencFigure

shows a width-controlled converter with voltage
—regulation. Transistors Qt and Qz are driven with out-

of-phase rectangular waves. Note that they will al-
ternately conduct and allow primary current in T1.
The load voltage is sampled by divider R 1 -R2 and
compared with a reference. Any error is used to
modulate the width of the pulses supplied to the base

	

Idi	 circuits. Increased load demand will be compensated
t for bymcr i1thi pulse width and the ON time for

bh transistors. This will increase the energy deliv-
ered to thtransformer and compensate for the in-
creased load demand.

-.

Diodes D 1 and D. in Fig. 5-31 rectify the hi g h-
frequency alternating current. Inductor L 1 and ca-
pacitor C 1 form a choke-input . filter. There are
periods of time when both transistors are off, and L1
will then discharge to maintain the load current.
Diode D 3 is forward-biased by L 1 at those times and
completes the discharge circuit. The circuit will func-
tion without D 3 , but then the discharge current is
forced to flow through the rectifiers and the second-
ary of the transformer. This condition is not desirable
because it increases thedisa:ion and lo-.vers Circuit
efficiency-j,, I

( Switch-mde regulators and conver'. ' . i ace qute;r
bit more efficient than series-pass arrange men'c: 2:t
ter efficiency translates to redo..ed licat sink require-
ments, and a smaller supply results.—,The high fre-
quency of operation reduces the size of filter
components and the size of the cores in the inductive
components. All in all, it seems that they have every
advantage. There is one disadvantage, however.
They are noisy. They operate with rectan gular wave-
forms. Rectangular waveforms are composed of a
fundamental frequency plus a series of harmonically
related frequencies. The third harmonic is three
times the fundamental; the fifth is five times the fun-
damental; and so on. Harmonics add to the noise in
the output of the supplyThey also create another
problem, called electromagnetic interference (EM!).
The energy content of the harmonics faiis off at the
higher frequencies, and the majority of the noise
ranges from 10 to 500 kHz. There is often enough
high-frequency energy to cause radiated joterference
with nearby equipment. Shieldrtg and output filters
are required to conroi radiated EMI.
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Switchers also iray create problems with c-
ductd EMI. The lo:atioa of switchin g transistors
direcUy- off the power line and their high peak cur-
rents can createsignificant line noise. Switchers cart
place noise on both sides of the line referenced to
ground (common mode noise) and can also place
noise on one side of the line referenced to the other
(differential mode noise). Line filters are required to
attenuate these forms of line noise.

Figure 5-42 sho. s a frequency-controlled sine
wave converter. Sine waves solve some of the noise
and EM! problems because they have no harmonic
content. The circuit uses power FETs to switch the
direct current produced by D 1 -D4 . The resulting
square wave is converted to a sine wave by a reso-
nant tank circuit formed by L 1 and C3 . These two
components are tightly coupled by transformer T
and behave as though they were in parallel. The high-
frequency sine waves are changed to direct current
by Schottky rectifiers D5 and D6 and L. and C4 form
a choke-input filter.

The circuit of Fig. 5-42 uses frequency modulation
rather than pulse-vP jdth modulation. The duty cycle
of the drive signals supplied to the FETs is fixed at
50 percent. Any change in load voltage will shift the
frequency of the drive signal. This is accomplished
in the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO). The tank
circuit has some natural resonant frequency estab-
lished by the inductance of L 1 and the capacitance
of C3 . Suppose the VCO is generating a signal above
the resonant frequency. A tank circuit shows maxi-
mum voltage when driven at its resonant frequency.

The circuit Q is such that an octave-frequency- jfl;
crease trans!ats to a 12-decibel (dB) drop in tank
voltage. An octave increase means double and a
12-dB drop -means one-fourth. Therefore. if the tank
voltage were 20 V at a VCO frequency of 150 kHz
it would drop to 5 V at a frequency of 300 kHz. Any
error in load voltage is corrected by shifting the VCO
in the proper direction. Figure 5-42 operates above
resonance, and an increased load demand will lower
the VCO frequency closer to resonance which will
increase the tank volta ge. Decreased load demand
will raise the \CO frequency further away from res-
onance and decrease the tank voltage. The slope of
the control curve is 12 dB per octave.

The power PETs and Schottky rectifiers in Fig.
5-42 permit good circuit efficiency into the hundreds
of kilohertz. This is not possible with bipolar tran-
sistors and ordinary rectifiers because of their poor
switching performance at high frequencies. They
cannot turn off fast enough, because of carrier stor-
age. It takes time to sweep all carriers from their
junctions so conduction does not cease immediately
when forward bias is removed. Field effect transis-
tors are unipolar and do not exhibit the carrier Stor-
age associated with bipolar devices. The Schottky
diodes use metal on one side of the junction and
doped silicon on the other. This construction tech-
nique eliminates the depletion region and the storage
problem. Power FET5 are also more rugged, in that
they do not suffer from secondary breakdown, which
is a phenomenon suffered in bipolar devices when
the crystal develops hot spots. The hot spots are
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caused by current crowding associated with the in- 	
be used to develop a negative voltage in a positive

tense fields generated in power devices and can lead 	 ground system?
to breakdown even though the transistor is operating	 41. What will happen to the load voltage in Fig.
in its safe -area. Primau breakdown is caused b -	5-40 if R is adjusted for less resistance?

•	 operation outside the safe area. 	 42.	 jch component in Fi g. 541 is included to
Diodes D 1 to D4 and capacitos C 1 and C2 in Fi	 reduce the dissipation in the transformer and-the 	 - - -

•	 5-42 make up a bridge-doubler circuit. The circuit rectifiers?	 -	 - -
acts as a doubler with the 120-V jumper installed: 	 -	 --	 -
the dc voltage suppl i ed to the sw itching transistors	 43. W	 do schematic smhols D5 and D L

ould he around 240 V sith 12a 0-V ac input. \Vr	 Fig. 5-12 depict?	 -

the jumper removed, the circuit acts as a bridge rec-
tifier and supplies about 240 V to the transistors with
a 240-V ac input. Thus, the circuit can he configured 	 5-8
for either of two line oltages with the jumper. Line 	 TROUBLESHOOTING AND
isolation is achieved in T 1 . Since the frequency of	 L11%-TENANCE
operation is so high, this transformer is tiny com-
pared to an equivalent line frequency device.	 Power sources are considered the heart of electronic

equipment. They must function properly for the

- REVIEW QUESTIONS	
equipment to work as designed. Technicians must be
familiar with power supply operation and know how

36. Calculate the efficiency of a series-pass regu- 	 to verify correct performance. They must be able to

lator that supplies 5 A at 12 \' from an unregulated	 diagnose malfunctions and replace components to

input of 18 V. (Hint: efficiency is found by dividing 	 restore proper and safe operation. Because the

useful output by total input.) 	 power supply can affect all parts of the system, ver-

37. If a switch-mode supply operates at 30 kHz, 	
ification of supply voltages, currents, and vaveforms

calculate the duty cycle if the ON time is equal to

	

	 must precede any troubleshooting efforts in o:her
parts of the system. More than one technician has

12s. 
-	

spent valuable time troubleshooting a normal circuit
38. Assume that you are observing the drive sig- that is acting abnormally because of a faulty supply.

nal to the base of a switchin g transistor in a power	 it is usually easy to verily proper operation in a
supply. What can you expect to see happen if the
load current is suddenly decreased? 	

power supply, and this must be done early in the
troubleshooting process.

39. Calculate the average voltage of a rectangu-	 Safety is the main consideration when trouble-
lar waveform with a peak value of 25 V and a duty 	 shooting. Severe electrical shock, burns, fires, equip-
cycle of 85 percent.	 ment damage, and losses in production time are some

40. Can the integrated circuit shown in Fig. 5-40	 of the penalties for improper work procedures.
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Grounded test equipment may lead to ground loops.
Some parts of the ac line and some parts of the power
supply circuitry can be hot with respect to an earth
cround. The act of plugging in a piece of test equip-
rnent normally connects its case and any ground
leads to an earth ground. Therefore, if an y of the
S:ound leads is brou ght into contact with a hot cir-
cuit, a ground loop results and very high fault cur-
ffltS \iil o;'. Or the technician's body can become
part of the loop if the case of the test equipment and
a hot circuit are touched at the same tulle.

It may he necessary to use battery-operated test
equipment when working on some industrial circuits.
This permits the instrument case and test leads to
remain "floating" with respect to ground. Floating
neasurements require special safety procedures. For
example, the case of a piece of test equipment that
is being used in a floating measurement may be hun-
dreds of volts with respect to ground. Touching the
ease may cause a severe shock if the technician's
body has any conductivity to ground. Special test
equipment, insulating mats, clothing, and other pro-
tective gear are musts when making floating mea-
surement s.

Isolation transformers can be used in some cases
to prevent ground loops. The power suppl y can be
iolatcd from the ac line by energizing it from the
transformer secondary. This eliminates ground loops

ut does not eliminate other shock hazards. No mat-
:r what the working conditions are, safe practices
nust be followed. Safe ss orkers have an orderly Way
of working, regardless of the conditions at the time.
They regard all circuits as potentially dangerous and
are not lulled into slopp y work habits by terms such
as low ro!rae For example. Fig. 5-42 shows a
Power suppl y design that could be used in an indus-
trial control computer to suppl y 5 V to the logic
circuits. What could be safer than 5 V? Well, the
power supply does develop 5 V for the load but
\.orks initiall y at 240 V dc in the s,k itching section!
Direct Current of 20 V dc is potentiall y very dan-
gerous and must he treated with respect. Figure
5-42 also points out that line isolation is achieved in
only part of the power supply Circuit. The bridge-
doubler runs directly off the ac line, and a ground
loop can result durin g work on this part of the circuit.

The industrial technician must also be aware that
the metal case of certain power supply components
may be at a high potential with respect to the Com-
mon ground. For example, refer to the voltage-dou-
bier circuits shown in Fig. 5-I8. Depending on ca-
pacitor construction C 1 could he a shock hazard in
these circuits In the half-wave doubler, the case of
C would he at the full secondary voltage referenced
to ground. In the full-wave doubler, the case of C
would be at half the load voltage referenced to
ground.

Power supplies are potential shock hazards even
when turned off. Toda y, the large-capacitive filter is
the must common wa y to achieve pure direct current.

Capacitors can store quite a bit of energy and may
store it for long periods of time. Safety demands that
the capacitors be discharged before touching parts
of the circuit or making some measurements. Short-
circuiting capacitors by a hand tool or test lead is
not advisable in high-energy supplies. The energy
delivered by some capacitors when short-circuited is
enough to vaporize an alligator clip! Special dis-
charge rods with internal current-limiting resistors
are used to bleed off capacitors in high-energy equip-
ment.

Troubleshooting is a logical procedure. It begins
by carefully observing the symptoms and all oper-
ating conditions. The logical technician verifies all
control settings, external connections and cabling,
and power to the Unit before tearing it down. Once
the technician is sure that there are no obvious ex-
ternal reasons for malfunction, then it is time to
power down. In the industrial environment, it is often
necessary to lock circuits off and tag them. The tag
warns that maintenance is underway. Tear-down pro-
cedures are often presented in the equipment man-
ufacturer's literature. So are important safety pre-
cautions. Find all relevant literature and use it!

A visual inspection of the inside of the equipment
follows tear-down. Look for obvious problems such
as foreign objects, leaking batteries and capacitors,
broken wires, cracked circuit hoards, burned com-
ponents. components not seated properly in their
sockets, circuit boards not seated properly in their
connectors, loose connectors, and dirt. The indus-
trial environment is often very dirty, and you may
find that the equipment is loaded with grime and dust.
This kind of build-up is often conductive and must
be cleaned. Be sure lo "'ar a respirator when clean-
ing up since t'ri.-du 'tay be hazardous. Do not
forget to check 'cntila ion systems and to clean any
air filters. Any ! : quid material inside the equipment
may present a ulore difficult problem. Try to find out
where it came from and what it is.

It may he necessary to remove circuit boards and
wah them, in some cases. Check the manufacturer's
recommendations before proceeding. Some may rec-
ommend a stuion of 90 percent ethyl alcohol and
10 percent water. If corrosive materials such as chlo-
rides are on the board, a solution of water and bi-
carbonate of soda may be used to clean and neutral-
ize the board. The boards must be thoroughly rinsed
with deionized water and dried before installation.

Battery and cell maintenance is usually straight-
forward. A voltage check will verify whether the unit
must be replaced. However, do not make the mistake
of measuring open-circuit voltage. A weak battery
will often show a normal voltage until loaded. En-
ergize the load circuit or select a resistor of the
proper resistance and power ratings and make a test
under normal load conditions. Some equipment may
have a battery test switch for this purpose. If a sec-
ondary battery is below the cut-off voltage, verify
proper operation of the charging circuit. Keep a
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maintenance log and always date the replacement of
any cell or battery. Many technicians also tag the

- equipment to indicate the date that the battery was
replaced. These habits save time and money. Finally,
leaking cells and batteries must be replaced because
electrolyte material is highly corrosive and conduc-
tive.

The most common failure mode for solid-state rec-
tifiers is a short circuit. Make sure the power is off
and that the filters are discharged and then run an
ohmmeter check when you suspect a bad rectifier.
Use a low range and check for different readings as
the ohmmeter, polarity is reversed. Do not expect to
see infinite reverse resistance when running in-circuit
checks. For example, refer to Fig . 5-10. Suppose the
ohmmeter positive lead is on the cathode of D2 and
the negative lead is on the anode. This reverse-biases
D and D 1 . but ohmmeter current will flow through
the bottom half of the secondary and the load. If the
diode is good, the reading will be a function of the
load and secondary resistance. The forward resis-
tance of a solid-state diode is also important. Most
ohmmeters do not turn the diode on very hard, and
a good diode will show a resistance considerably
greater than 0 Ii A short-circuited diode vii show
o ci in both directions. Removal of at least one diode
lead from the circuit will allow conclusive tests. Sil-
icon rectifiers normall y have a reverse resistance
:higher than the top range of the ohmmeter. Replace
any leaky units. Don't forget that at least 0.6-V is
necessary to turn on 'á silicon diode. Some chmine-
ters have a special low-voltage ohms function. which
cannot' he used when testing diodes. Finafv. if a
rectifier is rated at more than lOUO V it miv he a
series combination of diodes and cannot be tested
with an ordinary ohmmeter. It will test open(infinite
resistance) in both directions.

Filter capacitors, especially the electrohi i type,
are failure-prone. They may develop excessive leak-
age and may even short-circuit. They can also dry
out and lose much of their capacity. Finally, they can
develop a high series resistance which limits their
ability to deliver load current. In-circuit testing can
be used to find a short-circuited capacitor. Observe
polarity and, as in the case of rectifier testing. be
aware of other paths for the ohmmeter current. Re-
move at least one capacitor lead for more conclusive
testing. A momentary low resistance followed by
increasing resistance is to be expected when ohmme-
ter-testing large capacitors. Large electroltics al-
ways show some leakage, and the ohmmeter will not
reach an infinite reading on its highest range. Testing
for excessive leakage is best done at the raed volt-
age. Also, testing for capacity and series rtsstance
demands a capacitor tester. It may be most effective
to try a new capacitor when symptoms such as ex-
cessive ripple point to the filter. Electrolytics have a
shelf life and the technician should be aware that a
"new" capacitor can be defective, especialh' lit has
spent 10 years in storage.

- As mentioned before, troubleshooting is a logical -
process. Good troubleshooters use analysis to limit
the possibilities. They can take a set of symptoms
and zero in on a set of possible'. causes. They under- -
stand circuit laws and know how circuits operate
normally. This knowledge leads them to the answers
they are looking for. For example, look at Fig. 5-20.
Suppose that the load voltage is zero. First verify
that there is some input to the circuit. It is not pro-
ductive to troubleshoot a regulator circuit until it is
verified that the input is normal or at least low. Zero
input usually points to a defect in a circuit before the
regulator. Lowinput may point to an overload con-
dition. Suppose the unregulated input in Fig. 5-20 is
low or normal. What kinds of faults could cause the
load voltage to be zero? Resistor R may be open, or
the zener. capacitor, or load ma y be short-circuited.
If resistor R is open, it will be cold. If there is a short
circuit, it will probably be hot. In fact, it may smell
and look burned. Use all of your senses but be care-
ful what you touch. You could be burned or shocked.

Suppose the load voltage in Fig. 5-20 is too high.
This changes the anal ysis. Now, the onl y probable
fault is an open zener diode. It is unlikely that R is
short-circuited because resistors seldom short-cir-
cuit: if it did short-circuit, it would probably destroy
the diode.

We are dealing'with voltage thalvsis We are rca-
uring circuit vol—es and analyzing possible causes

for improper readin gs. Learn how to tak
e
 nea'sure-.

rnenfs safel y vhen the equipirrent is on because much
troubles hooting,nttist j:'e dprie this uay. Watch where -
you put your arm, wrist, hand, and fin gers Lse in-
sulated probes and never have more than one hand
in the circuit at one time. A forearm-to-finger shock
can be bad enouch, but a hand-to-hand shock can be
lethal.

After the voltage anal ysis, it may be time to go
back to resistance analysis. lithe load voltage is zero
in Fig. 5-20, we know that any of three short circuits
and one open circuit are among- the possibilities.
Power down, discharge the capacitors, and use the
ohmmeter to find the problem. Start with an in-circuit
check of R. Try both polarities even though it is not
a diode. Sometimes you can avoid forward-biasing
junctions in other parts of the circuit with this tech-
nique. The highest reading that you can obtain is
closest lo the correct readin g . hR measures too high.
you have found the trouble or part of it. There still
could be a short circuit that caused excess current
in R and burned it out. Use the ohmmeter to check:
if a short circuit is found, leads will have to be dis-
connected since the diode, capacitor, and load are
connected in parallel.

Look at the series-pass circuit in Fig. 5-21(a). As-
sume a normal unre gulated input and zero load volt-
age. What kinds of component failures are possible?
The transistor could be open, resistor R could be
open, and the diode or the capacitor could be short-
circuited. A short-circuited load is another possibil-
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it. , but it would probably cause the unregulated input
volta ge to he lower than normal, and the pass tran-
sstor weuld be hot because of the hieh current flow.
S . npo' the load voltag e in Fig. 5-21(a) kkere too
hi2h. This mi ght be caused by an open diode or a
5 .3rt-circuited pass transistor. A quick voltage read-
ing from ground to the base of the transistor will
eliminate one or the other. A high voltage here points
to an open zener, and a normal reading indicates that
the transistor has short-circuited.

Low output voltage often points to an overload. If
a regulator uses current limitin g , the output voltage
will drop below normal with excessive load current.
Even without current limiting, overloads always can
be expected to cause voltages to drop below normal.
Overloads also make circuits run hot. However, do
not jump to conclusions, because some components
are quite safe at temperatures that will burn your
fin ger. Sometimes it is necessary to use current anal-
Y S is. Most technicians avoid this since the Circuit has
lobe broken to insert the ammeter. Ifa series resistor
of known value is available, measure the drop across
it and calculate the current with Ohm's law. Don't
forget the possibility of latch-up (discussed in the
section on current limiting). In some cases, it may
he necesarv to remove some or all of the load from
the supply to determine whether normal operation
can he restored.

Another cause of volta ge error is a fauit in the
reference suppl y. This is easy to verify with a voltage
check. Don't forget to check the diider that sam-
ples the output voltage. Any problem here will send
the wrong voltage to the error amplifier and cause
an output error. A current-limit circuit can also
cause voltage error if it is defective. Suppose R

Fig. 5-27 increases in value. It will cause the cir-
CUt to go into current limiting at less than maximum
load current, and the load voltage will be below
normal.

Repeated pass transistor failures may indicate a
defect in the current-limit circuit. Suppose 0 1 in Fig.
5-31 is replaced and normal operation is rcstored. It
v. ill he s ise to check the supply for foldback; other-

se the replacement transistor may fail its a short
Period of time. If Q is open. the suppl y will not
limit, and the pass transistor will not be protected
from overloads. Sometimes the difference between a
wood technician and a poor technician is that the
good technician repairs the equipment once, and the
Poor technician repairs it once a week.

Blown fuses with glass tubes should be visually
inspected. It is easy to tell the difference between a
moderate overload and a severe overload. A severe
overload often covers the inside of the glass with
spattered metal and black smoke. These kinds of
clues are valuable. For example. su ppose the circuit
of Fig. 5-35 is dead. Inspection of the fuse reveals a
Severe overload. If lightning made the lights flicker
v hcn the equipment went dead.-it is eat to piece
tOgether hat happened. If there was no transient,

then it is likely that there is a dead short circuit in
the equipment, and it will be wise to look for it before
enerizing the equipment a gain. A severel y blown
fuse in Fig. 5-36 indicates that the crowbar circuit
was tripped. The pass transistors and Q 2 should be
checked for emitter-to-collector short circuits before
turning the supply on. If the transistors are good, the
integrated circuit may be defective, divider R,-R,
may be wrong. D 1 may he short-circuited, the SCR
may be short-circuited, or noise may have caused
false gating of the SCR.

Switch-mode supplies can exhibit some additional
symptoms when compared with linear supplies. They
can make sounds such as clicking, chirping. and
squealing. They are designed to operate above the
limit of human hearing, but defects and overloads
may cause the frequency to drop. Overloads can also
cause a switcher to shut down and then restart re-
peatedly. This can create audible clicking and chirp-
ing. Always investigate the possibility of an overload
when unusual sounds are heard.

An oscilloscope is the preferred instrument for
analyzing switch-mode supplies. Rectangular wave-
forms can cause misleading readings in a voltmeter
unless the meter is capable of true rms performance
at the frequency of operation. Most meters are not
true rms indicators, and some true rms meters are
not accurate at switch-mode frequencies. It is also
good practice to check the output of linear supplies
for ripple and noise sith an oscilloscope. The fre-
quency of operation also must be verified in switch-
mode supplies. This can be done with sufficient ac-
curacy on a good oscilloscope by measuring the
period of the waveform and then deriving the fre-
quency.

The last step is the replacement o defective corn-
ponerits. It is mandatory to use exact replacements
or substitutions with equal or better Specifications.
However, this can be a trap for the beginning tech-
nician. Replacing a l-W resistor with a 2-W resistor
can cause failure of a more expensive component if
the original design intended that the resistor would
increase in value under overload conditions. Substi-
tuting a larger-capacity filter may cause excessive
current peaks in the rectifiers and transformer. Gen-
erally, it is safest for the beginner to match replace-
ments to the original parts as closely as possible; this
means according to component type, as well. It is
poor practice to replace a film resistor with a carbon
composition resistor, for example. Such substitutions
can even lead to fires. The physical size is also im-
portant. Make sure the replacement has the proper
lead arrangement and that it will fit in the space
available. Make your work look like the factory wir-
ing as much as possible. Replace all components,
even seemingly unimportant ones such as ferrite
beads. Do not leave long leads on components. For
example, unless b y pass capacitors such as C 1 , C.
and C3 in Fig. 5-36 have short leads, the integrated
circuit may become unstable.
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Finally, it must be emphasized that certain corn-	 REVIEW QUESTIONS

	ponents are special and have rather critical specifi- 	 44. What must tie technician guard against when

	

cations. Rectifiers D5 and D6 in Fig. 5-42 must be of	 working on "hot" circuits with grounded test
the Schottky type. Ordinary rectifiers will not work

	

in this circuit. 'They wi'l overheat and be destroyed	
equipment?

	

and may cause additional circuit damage. Capacitor	
45. Which part of a power supply may store a

charg e for some time?

	

C3 is another example of a special component. it is 
	 -

	

a special four-lead capacitor designed for low effec- 	 46. Refer to Fig . S-Il. A technician connects the

•	 live series resistance (ESR). An ordinary capacitor 	 - positive ohmmeter lead to the cathode of D and

	

has a much higher ESR and would be overheated 	 the negative lead to its anode. is the technician

	

and destroyed in a circuit of this type. Tbe inductors 	 measuring the forward resistance of D, 9 is the re-

	

in switchers and sine v.ave converters are also spe-	 verse resistance ofD2 being measured

	

cial. They are quite often cup-core types, where the	 47. What is being measured in question 46?

cores surround the windin gs or toroid types, where

	

the windings are placed on doughnut-shaped cores.	
48. Refer to F. 5-22. Transistor Q2 is open.

What is the symptom?

CIL4PTER REVIEW QLTESTIONS
5-1. if a 6-V. 2-A - h ni-cad battery is com-

pletely discharged, what is the minimum time re-
quired to completely restore it at a 010 charging
rate? How long can it be left on charge before it is

damaged?	 -.
5-2. \Vhy is it poor practice to store discharged

gel-cells for an extended period?

5-3. Assume a line frequency of 60 Hz. What is
the ripple frequency in a line-to-neutral three-phase
s ye rectifier?

5 .4. \Vhat i. the recti.er cei ratio for a single-
phase, full-v. a'.e bridge circuit?

5 .5. Refer to Fig. 5-17. Calculate the capacitor
value required to keep the ripple voltage at I V
peak-to-peak. Assume a load current of 10 A and a
line frequency of 40 kHz.

5-6. What can you conclude from question 5-5
regarding the size of filter components required in
high-frequency switch-mode power supplies?

5.7. Refer to Fig. 5-18(b). Assume no diode
loss, a light load, and a 120-V rms secondary. What
is the dc load voltage?

5-8. Refer to Fi g . 5-22. What can be expected
to happen to the output voltage if resistor R2

opens?
5-9. Refer to Fig. 5-24. Assume a pass transis-

tor with a Vof 1.5 Vat a collector current of 4 A.
Select a value for R that will set the integrated cir-
cuit-regulator current at I A when the load current
is5A.

5-10. Use Fig. 5-30(b) and predict the load cur-
rent for a 241 load resistor.

5-11. An MOV is rated at 5 J and 200 A. As-
sume maximum current flow and calculate the max-
imum voltage that it can safely withstand for 5 I.Ls.

5-12. Suppose the circuit of Fig. 5-35 is designed
to operate on common 120 Vac. Why wouid it not
be possible to use an MOV designed to break O\ Cr

at ISO Vdc?
5-13. Refer to Fig. 5-36. Which component SCIS

the crowbar trip point?

5-14. Refer to Fig. 5-36. Poten:iorneer R is
used to adjust the-load	 \\.1ad voltage. h musi it be ad-

jus ted carefully in a circuit of this . type?

5-IS. Calculate the frequency of the seventh har-
monic in a s\srch-mode supply that operates at
35 kHz.

5-16. What two undesired effects are caused b;
harmonic energy in switch-mode supplies?

5-17. How much harmonic enerey can be fourrd
in a sine wave?

5-18. Name two problems or limitations associ-
ated with bipolar power transistors that are not as-
sociated with power FETs.

5-19. Refer to Fig. 5-22. if R 1 is open, what is

the symptom?

5.20. Refer to Fig. 5-27. If R 1 is open, what is

the symptom?
5-21. Refer to Fig. 5-36. Transistor Q' has a co-

lector-to-emitter short circuit. What is the symp-
tom?

5-22. Refer to Fig. 5-36. Transistor Q . is open.

What is the symptom?

5-23. Refer to Fig. 5-40. Resistor R 5 has in-
creased in value. What is the symptom?

5 .24. Refer to Fig. 5-22. What can be expected
to happen to the load voltage if the series-pass
transistor develops a collector-to-emitter short?
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AXSWERS TO REVIEW QIJESTIOXS
1. prim 2. polarization 3. 35 h 4. lithium thionyl chloride 5. 3.3 MIl 6. 30 II 7. 22,5 V 8. 27 V
9. positise 10. 13.5 V 11. 6.45 V; 47.8 percent 12. 7 V 13. pulse waveforms show a greater heating effect
14. 20 percent 15. capacitor in put 16. capacitor input 17. capacitor input 18. 42.3 V 19. it will decrease
20. it wH :rea$e 21. 20 fl; 0.45 W 22. 0.25 W; 0.75 'N 23. 150 mA; drops to zero; drops below 5 V 24. 7 V
25. 2.2 26. 5 V 27. 4 A 28. from 3 to infinity 11 29. trom U to 3 Il 30. IiJ.I A 31. 15u'C 32. 5.3 A
33. inverse 34. direct 35. 14 36. 0.667 or 66.7 percent 37. 36 percent 38. the duty cycle will decrease
39. 213 V 40. ses 41. it will go down 42. D3 43. Schottky rectifiers 44. ground loops and shock 45. filter
capacitor 46. nD: no 47. the load plus the forward resistance of D (depending on primary resistance, D 1 may also
be tune c. n) 4.8. high output and no volta ge regulation


